
 

 

Agenda for the Special Selectboard Meeting Sunday, June 10, 2018  
3:00 PM – 7:00 PM 

 
 

1.       Call to Order – 3:00 pm 

2.       Public Comment (for items not on the agenda) – 5 minutes 

3.       Town Plan: 

a.  Public Hearing #2 – 2 hours max [hopefully, less!] 

b.   [After closure of public hearing] Board Discussion and Action on Plan of Record for June 

28 Public Hearing #3 – 1 hour max 

4.       Adjourn 

 
 

Next Selectboard Meeting – June 13, 2018 at 6:00 PM  
(Executive Session at 6:00; Public Session starting at 6:30 PM) 
 
To receive email notices of Selectboard meetings and hearings, agendas, minutes and other notices, 
send an email to manager-assistant@norwich.vt.us requesting to be placed on the Town Email List.    

mailto:manager-assistant@norwich.vt.us


To: Norwich Selectboard

From: Norwich Planning Commission

Date: June 6, 2018

Subject Response to Selectboard Draft Town Plan Accepted 5-23-18

This letter outlines the Planning Commission response to Selectboard Draft Town Plan Accepted
5-23-1 8.

Overall the document reaffirms the status quo for the Town of Norwich in terms of direction and
policy. The Planning Commission supports adoption with a few recommendations to address
Two Rivers Otauquechee Regional Commission CI-RORC)feedback and legislative goals.

TRORC was asked to do a review of the Selectboard Draft Town Plan 5-23-18 to assure
regulatory requirements are being met with the approved revisions. TRORC feedback was
outlined under'smaller', 'medium', and 'most significant' categories (copy attached). During a
follow up callto discuss Planning Commission recommendations that addressed the feedback,
TRORC indicated that the smaller/medium comments do NOT affect the confirmation process. A
way forward on significant items was clarified.

The Planning Commission recommends the following actions to assure planning goals of 24
VSA Section 4302 are met.

On the 'smaller side,' incorporate aIITROHC minor edits and word changes.

'On the medium side'

Regarding 'actions and actors', the implementation chart in the 1 1-16-18 draft
has this information, and will be included in the next version of the Town Plan.
The topics highlighted in the 'medium' section will þe addressed during the next
town planning cycle, as TRORC recommends.

'Most significantly'

. To support the Childcare section on page 40, add an Action D.1.d:
. Collaborate with TRORC to help assure the availability of safe and

affordable childcare and iniegrate childcare issues into the planning
process.

. On Map 11 and Land Use section, the Planning Commission agrees that a
Future Land Use Map is essential and does not recommend deleting this map.
Current permissible densities and uses should be added to support Map 11.

a

a

a

a

Lastly, on page 52 in the Utilities Section, under the heading "Sewage Treatment," it states
"This Plan recognizes that sufficient support does not currently exist to allow a connection from
Norwich to a neighboring town's sewage and/or water system. Such a move would require
specific authorization and support in the Town Plan via a future amendment." We're concerned
about this statement because it's not clear that Norwich has the legal authority to prohibit
private entities or businesses in Norwich from contracting with adjoining towns to provide
sewage or water service. We recommend the Selectboard either delete the sentence entirely or
specify that the Town Plan does not authorize the expenditure of town funds to construct a
connection to a neighboring town's sewage and/or water system.

1.



Once again, the Planning Commission supports the Town Plan adoption with these

recommendations to address TRORC feedback and legislaiive goals.

g
Jacqueline Allen
Planning Commission Chair

6A
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From: Kevin Geiger

Sent: Thursday, MaY 31,20t8 3:11 PM

To:'HDurfee(Ð norwich.vt.us' <U q qtle'L@!9rwiq[' !t. u r>

Cc: Peter G. Gregory <pglesorv@t¡q¡c.9lg>; Pete Fellows <pfellowé@!{qlc.8Ig>

Subject: RE: Draft Town Plan & Hearing

Herb,

Peter asked me to review the plan and get you comments before your upcoming hearing'

I have read through our previous remarks on the last plan and have also read through the

supplied hearing draft copy. My comments cover both trivial and significant issues. My

comments are based on the page numbers used in the hearing draft. These are not in our full

town plan review format for speed purposes.

On the smaller side;
. Page 3 has a duplicate sentence in the third paragraph.
¡ page 4: it might be useful to also refer to a plan's stand¡ng in section 248 proceedings on

energy and telecommunications projects and Tiel 19, section llLL access permits'

r page 6: when referring to the regional plan, the most recent is the 20L7 plan, As the draft

town plan notes, the village is regionally a "town center" in our future land use, but it

should also note there is an "interchange area" as well.
. pages 7-8: has old adoption dates for neighboring town plans, which are Hartford - May 2OL2

(now expired), Sharon- April2015, Thetford- May 2012 (now expired), and Strafford-

September 2017. Also, Sharon has no standard zoning, but it does have flood

regulations, which are a form of zoning.
. Page 10: I think you want to also mention "actions" in the first line under Themes.

. Page 31: Action 8.6.c refers to us as "Three Rivers".
o Page 47: the last two sentences under Water supply read like an Action.
. Page 61; bottom list should include the Town Road and Bridge Standards
. The 11th map labeled Future Land Use has a large red "+- " for Some reason.

On the medium side
. Overall: Actions are best when listed with an "actor", so who would be doing each would be a

good addition.
¡ Page 21: Action 4.2. supports additionalaffordable housing provided it does not have a

negat¡ve fiscal impact. While that is understandable, the town plan draft does wellto
acknowledge that Norwich has an acute problem in this area, and fixing it should not be

done only if it does not cost the town, as that would be a bit circular in logic.

. Page 30: Action 8.1.b is a plan to develop housing goals. The state already has housing goals

laid out in 24 VSA section 4302, and while details of how you might meet those goals are

needed, the region, and approvable town plans, are bound to be consistent with those.

. Education Chapter: this is much more thorough than many town's and well done.

. Community Facilities and Services Chapter: this is better than most, but as Norwich has dome

some capital planning, it would be good to have more on expected capital projects,

costs and financing. Also, aging populations are a major planning issue and we suggest

including senior services such as senior centers, meals on wheels, and visiting nurses

even though they are not done by the community. Health care is talked about in statute
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and so health care services for the community should be mentioned.

¡ Transportation: there is really no mention of the large new issue of storm water permitting of

roads, and this would be good to include next time'
¡ page 6g: Action G.6.b would benefit from detail as to who will do this and rough costs.

. rnàrgy chapter: this is marginal but meets requirements and is under revision right now and

we understand would be included in the next revision'

. Natural and Historic Resources: given the language on pages 90-91 and the Map l'0, I think

you have done enough to satisfy the new forest block and habitat connector

requirement.
. page 114: Action K.3.f reads like a mandate that all commercial uses provide public spaces

and is likely not intended that way.

Most significantlY:
. page 41: childcare is talked about in the text on page 40 but there are no goals, objectives or

actions listed unless I have missed them. This should be fixed.
. Future Land Use map and public hearing notice: the public hearing notice says Map 11 was

"marked for deletion or at least changes". A future land use map is an essent¡al

ingredient. There is an 11th map, that has "Future Land Use" titled on it, but it does not

cover the entire town and it does not have future lands use areas that correlate with the

plan's text, but rather it seems to be a copy of part of the current zoning map. A future

land use map would need to be included in any final hearing version. A town-wide

future land use map was included in December20tT version we saw, but lgatherthat is

what was deleted?
. FLU zones on the village FLU map do not correspond to FLU area text names.
. An issue we have raised in the December review was that, as the plan notes in the second

paragraph on page 109, "The density, scale and mix of land use appropriate for each

land use planning area are identified and important land use issues are discussed

below." Except the plan does not actually talk about what is "appropriate for each land

use area". Rather, land use objectives and actions are not by area, but appear to be

townwide and are of concern. Action K.3.d could be read to allow commercial uses in all

d istricts.

Given the significant issues noted above the plan would not be approvable and does not appear

to even contain the required elements.

Kevin

Kevin Geiger, AICP CFM
Senior Planner
Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission
128 Kin6 Farm Road, Woodstock, VT 0509L

Ph : 802-457-3188 ext. 124, fax 802-457 -47 28

TRSK
www.trorc"org
No responses ore intended as legol opinions. All responses møy be a public record unless otherwíse

specified.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Pam Mullen
Wednesday, June 06,2018 10:32 AM
Herb Durfee; Jacqueline Allen
Miranda Bergmeier
RE: RE: PC Review of Town Plan for SB-DRAFT LETTER FOR YOUR REVIEW

Maps-TP-S-24-18.pdf; NorwichTownPlanMaps20l 1 (adopted)LR.pdf; DraftMapl 1-Future

Land Use.pdf

Hi, Everyone,

I have attached a draft of the revised Map 1-1 labeled Future land Use; also attached both the 2011 and2ALT Town Plan

Maps. I have combined, via cut and paste, the Map 11 Planning Areas Maps from the z0tlTP and the 20L7 Draft to the

SB. The changes to the 20L7 Map LL are as follows:

1. Took the Víllage Center/Route 5 South area (Red) from 201-L and put it onto the 2017 Map 11 (the ZOIZ map

had enlarged slightly the Route 5 South areas and also differentíated the Village Center (Red) and Route 5 South

(Orange)which will be taken out);
2. Hamlets were merged ínto the Valley area in the20L7 Map (Hamlets to remain undelinated);
3. Added Route 5 South to the Village Center in the key; and
4. Changed l.L. Planníng Areas to LL. Future Land Use

Please let me know if any changes need to be made.

Pam,

Norwich Planning and Zoning
802-649-t419 ext.4
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Miranda Bergmeier

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Revised Town Plan 5/23/18 Edits

Town Plan Revised SLR 6-4-1B.pdf;Town Plan Accepted by Select Board 5-23-18, Edited

SLR 6-4-18 vf.docx

Dear Select Board Members,

Attached please find selected edits suggested by a number of people in two versions of the Town Plan. l'm

the messenger (and scribe) for many who have made suggestions for the attached documents. The first
attachment includes only the suggested revisions in red. The second attachment is the entire town plan

including the revisions in blue in Word format to make cutting and pasting easy should you find merit in the
suggested changes. Some of the topics that are dealt with are listed below:

L. The amount of affordable housing in Norwich as shown on the Grand List

2. Accurate per capita school costs

3. The effects of different types of development on taxes

4. Municipal Sewage concerns and on site septic disposal potential

5. Factors that decrease growth

6. Small scale development and affordable housing consistent with the size of Norwich

7. Background of affordable and senior housing in Norwich.

8. Additional ways to promote affordable housing

9. Expressing concerns over bicycle safety

1.0. Concerns about correctly portraying factors for increased and decreased population growth

LL. What should the population and affordable housing growth rate be in Norwich and how much should

there be of both?

12. Provide missing, omitted or correcting misstated information

There has been a great dealof work done bythe Planning Commission and the Select Board and other boards

and commissions and by members of the public. We're hoping that you are inclined to use the attached edits

provided in the final version of the Town Plan and that you will agree that mega developments are

inappropriate for Norwich. The suggestions in the attachments are intended to provide reasonable

alternatives to mega developments and to offer additional ways to create affordable housing in a scale that
does not penalize tax payers nor harm the historic character of Norwich. Herb, please make this email and the
pdf attachment part of the Select Board's correspondence.

I



Many thanks to all those who have spent their valuable time and contributed to trying to make Norwich's

Town Plan something we can agree with and be proud of.

Allthe best,

Stuart Richards 802-649-3928
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participated on these comm¡ttees, attending regular meet:ngs and spend¡ng many hours collecïint data and research¡ng
¡ssues.

ln 1990, a four-page questionnaire was d¡stributed to Norwich residents to determine their att¡tude towards various
town growth issues. There were 546 responses, which helped guide the work of the planning committees. The final
reports and ¡nventories of the committees were presented to the Plann¡ng Commission in 1991. The planning
commission began an eveluat¡on of the reports in conjunction w¡th committee chairpersons.

ln the process ofevaluating this informat¡on, particularly regarding growth and property tax issues, the planning
commission decided more information and research were needed and reta¡ned Douglas Kennedy & Associates to
prepare a report utilizing L990 U.s. Census data and other data that had not been ava¡lable to the committees. Several
chapters in the plân were based on that report, wh¡le the others were based on the reports of the Town plan
comm¡ttees.

':*1å Plan. ln 2005, the Norwich Plann¡ng Commission began the process of updating the 1996 plan by distribut:ng
another survey to residents address¡ng a range of planning and growth issues ¡n town. The results were overwhelming,
with 990 surveys returned. one question that wa5 asked related to growth and development was what res¡dents wanted
the population to be ¡n the future. 54". {): r€sl.}ürìdeni€ s:â:+ii ihil: lhey prêfefrr}ii kl hav€ lhe ílcpulâliôn ol No¡v¡jch'telllaiñ r€lallvely 3:abl8'o¡ tjecrðäse'r,'h¡!ê.:44"o sa:{i {hêy y:orl¡} lik* lû see îh* poDillatian tncrease. The clü:plt)tc
¡est¡lTs ate avÍ'ì¡lãbkÌ lr¡¡nr The lû!'{rì'5i Planrl*S Üflicc Al-sr.r iri 2tl}5, tr¡s ltiwr} lìâld a{;halerlÐ ¿l¡eria:eC by a small
::r.¡rllber oi lesidsnls {dê-slgrl !Tûaks,ì{.}{l} 1{l ejrl].!!.ìiÊ resjd*nl$ ¡tr*fer-er':c*s :1¡¡d cÕ¡rcs¡r.ls relåled fe û!x-e{].u.îlÌ
deveiop!Ìì€nt ì"heinputkorrr-tllÊcila¡¡çlle'¡råsus-q{l 1.,¡&velo;:¡:re{ìrninaryrle.rtllflgurdel¡ne$lolcetlside¡;ìtiotìâs
'lhe lan{!rs{} see t:*ri cl Ìliig1¡l?1yrq$, rqvrsçe'i. ln 2006, Norwich again sought ass¡stance from Douglas Kennedy's firm,
Landvest, to collect and present updated demographic, housing, economic, tan¿ ,se and fìscal stat¡si¡cs for useìn the
town planning process. !n 2007, the town contracted with PlaceSense to fac¡litate a series of public workshops and assist
the Planning Commissíon ¡n Sathering all the data and input into â first draft ofthe revised plan. The plann¡ng
Commission then distributed the draft plan to various Town committees, staff and organizations, as well as to a series of
working groups made up of interested cit¡zens. The recommendations of these groups and individuals were used by the
Plann¡ng Commission to develop the 2011 plan.

?*:7 pia* The 2017 Town Plan represents a minor update to the 2011 Town plan, rather than a comprehensive rewrite
such as occurred ¡n 2011. This continues the longstand¡ng pract¡ce in Norwich of alternat¡ng between comprehens¡ve
rewrites and minor updates of prior town plans, and helps manage the substantial workload assoc¡ated with
comprehensive revisions.

The 2017 Town Plan builds on the past efforts of the Planning Commission, including many years of public outreach,
part¡cularly beginn¡ng in 1996. ln the late 1990s, the comm¡ssion created two subcommittees that ult¡mately fac¡litated
significant changes to the plan and regulations to reduce potential development in areas that lack infrastructure and are
expensive for the town to serve, and focus it where infrastructure exists and services are more easily provided.

Pursuant to leg¡slat¡ve requirements, the Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Reg¡onal Commission {TRORC) provided an
Enhanced consultation ¡n 2013 with a summary memorandum listing recommendations for addít¡ons to the 2011 Town
Plan to more thoroughly address current state planning goals. The planning Commission bel¡eves ¡t has addressed these
recommendat¡ons in the 2017 Town Plan, though discussions will cont¡nue into 201g and beyond.

As described ¡n more dete¡l ¡n the Land Use section, the Planning commission prepared a 2015 study and conducted
public forums related to development opt¡ons for the Route 5 south/R¡ver Road corridors. The planning comm¡ssion
also worked closely with the Norwich Energy committee to make updates to the energy sect¡on of the plan. The
commission plans to consider further updates to the energy section to keep pace with the evolution of state and
legislative requirements.

Deleted; Summãris of the sxrvey results
were used throughout the plan. The complete
rsults are avâ¡lable ftom the town,s plann¡ng

Office. Also in 2005, the town held a charrette
{design workshop} to explore residenE'
preferencs and concer¡s felated to mixed-
use development. The input from the
ch¿rrette wæ used to develop preliminary
design gu¡del¡ns for cons¡derat¡on as the land
use sect¡on ofth¡s plan was rev¡sed.
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Vermont Ambulance District 9. provides EMS tra¡ning.

I O.ange and Windsor Counties Public Wo¡ks Emergency/Non-¡me{g€ncy Mutual Aid. A compact to provide a
framework through which nine municipalities assist each other in times of extraordinary need or emergenry
c:rcumstances.

Crcater Upper Vallcy Solid Waste District (CUVSWD). A 1O-town municipal district that provides solid waste
management authority, Servíces. and plann¡ng to ¡ts member towns in vermont.

Upper Vallcy Rer:reation Association (UVRA). A 16-town bi-state association that schedules games, organizes
coaching clinics, sets rules, and coordinates any other issues related to youth sports.

Upper Valley Trails Allia¡rce. Advocates for the use, ma¡ntenance and development of tra¡ls in the region to
connect commun¡t¡es.

l.inking Lands Alliance. A 14-town project sponsored by the vermont Agency of Natural Resources that is
mapping wildlife habitat blocks, corridors, and crossings.

Connecticut River Joint Commíssion. A b¡-state commiss¡on created to preserve and protect the resources of
the connecticut River {Norw¡ch is represented at the upper valley subcommittee).

Dresden School District. A b¡-state school district consistìng of Hanover and Norwich, and providing fac¡lit¡es for
middle and high school students and adm¡nistrat¡ve support for all grades, including eiementary.

Vital Comnlunities. A regional nonprofit organ¡zation based in Wh¡te River Junction, VT, that works to engage
citizens, organizations, and commun¡t¡es in creat¡ng solut¡ons to our region's challenges.

tJpper Valley Transportation Management Associâtion (UV'l'MA). A bi-state partnership of five upper valley
municipalities, major employers and regional planning commiss¡ons that works to mit¡gate traffic congestion
and reduce reliance on single occupant vehicle commuting.

Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission. A reg¡onal planning commiss¡on serving 27
mun¡c¡pal¡t¡es in western New Hampshire including Hanover and Lebanon (although Norw¡ch ¡s no longer a
member town, we participate w¡th UVLSRC in many transportation and planning programs).

|.ierglthorirrg f rwr'r::

I No.significantconflictsexistorareintendedbetweenthisplanandmunicipalplanseitheradoptedorproposedin
neighboring towns.

f{ar:fo¡i:|. Hartford has a Municipal Plan, most recently adopted in June of 2007. Harlford classifies the land near the
boundary with Norw¡ch primarlly as rural, except for the land near U.S. Route 5. which has been designated by Hartford
as planned for commercial/industrial use. Further, some land along the Hartfcrd town line with Norwich ¡s protected
from development through conservat¡on easements or public ownership. The protected and rural lands in Hartford are
very compat¡ble w¡th this plan's vision for Norwich's outlying lands. The significant changes to Hartford's zoning made in
the mid-2000s have increased compatibility with the changes that Norwich made several years earlíer. as both towns
have reduced residential development dens¡t¡es in their rural areas and increased protect¡on of natural resources in
their development review processes.

fhe land near Route 5 in Hartford is already substantially developed, and ¡ts 2010 des¡gnation as a growth center in
Hartford suggests that much of the town's growth over the next five to ten years will be focused on the areas :n and
around the villages of Wilder, Hartford and White R¡ver Junct¡on, south of the town line with Norwich. The planning
Comm¡ssion has studied the Route 5 corr¡dor ¡n Norw¡ch to determine whether it would be a suitable location for
compact housing development, *lrich tat¡uld J:r:-c{.}*5islen1 iì! !o ¡i¡a: ar:d sc.¡{] !¡J!li-} o{hrìl ¡J¡¡.vcl¡:¡.¡r;:¡t¡l; in l.lor$/ith tir¿ì
:;r¡i::si of rvhici ir 5c¡liol Housi:tg i}4 ir:ri::) ar;ei !t¡r t.akr, i1.1 r:rri:s)¡nder existing planned unit development zoning
regulat¡ons for that area while recognizing that a lack of wastewater disposal capacity continues to be a limiting factor to
development in this area. This plan recognizes that Hartford, Hanover and Lebanon will cont¡nue to be the employment
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only a single-year snapshot. The study can be repeated on a regular basis to track changes in the fiscal impacts
of land use changes within the town over time. Further analysis that examines thc locaiion ol'residential uses
would also be informative, as homes located close to the village center and accessible by main roads generally
cost less for the town to service than homes in more remote pafts of town.

f i:..a1 ll-r¡:ar t Á.!ie\interlt
Cost-averaging is a common approach to assessing the fìscal impact ofdevelopnrent, whereby each new
increment of growth is assumed to have the sarne proportionate costs as existing development of the same type
in the town. While useful as a gencrâl planning tool, this method does not ref'lect the r.ility of ho* budgets are
impacted by dcvelopment. Most municipal or school costs if graphed against population giowth would look
more like a set of stairs than a straighl line. F'acilities and services are generally able to accommorlate some
additional demand at their current size, stafTìng or funding level. Then a significant increase in expenditure,
such as to put an addition on a school or hire more police officers. is needed to accommodate furtÀer growt'h. tt
is worth noting that the smaller a community (or cost pool), the more this effect will prevail. whereaslhe curve
will smooth as the community size increases.

It is ofien assumed that any development that does not increase the number ofschool-age children living in
torvn will be a fiscal winnet'. However, as the CoCS study shows, that is an over-simplitìcation of the fiãcal
impact of new development, as schools are simply one of many drivers of ¡nunicipal expenses. Non-residcntial
developmenl may cost more than the municipal {iscal benelìt it provides tiom additional tax revenue due to
sccondary impacts that vary depending on the characteristics ofthe use. Non-residential uses may create
significantly more traffic than residenti¿l deve lopment does, which would increase highrvay .*pðnr"r, o, *uy
require relatively greater increased public saflety expenditures. Uses that createjobs may draw more residents,
which could be a benetìt and a cost. Under current state education tax policies, an increase in school-age
children can ofìen have a posìtivc elfect in lowering thc education ta,\ rate by lowering the average pcr-pupil
expenses used ln calculating Norwich's tax rate, but where such additional siudents nðcessitate s[*at ie*ices,
or are so numerous as to require physical expansion ofschool facilities, the additional costs could outweigh
those benefits. Finally, as notcd above, the location of resiclcntial development afïects the costs to the town of
serving it. 'I'he 2007 CoCS study suggests ftat increased resídential development ojlen causes an increase in
tares due to more residents generally creating an increasing demand tbr services. Moreover. the notion that
growth per se is necessarily good fbr either ¡esidential or commercial development is increasingly under
challenge as being inconsistent with principles of sustainability
'fhe CoCS study suggests that undeveloped tand is a fiscal winner, which is also the conclusion reached in a
recent stttdy by the Vermont Land Trust2. While in relative terms undevelopetl land does not contribute much in
rcvenues, it generates very little demand for services, while contributing important, though lessrangible,
benefits ftrr the environment and our collective quatity of life, Thus, it is important to consider thc fiscal
implications ofthe future use ofundeveloped land. It rnay be more fiscally pru<ient to retain undeveloped land,
parlicularly when land is remote, or would require expensive extensions of service systems wcre deveiopment

rlc r'ùlcllt ¡*¡r t.

| 2 
nttp-:/Twww tarmlandinfo.orglsiles/ciefault/files/Lênd-l-onservâtion-ar:rJ-propr:rty-.rrxðr-in-verrnoñt-1.p.lf
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The county median family income is repotled annually by the lederal Depârtment of Housing and urban
Development (F[UD) along with income lirnits for houseiolds of various'sizes isee ttigure 5- l0). HUD furlherclassifies income levels for its housing programs ãs follows:

Extremely low ¡ncome = 30% or less of the med¡an

Very low income = >30% to S0% of the mediån
Low ¡ncome = >S0% to 80% of the med¡an

Moderate income = >80% to 100% of the median.

The 20 15 plan for East Ce ntral Vermon! "What We Want plan"r, states that ..we must address the lack ofaiïordable housing nearjobsand service centcrs. By 'atïorclable' we're talkìng ubout ¡¡or" than subsidized
housing for low-income residents; we're talking about housing for skilled *oit"r, un¿ professionals whose
talents we need fbr a thriving community." Moie than I out oi3 householcls in the regiôn have a high housing
cost burden (more than 307o iftheir income) and nearly I out of6 households have a severe housing costburden (rnore than 50Zo of their income).

i{*trû *ì"/'ì{:iil:i¡ Figure 5-10 presents "afforclable" monthly housing costs and the amount of aflordable
homes available in Norwich based on the ass€ssed value of ¡esidentiJproperries and the state,s metiodoiogytbr determining affordability. In 2016, around l0 percent of Norwich's'resìdences would be affordable to afour-person household that earned the median annual income for Windsor Counfy of $72,310. Ëven for
households earning twice the median income, a large percentage of the town's homes rvould be unaffordable.l-lousing af'f'ordability affects not only those trying îo purctrasia home, but ¡ourit,ol.l, who already own ahome, especially when rising markets result in trignerìax assessments. According to the 201l-15 AmcricanCommunity Survey, 27 percent of Norwich's horie-owning households had houíing costs that consumed 30percent or more of their income. While this is down considerably from 2000, ttris s[it reflects úe high;incomes of incoming Norwich homeowners and the possible out-migration 

"iÑ; income households..Among Norwich homeowners with incomes below [-80% of the coun'ty median inoome] $50,000, n.urÇ Oapercent had housing costs That consumed 30 percenio. more of their income in z0ll-13. ir'.s ir.r.r¡rt:r.ril¡l t' r:rr¡

lìc1lr!clcç,, ¡ìr{rs:rJ.l1-$ : 75.t}{}{j _rr- lcrs:
llt:i dc:lçc-r l¡\:c :ìir{1 it: !-:{ )t i. 1 X )l; {)t. it'i{'
l{r'sidcr¡cec iti:û:\crj at 5lli.|il{) rx lt_.::
l{;qi¡L'icc,,,,si,,..tr1,,r 1,:5ir.0rrr),,i ie,,
llç'irlc¡¡ct;r ilrrr,::ùrl :tt \:,7i.rltJt, rrt lL..
l{rsirl¡¡rt'er i¡sscssrJ ar !.i1t(}.ii(}{} rl lc_r;:

5ï o;- j'r.r,.r'¡l' :l!ì : c¡irir,l}-r'cs
S I r¡¡ á', u r:l ill I rr'ritlt¡lcts
i l-ì t¡r ()"¡r ol':lli ¡.c:iJ*nt¿¡
I 55 oi lf"'rr ol iìll rrs j.lL'!l!.f:
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Rentals. While housing costs for rerìters in Norwich are considcrably lower than for owners, Norwich rcnts
ncvertheless substantially exceed those in the broader region, According to the 201 l-15 American Cornmunity
Survey, the median gross rent in Norwich was $ 1.214. By contrast, the median gross rent for Windsor County
was $lì68. About 25 percent ofNorwich's rcnÌing households had housing costs that consumed 30 percent or
nrore of their income. Among Norwich rentcrs wilh incomes below $35,000, however. 72 percent spent 30
percent or more oltheir income on housing.
Regional studies have found that rental housing affordable for those earning entry-level wages ($9-$20 per hour)
in the area is virtually non-existent in the private, unsubsidized market.'l'hey suggestthat a larger share of future
housing construction will need to be rental and multi-family for the region to attract the necessary younger
workers a¡rd to serve an increasing demand from seniors for down-sized, more atïordatrle or more accessible
housing units. The 2015 What We Want Plan calls upon towns to identify land in core areas and on transit routes
that is suitable for devclopment ofnew, energy-efficicnt housing.

F¡:tulelgg¡1¡¡g- _

llivç:r9i¡y of lìousing
A diversity ofhousing fypcs, stylcs, and sizes meetingthe needs ofresidents ofall agcs. financial situations, ancl
lifestyles necessarily requires variability in land use regulations. Flousing types may include single-famity
homes, duplexes, multi-unit buildings, accessory apartments, acccssory or guest houses. that utilize
concentrated patterns of development Lrìiì-{i:ltni * jth tirr r j,'c. -t¿¡li iìrìLì lìt:lìtlrrì irl iriill¡ :it r:\i¡iirir-
iir'r tlr;¡-.tt t*itl: ii;r'l ol'rr lrir' i: l-l u¡lìt¡ trl Sr-ilil: lluList¡rs.. Smaller homes, such as bungalorvs ancl
cottages, built at higher densities can provide low and moderate-priced housing, wifhout requiring subsidies.
Such building can be efficiently situated throughout the town, subject to availability of septic-suitable soils and
existing infrastructure. Open space and resource protection incorporated into the site plan designs for multi
unit developments can preserve lhe rural character of Norwich while providing denser housing.

Ë rrr.:rgy IfTicie¡lt Hrtu:r*ig
Ënergy-ef-ficient homes may cost more to build, but tlrey invariably lorvcr the co$ of orvnership by consuming
lþrver resources over time. Using energ¡r-efficient building materials and techniques, and incorporating
renew¿ble energy sources for heat and power should be encouraged and, in some cases mandated, for new
homes.'lhese concepts are discussed more fully in the Chapter [10], Energy.

A,:cersihilùty of Ëlrtr¡r¡¡ Housing 1o St,rr¡ices
As discussed in thc Chapter [12], Land Use, locating nerv housing closer to town facilities and services,
including good roads and public transpodation, saves the town money. Norwich's land use regulations curently
allow for more concentrated developnrcnt in areas rnors accessible to these services and facilities. This pattem
of development also lowers energy consumption for transportation.

3ai;kçrotrr:d cí Åff{xdåble Hoü$:ng

lì¡r' i:l lìr;'d¡¡l:Lt h¡rL:si¡t:t.

f u{l¡¡ ir ATlr¡r'¡ialiility of l^luu:;irrg
Ilousing in Norwich is too Ëxpensive to purchase and maintain for many working individuals and families who
have traditionally lived and worked in town. "Moderate-priced housing," also knorvn ¿rs "workforce housing"
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.coeþ Qþieeqygq and Actions
6aal I Provide for sustainable housing for residents ofall income levels and ages.

B.l Constl'ain tìôilsirg typÊs a¡d nr:mber of units to th¿t which will haye d ¡lniltrðl cr pgritivc Êffect on
. iow!-! rl.rd school taxqs,

Encourage a diversity ofhousing types to accommodate all
ages, financial situations, and lifb-styles.

ittr{ri L. r. ,

;f!r!.r ìj i ll

Adopt land use regulat¡ons that recogn¡zè and allow for a d¡versity of housing types to meet the needs of all age5,
fìnanc¡al s¡tuat¡ons, end life-sues.

lmplement a plannif,g process to dev€lop affordable housing goals, identify solutions, and ensure
appropr¡ate protections are ¡n place to ensure tom growth rema¡ns at appropriate levèls.

Ëncourage safe, energy-efücient housing.

conside. adoptlng læãl butlding cod6 to mainta¡n energy efficiency, personal safêry, and sustainability.

Allolv growth in the housing stock to occur at a råte that is
consistent with the town's ability to provide
se¡vices in a fiscally sound manner.

¡a{ri}r! Il j ,l oetem¡ne future hous¡nt dens¡ty in different areðs ûfthe town based on prox¡m¡ty and access to town facilities and
seru¡ces, ¡nc¡uding roads, public tnnsportation, schools, water md septio capacity, and emergency services.

Quanti$ the need for âdditionâl affordable housing in Norwich
by categories: "subsidized," "affordable,,' and
"workforce."

. irít¡ ii..: ¡ Ma¡ntain updated statist¡ca on demograph¡c trends and hous¡ng for the town and the reg¡on to beRer evaluate the
actual housing needs of:he community on an ongoioß bas¡s.
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Facilitate the creation ofd¡fferent types ofaffordable housing
as needed.

Ëxplore and evãluate mult¡plestfategiei for encourating the creation of ôffordable houslng ¡ncludin8, but not lim¡ted
to:

1. Density incentives for smaller houses, bungalows, or cottages, and accessory apartments or
houses in or ad¡acent to exist¡ng houses.

Z. lñnovative construct¡on techniques to reduce costs.

_-Inclusionary zoning w¡-teh re.Suì¡e.$ de,v-elapeis ts_deyg*r_e a.$peç-¡tied rìuiÌtþer_._.
of aflorQable hous¡ng un¡ls to Any rew development oJ å Certatn
9t¿9,

3.

4.

5.

6.

Remov¡ng unnecessary provisions in the land use regulat¡ons that may lim¡t effordable hous¡ng.

Public and private programs to provide fìnancial support fof affordable housing.

Sourcing funds for affordable housing through grants, government fundin& and pr¡vate
partnenhips.

7. create an affordable houslng trust fund funded through graduôted impact fees, real estate
tr¿nsfer taxes or other means. (50me such approaches may require new authorizing legislat¡on
from the state.)

8. Flnding funds tor affo_r_çåbte hc,using [ìfough gråñts, gûve.nment fuûd¡nE,.and piivate
pânñ,er€hips.

9. Jhê Õfeal¡on .q! qr": aftordabte hoqsing tr ust fund tunded lhrough graduatefJ impact lees.
r_e_a¡ estå_te-La¡sfer_ta¡ps oi olhe.r n_ean5 (Some such apppãc¡,es ,4y ,"quire n"*
aq th arBi8g.letisLal'glt _f ro.{r.' llì,e-årêtel

Delet¿d:

1-0.

11

Fomaüed: SuÞAc{ion, Añen 18

Helvot¡ca

Participat€ in regional solutions for affordable housing.

Estab¡¡sh lown goals for f¡ve, ten and twenty yeâr milestones for the desired proportion ofAffordâble Housing in
Norwich,

ia{,ùai l.:. ¡

coordinate affordable housing programs w¡th ne¡ghboring towns and share support sery¡ces such as mainta¡nrng
covenants for
perpetual affordâbil¡ty of properties.
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The Vermont Joint Fiscal Olfice reported that an annual livable wage lor a farnily of four with tvo working
parents in 2015 was a¡ound $85,000. while for a single person with no children it wa-s around $33,000. In all
cases, the livable wage is higher than the state's minimum wage. Given that these numbers are based on state
averages, the cost ofhousing in Norwich requires a higher livable wage locally.
Focusing cconomic development activities on creating well-paying jobs is espccially critical in Norwich to
ensure thal residents can meet their basic needs. especially in light of local housing costs discussed in Chapter 5
and other costs like health care, food and energy that are anticipated to increase in future years.

Business Receipts
In addition to cmployment and wages, another useful measure of economic activity may be found in the receipts
generated by local businesses. Figure 6-3 shows total tax reoeipts reported by Norwich businesses for each
fiscal year between 2000 and 2016. Gross receipts are for all reported retail sales. including those that are not
subject to the Vermont sales tax (e.g., groceries, medicine, etc.). Cross business receipts have increa^scd
incrementally after adjusting for inflation reflccting slow but sustained growth in the local economy.

Justainable Development
Building a sustainable local economy that focuses on local markets ancl local resources, and that serves to
strengthen the local community simultaneously supports our values and protects our long-term economic
interests. sustainable cconomic development requires activities and industries that:

Mæiimize use of local resources in a manner that does not deplete those resources;
Are energy efficient, and emphasize the use of local renewable energy sources;

Maintain high standards of environmental heallh and don't degrade the qualify of our water, air and soils
or the viability of native wildlife;

locally producc ligh quatity goods and services that are needed locally, providing alternativep to
jmported goodq and services;

Reinforce traditional settlement pattems;

Employ local residents and pay a livable wage;

Are locally owned and controlled, and reinvest in the community; and

Contribute to the vitality of our community, including the social fabric and well-being of residents.

Economic development that emphasizes sustainabílity should take precedence over other economíc activities
that do not exhibit the cha¡acteristics tisted above. In contras! public resources should never be used in pursuit
of unsustainable outcomes, absent unequivocal short-term necessity.
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panels hôvo saved moncy on both e lcctricity and hcating oit. Other significant infrastructure improvements have
been identifìed, such as leach field repair.

Major capital programs at both the Richmonri Middle School and ÍIanover Fligh Sohool rvere completed in the
2000s. The Iìichmond Middle School, which was formerly located on thr: same cuunpus as the high school,
moved to a new building on l,yrne Road in 2005. The facility, which cost $18 million, is just one reason why
the ll.íchmond school is widely recognizcd as one of the best middle schools in New England. Last year,

Richmond Middlc School rvas sclccted as a spotlight school for the New England League of Middle Schools.
This designation is based on test scores, academics, the overall atmosphere of the school and a number of other
criteria and is awarded based on a review by peer educators.

A S24 million renovation ol Hanover High School was completed tn2007. This renovation effectively resulted
in a new school. with a nerv auditorium, gymnasium. cafeteria" library and classroom spaces. Flanover Fligh
School is widely regarded as onr; of the bcst public high schools in the country.

5r-ht¡r¡i Mrs:,ions anrl l'hili.rsriphy
.tuie: ir;¡r f-¡r:sç 5rl¡*i-:i. "The Marion Cross School Community values a tradition of cducational cxcellence and is
committed to nurturing the whole child in a climate of respect. We promote excellence and encourage a love of
leaming; we demonstrate and encourage mutual respect among students, p¿rents, faculty and community
members; we provide opportunities for every child to develop his/her full potential; and we cherish our
traditions and our school's place in the community."
l{i¿h:l;*r':r.! Miri<il¡: S¿-l::;rl. "Our mission is to provide a challcnging, comprehcnsive and devclopmentally
appropriate education lor all ofour students. Our broad goal during these three years is to ensure that our
students are provided with the skills to become successful and thoughtful adults in a highly competitive and
complex world. lt is the task olour middle school to bridge the growth gap between childhood and adulthood,
fronr dependence to independence, a¡.¡d from understanding the world in a simple and concrete manner to
comprehendirrg it in its multifaceted, multi-layered configuration. The edr¡cational community represented by
thc Dresden Board, parents and community membeni, and the Richmond staff has identified important concr€te
goals which guide our school i¡ its pursuit ofthe effectivc and compassionate education ofchildren in their
middle years."
ll¿û{:vi:. l'9igh !e irr:r;i. "l'lanover lligh School is an active leaming community that provides broad academic
and co-curricular programs. We engage students' minds, hearts, and voices so that they beconre educated,
caring, and responsible adults. Âll students are given the opportunity and encourageme¡t to use their:

Minds to pursue excellence, academ¡c challeng€, and personaf success.

Hearts to respect and care for the emotional and physical well be¡ng of themselves and others. and for the environment.

Vo¡ces to contr¡bute to the democr¿tic process and the common good."

C¿rst r¡l Lclucatir¡n
Costs related to the education of Norwich children arc borne directly by the taxpayers ofNorwich, in full for the
Marion Cross School and in proporlion to the number of Norwich children tbr the middle and high schools.
In recen: years, the proportion of Norwich students at the Richmond Middle School and Hanover High School
hx dropped, fiom more than 40 percent to currently about one-thi¡d. Accordingly, Norwich's assessment for
the cost of the middle and high schools has been reduced in recent years. This proportion is not expected to
change matcrially in the next five years.

Costs tbr Marion Cross grcw more substantially between 1999 and 2003, but have moderated in recent years. In
I 999, the per-pupil cost as defined by Vermont's "allowable tuition" (current per-pupil expenditures excluding
tuition, transporøtion, dcbt and special cducation) was $6,382 and Nonvich ranked 56th in the state by this
measure (with the school ranked first having the highest per pupil expenditures). By 2003 the per-pupil cost was
$9,579 and Norwich ranked 2lst in the state (out of more than 200 elementary schools). Five years later, in

.2008.theper-pupilcosthadíncreasedto$10,042a¡rdMaríonCrossranked9Sthinthestate.Overthisfive-year
I period, the ratc olincrcâsc rvas less than one percent per year. iilr' l{i I l-11; I ti }.ut rr iu'l¡ it;¡. r¡ l:Llrir:el r,1
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$:).i7{}.871 i}r$l[ì.71)rPrtcqltitli,/ùd:ntpil. lhis¡rlircc:\'c¡-rir'h¡ìr'nlbùr-*'__i¡\t*rir:¡lltiu¡;¡c.rpripil
illrlìdi¡g, liilt:t: llltlt i! itllllL¿¡r's rl¡i¡l Llt-.:.::t.r¡! FÈr stuilclìt his irl¡¡rlsr ellfffhñ.-

Figure. T-3 shows the ta.rr paid or projected to be paicl on a house with a value of $410,000 in 2005. ln the initialyear,thetaxpaidwas$5,894.For20l0,thetaxhadincreasedto$6,289. By20l4,theendofthefìve-year
planning period, the tax was projected to be $6,61 l. Flowever, it should be noted that approximately 3-0 percent
of Norwich ta,t(payers receive some reduction in their tax bill based on their income level.

Pr¡vate Schoolr and Horne Study
Private schools in the a¡ea include The Waldorf School. Crossroads Academy, Willow School, Cardigan
Mountain School' Mid-Vermont Christiân, Sharon Academy, and Kimball Union ecademy. A handfll of
Norwich students are home-schooled.

lssues

The following issues are likely to be faced by the educational system in the near future:
State and federâl requirements concerning facilities end spec¡âl needs are l¡kêly to continue to increase. This will require
mod¡fìcations to the building to accommodate special-needs students as well as more space for fewer students.
Ståte end federal requirements concerning employment of Spec¡al Educators.
Need to remain current ln technology.

Ris¡ng cost of employee benefits.

Continu¡ng local and regional decline in enrollment.

Long-Range Planning
'rhe Norwich school Board has engaged in a long-range planning process to look at educational goals and
ensure that students have an excellent education that meets the fùture needs ofsociety. This planãeab wittr
such concerns as maintaining high academic standards, an excellent faculty, uppropriut" builOing space for an
outstanding cuniculum, a commitment to the growth and development of ihe in¿¡u¡¿uur student*a positive
attitude toward change, and a sound {inancial management program.

Post-Secondary &, Adult Education
Vermont Technical Collegq The Communiy College of Vermon! Granite State and Lebanon College-
-the latter two in New Hampshire-have

College
progrr¡ms in technical and post-secondary education. Dartmouth

Coltege i¡ Hanover provides opportunities for adult education through its MALS (Master of Arts in Liberal
Studics) and ILEAD (lnstitute for Lifelong Education Ar

Childcare

Dartmouth) programs.

The majority of Norwich parents are cmployed and depend on childcare services for preschool-age and older
children after school, during holidays and summer vacations. According to the 201l-15 American Community
Survey , only 8 percent (55 of687) of school-age children and 49 percent (50 of 102) ofpreschool-age children
live in a household that includes a parent who is out ofthe labor [orce.
The Marion Cross School began offering a full-day kindergarten program for all school-age children beginning
in the 2009-10 school year Marion Cross School also provides special education services to children starting at
age three.
Therc are several childcare providers located in Norwich and many more in neighboring communities. The
Childcare Center in Norwich serves, children aged six weeks to six years. rhe liorwich Nursery School has
programs tbr toddlers and preschoolers during the school year. The Marion Cross school also houses an after-
school program for students operated uy the Òtrito Care Center in Norwich. The Child Care projec! housed at
Dartmouth college, is available to assist all Norwich parents in finding childcare.
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Roads In Norwich

I;!i:{rr rI,ni.1 nf rõ Si.}l:t lli¡1ilw,;y:
There arc l8'3 miles of state-maintâined highrvay.s in Norrvich. T'hcse are generally the most heavily traveletlroads in town. As shown in Figure 9-1, tratic levels on lhese roads continue to increase,lr'ìi*rsi:ri'': l-: ' Inlerstate 91. the primary north-south thoroughfàre ¡n *rrt.rn Ñew nngland, was completedtlrough Norwich in the early 1970s anã runs north-south alãng the town's eastem boundary. l-91 ,s 

southernterminus is the.iunction with I-95 in New Have n, conne cticut,-while its northern end is at Derby Line, vermont,at the canadian border' tts intersection with I-89 fìve milcs sourh at white nivei.lunction provides Norwichwith direct interstate highway access to Boston, Monrreal, Newyork city .ii p"¡"t, between and beyond.ln Norwich' the highway travels 7.6 miles tiom the Hartford to Thetford iown tines wlttr Ëxit l3 located inNorwich less than one mile north of the I'lartford line and south of Norwi"r, fliiug". In 200g Norwich,sscgment of interstatc had a.sutric.iency rating of 92.3 out of 100. The ¿verage daily trafîìc betwecn Exirs l2 andl3 in 2015 was 17.900 vehicles; berwien Ux'its lj and 14. it *as f 2, l0O ueîìcrcs.

LJ 5. lìili¡l- i' u's' Iìoute 5 is a two-lane rural road that parallols the connecticut River along much of the g.5. miles it travels through Norwich. tJ.s. Route 5 is part of the bi-srate connecticui River scenic Byway and aI popular bicycle route ,IìiLlr is r!ì!r.:rll\ in ,,...: ,rì 1ii¡1-*r¡-r rr.!:;:i¡.. souÚ, oii-si Exit 13, Route 5 runs to thervest of the interstate' From the sx¡t in Ño;ich, no"ù s traveis into No*i.rl 
"irrug. 

and then eastwardcrossittg under the interstate to continue north on the east (or river) side ofl-91. This scgment ofthe highrvay islightly traveled and highly scenic. South ofExit 13, Route i averages around 5,0òo vehicles per day, whilebetween the exit and Norwich village the number 
"ir;þ;;iliyiï¡ä,ö,íòlìr¡orttr ort¡e virage trarÌìc onRoute 5 is less than 1,500 vehicles per day.

!';LaÍill']r':i ål*:r:;:"': 'li-jir vermont Route l0A is a 0.9-mile connector between I-91 Exit l3 southbound and theLedyard Bridge over the connecticut lliver that links Norwich to downtown l-lanover, New Hampshire. Routel0A is heavily traveled with more than 14,000 vehicles crossing the bridge 
"u"lr-¿uv. 

This state highway had asuf;ficiency rating of68'2 out of 100 in 2001, ¿re more to safery*and t arf,clrsu.tt¡an to the physical conditionolthc road' During the peak moming and aflernoon commuting hours. rafïic on Route 5 bctween the villageand Exit l3' and Route l0A from. thðexit to the bridgå. can beäme 
"ung"ri.Jå.-u.hicles become backed upbetween Norwich and ËIanover. r\ny incrcase in deväopment that involves travel to N¡l via Route l0A mustaddress the cunent congeslion on this route.

The bridge connecting Norwich and Hanover has an intcresting history of its own. Built in 1g59, the LedyanlFree Bridge was the firs! and.for m¿Iny years the o;ly, non-toil bridge over the connecticut River. The Ledyard

|o,Ínj|ff,::;nî:"tn 
fbur times due ó disasters anldeterioration]conrtru.tion on rhe currenr brid;;;; -.

':ì!v*: ilL;¡<i' River Road is a 0.8'mile state highway connector behvecn verrnont Route l0A at fhe LedyardBridge and u's' Route 5 North along thc con-necticut River. Ir does not h";;;t;ì. route number, but is adesignatcd state highway. Due to- the proximity of the River Road to the conneciicut River to thc East and therailroad, subsrantive changes ro rhe ro;d *. nót poiriut".

lirwn Hi¡¡hwayl
ilrl:kiir{ì¡Jirri ln the late 1700s' when Norwich was first sgttled, in addition to the Kíng's Highway and earlyPost Roads' rnany oflhe roads were laid out and built by original investors/settlerrìo 

"nrourog. 
developmentand increase the value ofthe land. Early landowners allowing roads to. cross their property were compensatedwith additional land' Agricultural and forest products wer" processecl i' the town ior local trade and export. Thccommerce of the town depended on roads to move goods aàund a*,r *ã tå ¡r. riuer, *¿ later to the railroad
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rrii'¡¿ j,¡,,'.,¡ i râ Ìì5i.,rltt,ì i.,{ti ¡ pl;ì4t}iil$ ¡.;çi ¡ijr
Regional transportation planning in Vermont is now increasingly the responsibility of the Regional planning
Comrnissions rather than state highway engineers in Montpelier. The Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional
Commission (TRORC) has a Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) with rspresentatives fromlts member
towns. The TAC creates a Regional 'l'ransportation Plan that is coordinated with land use planning and is
responsive to local needs and concems. l-he Vermont Agency of Transportation will use tie Regiónal"fransportation Plan lor deterrnining which projects they will fund a¡rd the priority of these projeits.
In addition to 1'RORC, Vital Communitieg a regional nonprofit organizatiòn based in White Iiiver Junction,
hosts the Upper Valley Transportation Management Association (UVTMA), which is sponsored by the Upper
Valley towns, maior Upper Valley employers and both regional planning conrmissions. The missión of thà^
UVTMA is to provide leadership and education to promotc planning. development, and implementation of
transportation initiativcs to mitigate traffic congestion and reduce reliancs on single-occupant vehicle
conrmuting. 'I'he UVTMA provides information about alternative transponation, reseirches transportation
issues, and works with towns and businesses on transportation issues and solutions,
Olregional conccm to Norwich is traffic generated in other towns that flows onto Norwich roads and
particulruly through Norwich village. Over time, growth in Sharon, Shafford or Thetford could seriously affect
traffic in Norwich village an<l on Route 132.

Pørìci;T ri¡ rr arttl ll teye lr-' Itilllis
Sat'e and convenient pedestrian and bicycle paths connecting Norwich village, Hanover. playing fields and
recleation areas. and outlying population centers rvould provide for alternativc modes of-transpãrtarion.
ztlthough portions ofthc village have sidewalks and there are some existing trails and Class 4 roadrvays.
gencrally pedestriaxs and bicyclists share the roads with cars. U.S. Route 5 North has become a majoiregional
bicycle route. ldealty, bicycle lanes should be available along roads for experienced and faster rideis, and-on
scparate paths for inexperienced or casual riders and pedestrians.

'l'he Trails and Transportation Committee has been idenlifying potential bicycle paths and trails, and sources of
lunding. lt has also been working with groups from other towns within the region to coordinate a nchvork of
rcgional trails and bicycle paths. A path connccting fluntlcy Meadow with thi Village Green has been a high
priorit-v. An Upper Valley Loop Trail connecting Norwich, llanovsr, Lebanon and Hartford is a ¡ong-term
project supported by the towns and the Upper Valley Trails Alliance. A connection from f)othan Brook School
in Ilartford to Route l0A in Norwich is a significant gap that needs to be planned and completed. i¡r rlre lrt¡rl

',1 i \'

hl*l ¡¡¡i<.h {.-ol ¡i<kr¡ frf! }ler.t
The.No¡'wich Corridor Project wes conceived and planned in 1999-2000 as a major enhancement of the
roadwav connecting the newly rebuilt Ledyard Bridge through the village to Turnpike Road. The master plan
rellects the desire of the community to redesign this corridor from its current form, a typical t9ó0s intersiate
highrvay acccss roacl, to a fon¡ more appropriate to its role as a connection bctwecn two Ncw Englan¿ villagcs
by slowing traftìc. provi<iing pedestrian and bicycle lanes, and planting stÍcet trees and other landicaping. Tie
implementation of this plan has moved slowly over the years. with limited portions incorporated in a 20ð9 state
paving project. Despite the setbacks, the town shoultl retain the vision of this plan for future improvement.s in
the corridor.
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i\iìí!'lr::::¡;rl iir..ilc onanationwidebasis,certainsoilsarcdesignatedasprime lbragriculturebecausooftheirchenlical properties antl drainage characteristics. As shown on Map g, Norwich has prime soils within thetìoodplain ol'the connecticut River and ompompanoosuc River, and on thc temaces olthe ancient LakeFlitchcock.
Many of thc same characferistics that rnake these soils excellent for farming also ¡rrake them a prime locationf'or development' as evidenced by the tàct the Norwich Village is i"rg"iy ì;ätJ on agricultural soils. A largepercentage of Nonvich's agricultural soils are located on parõels oiläã less than 25 acres in size, which limitstheir productive use. some of these soils remain undevelopetr *d, tilu;;;;i'rìn¡.i.nt for largc-scaleagricultural practices. have potential to.be.used tbr vegetaLle una rp."iiÇ.ropi'iiy to.nt and northeastern

äïffjt,,ltt 
ability to grow food locatlv is one of the componenrs of Norwich',s rural character valued by

¡rlie slry s':ils' The Natural Resource conservation Service also has identified the best soils to supportcommercial f'orestry, including many upland soils that a¡e too shailow, rocky or steep to support other types ofdevelopment' As-a result, prímary fóreitry soils ** g"n*ratty less threatened by devclopment, but are moresensitive to site disturbance and erosion. io help preient soil erosion, th. r,","ià, adopted acceptablemanagement practices ro prevent soil erosion and maintain ,ut". quulif *l"dì"e:"ur.
s¡¡*li:' 5r¡ ji*iiii!'? with no municipal wastewater intiastrucru¡e. all of Norwich,s homes and businesses rely onsoil-based septic systems to.treat their scrvage. while the to,wn can no ronger regulate wastewate¡ systems, asthat authority was assumed in its entirety o/ttre state in 2007, thc .upouiri! Jirl" town,s soils to adcquate¡ytreat waste remains an importaÌìt planning issue.
Norwich has large areas characteiized by soils that are not well-suited lorconventional septic systerns. Theshallow depth of many of the town's soils noted above is a limiring fil;.,;;.h;ften requires the installationof more expensive alternatives zuch as.mound systcms, and is one'of th. iu.to., à¡ulng the high cost of nervhome construction in Nonvich. lt should not ¡.'*ir*"d, however, ilr"ti[. 

"rr#assessment of the ability ofNorwich's soils to adequately treat septic waste w¡lion ¡ts o*n ,"*" tr rir"ir;;;;ìopment in particular parts oftown or control fhe town's grorvth rate over tíme. wastcwater technology continues to evolve and soilconditions are likely to becàme a less critical racto, ln repric system design in the decacles ahead. Nerv statcstandards adopted in 2002 reduced the rcquíred isolation iisranccs ro bed;;ck ;;ã lroundwater and allowed foraltel'natives to conventional systems :iliil l¡¿:: i¡relci::.,1 llr"..lrtlcrrtill -L;i rii.rrìl{)ilrì1r,,ìt: r{-r.i11 5Lli,reliirri lt,rrr,¡¡il" ,li.¡'qr.¡¡i',' irlr,rli. il.i rr..c.l nrrli.erl.t:l .\ il.,lrì.

Water Resources

Grçunriwater
c¡oundwatcr is the lcast understood and docu¡nented ofall our natural resources, yet it is essential to thepreservation of lifì: and to economic stability. The entire population or¡¡o.*i"¡,îlies on groundwater for

Íii:fiJ;:iåirJ:t*o rrom underground springs or rraðtures in rock, or *ln"i rro* ,îno.re.ornã rtorue.

Aquif'ers arc subsurtàce tleposits ol"oï:" sand and gravcl thal be-cause olthe depth of the material and largcporc sizcs between sand grains and cobblcs. hold vai quantities ofgroundwater. .fhe 
coarsc tcxturc in anaquilèr also allows rapid a¡d untreatahle diffi:sion oipollutants.'r'he two types of aquilers are gravel anclbedrock' lloth can bc unconfinerl or confined lnot susicptlute to surface water) ancl both can be vast or limitedin t¡uantity and time of recharge. septic tank 

"mu*q l.*¡ng underground rrá ,iorug" ta¡ks, landfìll leachate.agricultural runoff, or improperly stored hazardou, **t", are poteniial sourccs 
"f öil;|¿"ö;;,rffi. ïi;recharge water's passase rhrough vegerarion ancr soil ;u,t ñ¡,;;;i;ffi;ï;, ;,erwise. rhe poilution isvirtually impossible to remove irom ihe aquifer anJ¡t, u." u, a potable water supply would likely need to bediscontinued or a water treatment plant would be ,"c"i1*9 nr"uänting potluii* Iåirr, or leaks, crcating or
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column iclentífies expectcd species in large tracls ofundeveloped fbrest, white each subscquent colurnn depicts
the species likely to be lost a.s the land is subdivided into smailer parcels ftir scattered development.
ln order to maintain habitat lor ani¡nals that have large home rangcs, such as bear. bobcat, fishcr. and moose,
and othe¡ animals that are sensitive to human disturbance, such as wood thrushes, larger blocks off'orest o¡
tneadowlancl. or wetland habitat need to be conserved. Blocks up to 20 acres are homi to species typical of
urban and suburban landscapes (e.g., raccoons, skunks, and squirrels). Moose, bald eaglcs,'goshawËs and
similar species usually require 500 to 2,500 acres, while blocks ol more than á,soo u.r", *ãy hold the full
cornplement of species expected to occur in this region of Vermont.
within Nonvich. a number of large, unfragmented blocks of forest remain, including;

2,600 acres betvveen Beaver Meadow and Turnp¡ke Roadt which cont¡nues into the Town of sharon
2,000 acres south of Bragg Hill Road

1,500 acres between Upper lurnpike Road and New Boston Road

1'400 acres between Turnpike Road and upper Turnp¡ke Road, which continues into the adjoining towns of Sh¿ron,
Strafford and Thetford

1.000 acres betweeñ New Boston Road & Bradley Hill Road

Maintaining contiguous lorested lancls within Norwich, as well as between Norwich and neighboring towns,
protects wildlitb habitats found in core florests and provides corridors rhat connect larger bloiks off'ãrest.!ùy'hilc many residents enioy hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing and have exrensiye knõwledge of local wildlifè
and f isheries" the inlbrmation has not been ctocumented. Mosi of the town's important wildlife habitats havc not
been inventoried or mapped. The extcnt of documented knowledge about wilcllile hatritat in Norwich is
surprisingly limited, in part because of thc amount of fìe l<lwork aìrd mapping needed to document local
poprrlations- For this reason- sits-specifìc evaluations may be required tå'dclermine the potential impacts to
wildlife and important habitat associated with a particular subdivision or development proposal.

Sce4!c_ S.e¡-qF ces _& Rural Character

):yi:l': ryi::11,:1by most orits rèiiãents as a quiet cor*unity ro, rurat living. commercial'devetopmcnr
I ls ltmlled to retail and service establishments on Main Street and ri:{i i::sts*v gdi: t)t i1n¡.itrì ti r:ìnri iì{iñìe ,r,,o,riu..r."

Route 5. The many small businesses and olïces that residents operate from their homes remain inconspicuous.
The green in the center of Norrvich village ancl ths historic homès along or near Main Street are a visual
reminder of the community's heritagc. Abandoned cellar-holes and granite posts mark l.ormer homesteads of the
torvn's lounding lamilies ànd their descendânts.
Norwich is no longer primarily an agricultural town, but reùains a l'ew mo<lerately-siz-ed farms and much rural
character. Open counhy and meandering roacls that follow lively brooks between lorested slopes lead to rÁull
hamlets with names like Beaver Meadow, Union Village, Pomfanoosuc and podunk. Thc Connecticut Riverwith its tributary, thc Ompomparoosuc, open fields anã remaining patches of pasture âdd to the variety and
beauty-
Yet' as the town's landscape continues to change, residents rccognize rhat Norwich's rural character is
threatened. I'he views fïom the roacls. fanning like fìngers of a hanO from Norwich villagc, are changing as
more homes are built, so lhat passersby are required to look between houses to glimpse iíre view bey"onã. This
section of The plan describes the main elements of Norwich's rural character - it"s agiicultural and fórest lands,
brooks and wetlands, wildlif'e and vulnerablc habitats, scenic roads and visras, hist;ic buildings and sites,
viervs of thc night sky and a quiet environment. other elements, such as the traditional village settlement pattern
and clustered housing in relation to open space" are discussed in other scctions ofthe plnn, ñrt arc cqually
iinportant in a discussion ofnatural resources. [n order to preserve rural character. it ii necessary to id"núfy th"
elements olNorwich's natural and built environment that creates that character.
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Goals. and Actions
6çô¡ r Malnta¡n and lmprove the quality of our a¡r, water, wlldl¡fe and land resources.

Maintain the high quality of the town's air resources by
discouraging uses and practices that generate air
pollution.

r,rit,.!1;i¡

.! l¡r¡ l. ! ir

.1,1,1;;il:.

Monitor local sources of air pollution.

Promote use of efficient, less polluting technologies to hêat bulldings, espec¡ally non-polluting wood-
burning practices.

consider the impacts of new development on traffìc congest¡on that would result ¡n ¡ncreased alr pollut¡on,

'r'î'i¡rrt'! supporteffortstora¡sewe¡ghtl¡m¡tstoallowheavytrucksaccesstolnterstateglrathertñanbeing
required to travel on Route 5 through the v¡llage.

'l'!:'|:iì i I -. Collaborate with ne¡Shboring communitiês and Advance Trans¡t to prov¡de m¿ss trans¡t services for Norwich
fesidents âs a meâns of reducing a¡f pollutants from pr¡vate vehicle emissions.

i::ri¡o¡r 
'Í 

! I Promote compact development pattems cons¡st€nt wilh the si¿eJ sc¡le ¡r¡rj nurrrl¡er *f trì¡t5 ¡,1 ex¡sl¡Ig
{ryslsae. -rl_l,!,!l1! l¿lgq}! !]!whlch l¡- ¿l âs a w¿y to reduce a¡r pollution by decreasing automobile
dependence and increesing the feâsib¡l¡ty of mass transit.

: !: lrriì ! ¡ ' !ì use the town's zoning fegulations lo control dust from act¡vit¡es such as construction sits, and rsource extract¡on
ànd process¡ng operatlons.

Ensure the responsible use ofgravel and sand resources to
provide long-tenn benefit to the town.

:':i,i;r! r.: ì.

ldent¡fu sand and gravel depos¡ts, and conserye th",e r¡mited resources for future uses.

use the town's ¿oning regulât¡ons to require the use of appropt¡ate techníques to m¡n¡mize env¡ronmental
impact of sand and gravel extraction and provide for reclamatlon ofthe land.

Require all appl¡can8 for resource extraction operat¡ons to prepare, submit and implement erosìon control,

'to¡m 
water maßagement and s¡te restorat¡on plens-

Require all applicants for resource exträct¡on operetions to operate in e manner that avo¡ds or mln¡m¡zes
¡mpacts to natural, scenic and h¡storic resources, publ¡c ¡nfrastructure ând gual¡ty of ilfe for neaóy
res¡dents to the greãtest extent feasible.

liri\'r'rÌ Requ¡reedequatestormwatermanagementanderos¡oncontrol meãsuresforstockplledsând,gravel,soil,
salt or other similar m¿ter¡als.

'ì1 1'tr¡r | 'l I Proh¡b¡t the stockp¡ling ofsand, gravel, so¡|, salt or s¡m¡lar mater¡als ¡n areâs adjacêôt to public water suppties,
ident¡fied aqu¡fers ând surface waters.
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\orwich's Land Use Hiqt-o =
chapter 2 of this plan follows thc transli¡ðn of Norwich from ã-iargely uninhabited wíldemess ¡n the mi¡-1700sto the residential community. it has 

-become 
today. Most of tne lanõin ¡to.*l"rr t * been through rnany changessince the original settlers a¡rived - fìrst cleared nf tr.*r, then grued .r.* uv .ttr".p, then cither allowed to revertto forest or convertcd to paslure or hay tìe ld for dairy iarms. Ñorwich it noiu zãl'úr..nt forestcd, and Ê¿rmlìelds a¡d pastures account fbr only I i percent of its land area.

For the most part, major land use changìs in Norwich haveteen in response to econornic changes of a regional.national or global nature. 1'ransportatioì has played a significant role ii th;;;;h""g"s lvirh rhe I g48 opening ofThe railroad that connectcd Norwich to markets tiroughout the country an¿ t¡e uu¡üing of Interstates 9l and g9in the early lg70s that put the cntire Northeast withiria rJay's drive oiNorwirrr. i-rl. eff'ect of changes intransportation. ma¡kets. and regulations on a regional, national and global lJ;i, ;;à resulting changes in ouragricultural activity have had a <lramatic impacion the working rand"scape.

Cqne-nt Land Use in Norwich

ll¡:rirlrtnl íai l.¿ ¡ ¡rl l,l,ir,:,
over the past 50 ycars. Norwich's pattern of resiclential clevelopment has changed fionl the early compactsettlements separated by oPl.n flrmlandto a linear sprcad.ofhouscs along many of town,s major roads. Severallarge subdivisions with relatively small lots were created in or near Noníich1útog" before the enactment ofstate subdivision regulalions in. 1968. Through the 1970s, development conti"r.o ,o occur closer to Norwichvillage ' In thc 1980s, construction beg:ur sprËading turthér out 

"r;r;i;;il;îoad, Beaver Meadow Road an<tNerv Boston lìoad.
Much of this laler developnlent has been in lots slightly larger than r0 acres due to the exemption from stateseptic regulations fbr such parcels''rhe l0-acrc."ãmpiion, 

"r.ated 
in 196g, liuJ r"r, impacr afìer 1997 when thetown on'site wastewater dislosal regulations were changed to match those of the state and was removed enlirelvby the state in2a02. 'l'his lO-acre pattern created lots"loo small to pror, nuitoo big to mow,,; that is not urfJ 

y

enough for economically viable agriculture or fbrestry, but larger t¡*r né"¿.¿iã, a private residence.Active f'arms have been disappearing from Norwich iince the ñlid-tsoo, unàl*nr., pastures or hay fields arenorv house lots or arc rcverting to wãodland. A strong .:gnoll in the upper Valley, the excellent reputation ofthe school system' and th-e^av-ailability of land drove iesidentiuí a*"roprãni ¡ni¡" tssor. The rate of growrhslorved in the 1990s and 2000s,.but tñe.amount ofopcn space being converted io residential lots continues to besubstantial as shown in Figure l2-2 and the average new house lotls 
"pprc*irut*ly five acres. (sec chapters 4

I Î:1 
t t* 

I tore dctai,led inalysis orpoputation aiã houring gro*th in Norwich.) i.r¡rìr:.e rlcrr:ì.;i: ¡rr ir:iìrrd r{i

Potentially' thcre is enough lancl ior many times the nurnber of houses now in Norwich undcr current zoningeven with substantial reduction of potential new lots in the rural rcsidential å¡rtril au. to density limitationsadopted in the 2002 subdivision regulations. Flowever, there are conrtr"ints on-reri¿entiat development otherthan zoning' such as limitcd septic disposal capacity, steep slopcs, limited access. state änd federal wetlandsrules, conservation easemcnts, and private oe"ä resiiicrionr. '¡[;;¿ ;;;;*ffi;;;;f facrors rhat could increasethe pace ol'residential developmeni in Norwich, including:
A strong regional economy.
State-w¡de planning, regulation, and growth des¡gnations.
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continued state adoption of new technology for on-s¡te wastewater treatment or ¡nlroduct¡on of a municipal
wastewater system,

High taxes on undeveloped land forcing or encouraging owners to subdivide ãnd seil.
Continued excellence of local schools relat¡ve to others in the region.
Less restr¡ctive land use regulations.

l.herl;¡e rìlto l{¡ctort whlch coL¡itl å¡.¡tl h¿ve d¿-.r¡¿:¡sed ihr ratc r:lgro,jll¡ irì ih{t päst incktditì¿l:

Gli¡wth in strtro;nding lc$ns r?lìich offel l*ss r.xpensivc hotsrrtg,rrld rrìiÊityJìreill ctll.,ûrl¡n¡lìeg

A weak re¡licnal eco.ltìrty

*. lab *r*rkql.which .c¡lì$lqg! t!r.ex,ta$!l ii: pl;rcr¡r: r:the1 f l.:¡¡¡.¡ i\¡orìv¡ch

Thq.i¡¡;gi cqst ol living in ¡Jorlvlch

iþ.e i:tqrytL¡S (:q¡r ûf rlË n:urrici¡:al ,riìit 5thùcl burj¡,,ets

As Norwich considers optio¡s regarding future developmen! it should be mindful of the core philosophy
underlying our existing zoning system: if Nonvich is to allow for more houscs without destroying the rural
cltaracter and scenic beauty ofthe town, development should be tlirected into a¡eas suitable fár tñat growth. To
this.end, under the existing zoning regulations, ipecifìc areas ofthe town that are easily accessible tõgood
roads, town services, schools and public transportation - such as thc historical village center - have been
designated for more compact development, while outlying a¡eas of town rvithout that accessibility have becn
designated t'or lower densities of dev.elopment. ln outlying areas, Nonvich encourages new non-agricultural
buildings to be grouped or "clu$ered" to presewe larger Jontiguous parcels foi ál'rlulture. ror"riry o. tt,,
protection of rural charactor and scenic beauty.
Demand for residential housing' high property ta.res, and the poor economic retum fiom farming and forestry
apply constant pressure to develop open land in Norwich. The housing demand is mostly croateã by regionaí
economjc factors (see Chapter 5, llousing Plan) but, as long as the toñn maintains its aúractive ruål cñal.aci"r,
good schools and town services, this demand will most likeìy continue.

Cornmerci¿l Land Uçes
Commercial development ín.Norrvich has remained primarily in the Village Business zoning ¿istrict and along
the east side of Route 5 south in the commercial/Inriustriat ioning districi The limited comi¡ercial activity "
along River Road mostly consists of"grandfathered" businesses tiat pre-date zoning. Rtthough. at times, there
has been demand for more commercial space, availability has been timitetl try the lact of a múnicipal
wastewater system and the town's Zoning Regulations. The Village Businesi District is almost Frlte¿ to
capacity. The Commercial/lndustrial District on Route 5 South hal diroct access to the state highway and
Interstate 9 l, but the area has been only pârtially developed due to poor conditions for on-site wastewator
disposal and the prescnce of Class II wetlands. Future dèvelopmeni h* been limited by the conversion of aportion of the 7O-acre commercially-zoned parcel owned by the Dresden School District to athletic playing
fields.
Flome businesses exist throughout the town, but the visibility ofmany is low because zoning regulations allow
only one sign up to four square feet and no outside display ofgoods or equipment. Many of*theie businesses
have no signs at all.
Although at onc time, additional commercial development in Norwich was considered by some to have a
positive effect on the property tax burden by increasing the value of the Grand List withóut adding students to
the school. Acts 60 and 68 changed Vermont's school funding formula and implemcnted a statewîde system to
rcdistribute education tax revenue.based on per pupil funding. Under thc cunent eiucation funding system, thc
argument can no longcr be madc that commercial developmént wíll necessarily result in ta,x beneñts for
residential property owners' The debate around school funding over the past two decades points out that towns
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Future Lan-d Use
lfNorwich is to prolect its natural ,"sourôes, piei"iue agriculru;ál ranà, an¿ maintain its rural charatter and
scenic beauty, development will need to become less haphazard and more planncd than it has been in recent
decades. New economic forces have replaced those that shaped the town bäfore thc 1960s. The value ofland is
no longer in agriculture and logging, but in residential development. Il'left unregulated, residential development
could occur in every "nook and cranny" that modern technology can ñnd accesJand sewage disposat capaUitity
tbr. just as in the l9th-century, when the town was clear cut without rcst¡ictions rvith timbãr ano sheep Å me
economic engine.

la¡¡qi tlre Pl;trttrtr'l¡; Air¡*'; ThiE sectiüil needs ic þq¡-gf¡,riitle* s.} that jt Ìs c-o¡rsi:te*t with Map 13..
Mqp 11. n?Cd! !q be changed 5c that €_tìüqlt :9r.r!ng districÌs are *ncha*ged.
For the purpose of describing the desired future land use pattems in Norwich. the town has been divided into
land use planning areas as shown on Map I l. Their purpose is to describe the future land use pattem and
charactet'envisioned (or underconsideration. as noted) in various parts ofthe town. "fhe densiìy, scale and mix
of land uses appropriate f'or each land use ptanning area are ictentified and important land use issues are
discussed below.
These areas arc not intended to be rcgulatory, like zoníng districts, and their boundaries are generalized. A land
Lrse planning area may encompass several zoning districts or, convcrsely, a single zoning disirict may include
more than one land use planning area. The descriptions that follow are i sketcñplan of thc town's vision for its
fulure Asw¡thaconceptual architectural drarving,asetofblueprintswill neediobedraftedtoconstructthe
building. 'l'he town's land use regulations and related implemenìation tools are thc dctailed instructions that will
ensure that the vision describod in this land use plan is achievcd over time.

r/ilÈ;:gr: ;;;:ri ¡l's;j.r.-jr':i i¿:::l''.'fhese lands inclutle the most densely developed parts of town and are accessibls
fiom state and interstate highways.

A1 the nucleus of this area is Norwich village - the historic center oFthe torvn. The village is densely developetl,
compact human-scaled, pedestrian-oriented and mixed-use. It has a network of interconnected strccts with
sidewalks, street trees and buildings set close to the frontages. The village business dislrict acco¡¡modates
mixed-use development, commercial uses and civic spaces. Extending out from the downtown core are historic
and more recently constructed rcsidential neighborhoods
f t is the intent of this plan that Norwich village:

Remain r¡¡ the hea¡t of the community where civic buildings. 1rr-iì:ltr t:;:1 .tr¡i.r j:,ì -1!s :r:i lt .:.- I J¡;-: å .-!\ il.!.¡., !i:t 1r; rr1 1¡; ¡ ¡..;.
þ"rr¡l' iltrl li \tatr:ì¡Ìl{ and ,,i;ì(.i u-ses are located.

Rstain i1s architecluml integity through the presewation of hisroric buildings and the compatible dcsígn of new srn¡cn¡rcs.
Be pcdestrian' rather lhan aulomobile, oriented by providing sidewalks and tr.ìil connections, managing and calming traflìc,
and olferirg parking in a manner that maintâins the aesthetiõ character of this historic center.

To support a compact setllernent pattem, Norwich zoning regulations cuûently provide that Nonvich village
and adjacent lands can be developed at higher densities than lands more distantirom this center. Residential
neighborhoods near the village should providc sidewalks and trails that allow residents to walk to school,
shopping, services, transit stops and crnployment. Open spaces ancl parks should be preserved to protect
írnportant resourccs and provide opportunities for out<joor recreation and a connection to nature.
Due to limited buildíng space, parking constraints and trafüc congestion, the existing village business district is
most appropriate lor businesses serving the needs of the community rathcr than thosã prirnirily drawing
customers from outside Nonvich. Becausc oÍ transportation constraints and the desireìo pr.r.iu. the r¡iral
character of the town, the most appropriate location for commercial development serving regional markets is
eiìst of Route 5 South- which is curuently zoned commercial an<J includes such businesses as King Arthur Flour.
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!:r:.:¡j:ì':rl.¡r: 1"r¡11¡:;li: l *:r!tr The Norwich village center {village center) includes the Village Business ZoningDistrict and additional area along Main street north to the Norwich public Library on Flazen strcst and south tothe Norwich Flistorical society arìd Marion cross school. (see Mrt r2tTh;îîiage center is parr olrheNorwich Village Flistoric District listed on the National Register oi'HisLr¡. ptuces. Approximately 23 of theprincipal structures in the village center arc listed as "contibuting buildings" to the Historic District. tjsesinclude some residential properties, many Norwich businesses, th.1;wn#il, päi"e and fire s.rarion. publiclibrary, elementary school' Flistorical society, the Norwich congregational itiuicn an¿ the Village Green.'the Village center was previously a Designated Village centeî uider the vermont Downtown program but thedesignation could not be renewed,du-e to ilack of specìfic support ¡" ir" zoii'Ño*"ich rown pl¿rn. TheNorwich village center rneets_both.the statutory deinirion oiå virra.ð"nt"i un¿ ott 
", 

starc guidclines. Thevillage center designation will make va¡ious ta-ri credits availabl.,;îr"p.rty ;ners f-or igprovements relatedto historic restoration' code conrpliance, a¡d accessibility, and providls å;;;;" with priority consi¿crarion forvariou-s.state grant programs. The town intends to r.upply'.fo, de designation foilowing adoption of this TownPlan' 'l'here are curently no plans to expancl the Villagì 
-centet 

to in.iuà" Ñ"ilhoornooa Development Areas.

l;ìr'jrr::rir:::-:ii:1ilir;eril*r';* TheareasonthewestsideolRoutc5Soulhandalong[liverRoadareservedby
state highways and easily accessible to Interstate 91. schools, municipal ,"-¡."., and public transportalion.

However a significant restraint on developrnent in these areas is the lack ofwastewater disposal inf¡astructurevia a municipal wastewater faciliry or othér alternative to individual on-site septic systems as well as publicsupport' Due to poor soil conditions outside of the existing villaga rhe 
"up*iiy 

or ãn-sire systems ¡i î¡.ii.¿. amunicipal wastewater faciliry has been discussed and reseäohed]-¡ut n"uå urít; this is possibly due ro the cosr,
]1ck of an existing health hazard, fcar of too much developme"i 

"rî ."",î¡r"iøn of these concems. T'he 2005Norwich sewer committee Repoft found that there was nà immediate puutic treatth emergency and that thef'ulure need for municipal or community wastewater systenls should be part of a long-term public torvn planningproceSs.

Alternatives 10 a new municipal system include conncctions to wastewater treatment systcms in Hanover orFlartford, or smaller, decentrarizcd community systems utirizing n", t 
"tnorogt 

u.In 2014-201 5, the town commissioned a report tä re view optioãs ro, tt 
"r" 

*.* 
""¿ 

in 20 16, the planning
commission began investigating the posslbility of developing u "; roni;;;lirì.t,o make compactdevelopment more feasiblc in thcse areas and io increase iheincentives in iíiese are¿s lor the development ofI affortlable housíng. A number-of imp"tt""ti;ï;;;;,;in were raised in a publlc forum in 2017 aÞout tiri, .on..pt,and the commission is presenrry considering how best.ro. respona tu *åi""il;;;;;;* ir;i;. T;D 

ll'rruç

commission wishes to øivc fu¡'tåer consideration to public input as we ll as the'nua¡ces of this important topic.
I F"tuut" such a zoningîistrict is no, pr.."nrty ortùJrì..d unclcr:his town plan, its creation rvould require aI future change to the town plan.

l'l ¡l¡t¡ L:{:' The re-creation of "outlying vitlages" or hamlets, either in the historic locations ofthe origlnalsettlemenls or in new locations" ruoulã c.eaic a focus for déns., r.s¡¿eniiaì o.uJtäpm.nt in specific locations. Ahamlet is a small, compactcluster of hones, ûequently organized a¡ound a crossroads, civic building or publicspace' It may contain less than a handlul ofresidênces or ñe large.nougr, to support one or more small,neíghborhood-scrving businesscs.
['he land.use planning area map 

¡frorvs several potentiat hamlet locations in existing or historic centers. Mostcommonly identified as potential hamlets are Biaver Meado¡r, union Village, pãrnpunooru", and New Boston,but all ofthese locations have some severc natu¡al resource limirations anoäáy not be suítable. c)ther locationsnot currently developed may be more suitable. Esfablishing a ha¡nlet ttour¿ ¡Jron.idered whcnever plans arebeing made to develop a large tract of outlying, rural la¡d.lot all outlyintìands-are su¡ted to support this
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Introduction 

The Norwich Town Plan provides a format to help decision-making related to the possible future town growth, 

or the diminishment of development, and which takes into account: existing conditions, trends and resources 

within the town; the local, regional and global forces that will affect the town both in the near- and long-term 

future; the vision of a sustainable future for the town; and the goals and objectives of town residents to include 

the viability of the community in a manner that maintains its social, economic, and physical fabric allowing an 

affordable environment for a diverse community. 
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About Our Town 
Norwich is a town in Windsor County, Vermont with a population of approximately 3,414 (per 2010 census). Norwich lies 

on the western bank of the Connecticut River (Vermont’s boundary with New Hampshire) and has close ties with its 

neighboring towns, including Hanover and Lebanon in New Hampshire and Thetford and Hartford in Vermont. The 

Ledyard Bridge connects the two communities. Norwich is part of the bi-state Upper Valley region, which includes towns 

along the Connecticut River in Vermont and New Hampshire. 

Norwich is approximately 45 square miles in area. The Ompompanoosuc River flows into the Connecticut River in the 

northeastern part of the town. The level floor of the river valley is fairly narrow and most of the town’s landscape is hilly 

with a combination of wooded uplands and open space. 

Major transportation routes, which run in parallel through the Connecticut River valley, include Interstate 91, U.S. 

Highway 5 and the former Boston and Maine Railroad right-of-way, now owned by the State of Vermont. Other 

important routes run southeast toward Boston along Interstate 89. Other important routes run southeast toward Boston 

along Interstate 89. In addition, local commuting routes include town roads such as Beaver Meadow Road, New Boston 

Road and Route 132. These commuting corridors are entirely maintained by the towns through which they pass.  
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About Our Plan 

Purpose and Authority 
This plan for the Town of Norwich is intended to reflect our citizens’ collective goals and objectives, and offers 

recommendations for future action to achieve those aims. The plan will help the Selectboard, Planning Commission, 

Conservation Commission, Norwich citizens and organizations as they define and direct the nature, quality and quantity 

of growth and development in Norwich over the next five to ten years. Fundamentally, the plan will serve as the 

foundation for any revision of the town’s land use regulations, which are regularly subject to change by State and 

Federal regulations. It is a template and a resource for any proposed community development programs, and for the 

direction and content of other local initiatives. 

The plan may be used by Vermont’s District Environmental Commission for review of development projects in Norwich 

under the jurisdiction of Act 250. It will also be a source of information and a long-term template by which to measure 

and evaluate public and private proposals that affect the physical, social, and economic environment of the community. 

This plan is being developed under the guidelines of Vermont State law, both as to procedure and to the substance of 

the plan. The Vermont Municipal and Regional Planning and Development Act, Title 24 of the Vermont Statutes 

Annotated, Chapter 117, enables Vermont municipalities to establish Planning Commissions and to prepare municipal 

plans. Through the Act, the Planning Commission is empowered to implement the plan once the Town of Norwich legally 

adopts it. 

Planning History and Process 
This town plan builds on previous planning efforts that involved considerable public input over the course of the past 40 

years.  

 1968: First Town Plan adopted 

 1971: Zoning Regulations adopted 

 1975: Town Plan adopted 

 1975: Zoning Regulations adopted 

 1980: Town Plan adopted 

 1981: Zoning & Subdivision Regulations adopted 

 1986: Town Plan adopted 

 1990: Zoning & Subdivision Regulations adopted 

 1992: Zoning & Subdivision Regulations amended 

 1996: Town Plan adopted 

 2001: Town Plan re-adopted 

 2002: Subdivision Regulations adopted 

 2006: Town Plan re-adopted 

 2008: Zoning Regulations adopted 

 2009: Zoning Regulations amended 

 2011: Town Plan adopted 

Norwich first adopted a plan in 1968, which was revised and readopted four times over the next 18 years. In 1989, the 

town embarked on a project to redraft the plan, largely from scratch. The process took seven years and resulted in the 

1996 adoption of a new town plan. In 2005, Norwich again tackled the challenge of re-examining its plan, resulting in the 

adoption of this 2011 town plan. These two planning processes are described in greater detail here. 

1996 Plan. The process for preparing Norwich’s fifth Town Plan began in 1989 with the formation of seven committees 

to create a vision statement, gather information, make inventories, and propose goals, objectives, policies, and 

recommended actions. The committees were Land Use, Transportation, Community Facilities, Town Services, 

Community Development, Environmental and Natural Resources, and Capital Budget. More than 200 Norwich residents 
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participated on these committees, attending regular meetings and spending many hours collecting data and researching 

issues. 

In 1990, a four-page questionnaire was distributed to Norwich residents to determine their attitude towards various 

town growth issues. There were 546 responses, which helped guide the work of the planning committees. The final 

reports and inventories of the committees were presented to the Planning Commission in 1991. The Planning 

Commission began an evaluation of the reports in conjunction with committee chairpersons. 

In the process of evaluating this information, particularly regarding growth and property tax issues, the Planning 

Commission decided more information and research were needed and retained Douglas Kennedy & Associates to 

prepare a report utilizing 1990 U.S. Census data and other data that had not been available to the committees. Several 

chapters in the plan were based on that report, while the others were based on the reports of the Town Plan 

committees. 

2011 Plan. In 2005, the Norwich Planning Commission began the process of updating the 1996 plan by distributing 

another survey to residents addressing a range of planning and growth issues in town. The results were overwhelming, 

with 990 surveys returned. One question that was asked related to growth and development was what residents wanted 

the population to be in the future. 54% of respondents stated that they preferred to have the population of Norwich 

“remain relatively stable” or decrease while 44% said they would like to see the population increase.  The complete 

results are available from the town’s Planning Office. Also in 2005, the town held a charrette attended by a small 

number of residents (design workshop) to explore residents’ preferences and concerns related to mixed-use 

development.  The input from the charrette was used to develop preliminary design guidelines for consideration as 

the land use section of this plan was revised.  In 2006, Norwich again sought assistance from Douglas Kennedy’s firm, 

LandVest, to collect and present updated demographic, housing, economic, land use and fiscal statistics for use in the 

town planning process. In 2007, the town contracted with PlaceSense to facilitate a series of public workshops and assist 

the Planning Commission in gathering all the data and input into a first draft of the revised plan. The Planning 

Commission then distributed the draft plan to various town committees, staff and organizations, as well as to a series of 

working groups made up of interested citizens. The recommendations of these groups and individuals were used by the 

Planning Commission to develop the 2011 plan. 

2017 Plan The 2017 Town Plan represents a minor update to the 2011 Town Plan, rather than a comprehensive rewrite 

such as occurred in 2011.  This continues the longstanding practice in Norwich of alternating between comprehensive 

rewrites and minor updates of prior town plans, and helps manage the substantial workload associated with 

comprehensive revisions.      

The 2017 Town Plan builds on the past efforts of the Planning Commission, including many years of public outreach, 

particularly beginning in 1996.  In the late 1990s, the commission created two subcommittees that ultimately facilitated 

significant changes to the plan and regulations to reduce potential development in areas that lack infrastructure and are 

expensive for the town to serve, and focus it where infrastructure exists and services are more easily provided. 

Pursuant to legislative requirements, the Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission (TRORC) provided an 

Enhanced Consultation in 2013 with a summary memorandum listing recommendations for additions to the 2011 Town 

Plan to more thoroughly address current state planning goals.  The Planning Commission believes it has addressed these 

recommendations in the 2017 Town Plan, though discussions will continue into 2018 and beyond. 

As described in more detail in the Land Use section, the Planning Commission prepared a 2015 study and conducted 

public forums related to development options for the Route 5 South/River Road corridors. The Planning Commission 

also worked closely with the Norwich Energy Committee to make updates to the energy section of the plan.  The 

commission plans to consider further updates to the energy section to keep pace with the evolution of state and 

legislative requirements. 
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The Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on July 13, 2017 to seek public comment about the latest Town 

Plan draft.  The June 6, 2017, draft of the updated Town Plan was distributed to adjacent towns, TRORC, the state, and 

made available to the public prior to the July 13 public hearing.  Approximately 80 people attended the hearing and 

approximately 20 people spoke.  A number of changes to the draft plan were made in response to public input. In 

addition, there was a February, 2017 public meeting to gauge public sentiment for a proposed new zone on Route 5 

South. Approximately 100 people attended and based on the many speakers and comments the Planning Commission 

decided to postpone consideration.  

Format of the Town Plan  
The plan is organized into chapters, which include the statutorily required elements of a town plan. A summary of goals, 

objectives and actions is included at the end of most chapters. The use of these terms is defined as: 

 Goals. Statements of aspirations that have an attainable end. 

 Objectives. Specific, measurable targets for accomplishing goals within prescribed periods of time. 

 Actions. Ongoing activities consistent with courses of action set forth in policy statements and designed to 

achieve specific objectives. 

About Our Neighbors and Region 

Introduction 
The Town Plan expresses a vision for the future of the Town of Norwich as determined by the Planning Commission, 

Selectboard and the residents of Norwich. Although many issues are within the control of the town through its town 

meeting, elected and appointed officials, and private groups, others are dependent on outside regional events and 

forces and may need regional solutions. The town has participated in regional decision-making whenever possible. Some 

areas of regional cooperation have included transportation, solid waste disposal, mutual aid fire protection, recreation, 

protection of natural resources, and transportation. 

Region 
Norwich is a member of the Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission (TRORC). The Regional Planning 

Commission creates a Regional Plan and coordinates transportation planning in addition to offering planning support 

services to the 30 Vermont member-towns.  

The Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Plan was most recently adopted in May 2007. The land use section of the 

Regional Plan and this plan are compatible. The Regional Plan recognizes Norwich Village as a town center in the region. 

Both plans call for guiding growth towards traditional settlement areas, encouraging quality development , protecting 

natural resources and preserving open space, working lands and environmental quality in outlying rural areas. 

Although Norwich is a Vermont town, due to its location on the border, there is significant interaction with New 

Hampshire Upper Valley towns. Norwich is one of the four core Upper Valley towns along with Hartford, Lebanon, and 

Hanover. Norwich, being smaller - population of 3,400 versus 10,000 to 13,000 in the other towns - and primarily 

residential, relies on these larger towns for employment opportunities, services, and cultural events. As reflected in the 

following list, there is cooperation between Vermont and New Hampshire towns in emergency response, transportation, 

recreation, education and cultural events. 

Other regional planning and mutual aid groups to which Norwich contributes include:  

 Upper Valley Regional Emergency Services Association. A fire and rescue mutual aid system for surrounding 

towns. 

 Local Emergency Planning Committee District 12 (LEPC 12). A multi-town group to support emergency 

planning in each community. 
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 Vermont Ambulance District 9. Provides EMS training. 

 Orange and Windsor Counties Public Works Emergency/Non-Emergency Mutual Aid. A compact to provide a 

framework through which nine municipalities assist each other in times of extraordinary need or emergency 

circumstances.  

 Greater Upper Valley Solid Waste District (GUVSWD). A 10-town municipal district that provides solid waste 

management authority, services, and planning to its member towns in Vermont. 

 Upper Valley Recreation Association (UVRA). A 16-town bi-state association that schedules games, organizes 

coaching clinics, sets rules, and coordinates any other issues related to youth sports.   

 Upper Valley Trails Alliance. Advocates for the use, maintenance and development of trails in the region to 

connect communities. 

 Linking Lands Alliance. A 14-town project sponsored by the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources that is 

mapping wildlife habitat blocks, corridors, and crossings. 

 Connecticut River Joint Commission. A bi-state commission created to preserve and protect the resources of 

the Connecticut River (Norwich is represented at the Upper Valley Subcommittee). 

 Dresden School District. A bi-state school district consisting of Hanover and Norwich, and providing facilities for 

middle and high school students and administrative support for all grades, including elementary. 

 Vital Communities. A regional nonprofit organization based in White River Junction, VT, that works to engage 

citizens, organizations, and communities in creating solutions to our region’s challenges.  

 Upper Valley Transportation Management Association (UVTMA). A bi-state partnership of five upper valley 

municipalities, major employers and regional planning commissions that works to mitigate traffic congestion 

and reduce reliance on single occupant vehicle commuting. 

 Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission. A regional planning commission serving 27 

municipalities in western New Hampshire including Hanover and Lebanon (although Norwich is no longer a 

member town, we participate with UVLSRC in many transportation and planning programs). 

Neighboring Towns 
No significant conflicts exist or are intended between this plan and municipal plans either adopted or proposed in 

neighboring towns.  

Hartford. Hartford has a Municipal Plan, most recently adopted in June of 2007. Hartford classifies the land near the 

boundary with Norwich primarily as rural, except for the land near U.S. Route 5, which has been designated by Hartford 

as planned for commercial/industrial use. Further, some land along the Hartford town line with Norwich is protected 

from development through conservation easements or public ownership. The protected and rural lands in Hartford are 

very compatible with this plan’s vision for Norwich’s outlying lands. The significant changes to Hartford’s zoning made in 

the mid-2000s have increased compatibility with the changes that Norwich made several years earlier, as both towns 

have reduced residential development densities in their rural areas and increased protection of natural resources in 

their development review processes. 

The land near Route 5 in Hartford is already substantially developed, and its 2010 designation as a growth center in 

Hartford suggests that much of the town’s growth over the next five to ten years will be focused on the areas in and 

around the villages of Wilder, Hartford and White River Junction, south of the town line with Norwich. The Planning 

Commission has studied the Route 5 corridor in Norwich to determine whether it would be a suitable location for 

compact housing development, which would be consistent as to size and scale with other developments in Norwich  the 

largest of which is Senior Housing (24 units) and Star Lake (14 units) under existing planned unit development zoning 

regulations for that area while recognizing that a lack of wastewater disposal capacity continues to be a limiting factor to 

development in this area. This plan recognizes that Hartford, Hanover and Lebanon will continue to be the employment 
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and service centers of the Upper Valley.  Hartford has subsequently seen an increase in revitalization of the White River 

Junction downtown area, including mixed-use development, rental housing and senior housing. 

Sharon. Sharon most recently adopted its town plan in February of 2010. Sharon does not have zoning regulations, but it 

does have subdivision regulations. In its plan, Sharon classifies land near the Norwich boundary as rural residential or 

forest reserve. Sharon’s land use plan is compatible with this plan, although absent zoning regulations Sharon will be 

constrained in implementing its plan. Currently, the rate of development in Sharon is low, and what growth occurs 

causes little impact on Norwich. Any dramatic increase in development in Sharon could affect Norwich, particularly in 

the form of increased traffic on Norwich roads.  

Thetford. Thetford most recently adopted its town plan in March 2007, with zoning and subdivision regulations in place 

since 1974. With the exception of a small village residential area in Union Village, the land in Thetford abutting Norwich 

is zoned for traditional rural and low-density residential uses. Future development and population growth will be 

focused in Thetford’s growth centers, which include five residential villages and two hamlets. Thetford’s plan is 

compatible with this plan. 

Strafford. Strafford is a rural town that experienced rapid growth in the 1980s, with much slower growth recently. The 

town has had subdivision regulations since 1970 and zoning regulations since 1978. Strafford most recently adopted its 

town plan in March of 2008. The plan calls for growth management and preservation of open space. Strafford’s plan 

designates the area near the Norwich town line for rural residential uses, which is compatible with this plan. 

Hanover. Hanover, as a developed town with limited land available for new construction compared to most 

communities in the Upper Valley, has experienced slow growth in recent years. Zoning is restrictive and the two major 

employers, Dartmouth College and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (DHMC), have each been stable or growing at a 

slow rate in recent years. Hanover is a source of employment, educational facilities, cultural activities, retail stores, and 

professional services for Norwich residents, while Norwich conversely provides a source of housing for home for many 

of those employed by Hanover businesses and institutions. 

Lebanon. The City of Lebanon, largest of the municipalities in the Upper Valley with a population of approximately 13,500, is a 

major employment and growth center with a daytime population of approximately 30,000. Lebanon is the home to many of 

the Upper Valley’s largest employers including Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Hypertherm and other high-tech 

companies, large retail stores, and service companies that provide employment and important services to Norwich residents.  

About Our Future 

Sustainability 
For the foreseeable future, the Town of Norwich will continue to experience local forces of change such as population 

fluctuations and changing demographics as the greying of the Vermont population continues, and global forces of 

change such as increasing natural resource scarcity and climate change. The current trend in Norwich and the state of 

Vermont is for outward migration and the overall aging of the population. There has been not only a significant decline 

in the overall population but a significant decline in the number of school children statewide. Therefore, we recognize 

the need to plan for a sustainable future for Norwich. Sustainability is defined as meeting our needs in the present 

without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their needs1.  

Sustainability is a philosophy that involves long-term thinking and balanced decision-making. Now, and in 50 years, we 

want Norwich to be a community with the following characteristics: 

                                                 
1 Page 8, World Commission on Environment and Development. Our Common Future. (Oxford University Press, 1987) 

(Hereafter, the “Brundtland Report”). 
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 Strong municipal leadership, citizen involvement in government, and transparency in government decision-

making; 

 Meaningful and productive partnerships with adjoining towns, regional organizations and other stakeholders; 

 The ability to attract and retain residents who contribute to the life of the community; 

 Viable local employment options; 

 Opportunities for involvement in cultural and recreation activities; 

 Clean air, land and water including dramatically reduced greenhouse gas emissions; 

 A high degree of walkability and alternative modes of transportation besides single-passenger cars and trucks; 

 A protected and preserved natural environment and a compact settlement pattern; 

 Strong social ties with a community ethos; 

Well-maintained infrastructure providing a high level of social amenities; and 

 Affordable places to live. 

It is not Norwich’s intent to strive for self-sufficiency, but to join with its neighbors in the region to work toward a 

sustainable future together. A number of formal and informal regional efforts are already underway that are improving 

sustainability in the region – Advance Transit, Upper Valley Transportation Management Association (TMA), Local First 

Alliance, Upper Valley Localvores, Valley Food and Farm, Upper Valley Land Trust, the regional planning commissions 

and other organizations, governments, employers and individuals are taking part. This plan focuses on specific actions 

for Norwich as a town, but it must be recognized that achieving our vision for a sustainable future will involve both 

individual and coordinated regional action. 

A sustainable community depends upon consistent, thoughtful sustainable decisions, supported across the town. 

Therefore, the following considerations underpin the implementation of this plan: 

 Ensuring that we leave a positive legacy for future generations. 

 Making decisions that balance environmental, social, cultural and economic trade-offs over at least a 50-

year time frame (while recognizing the difficulty in predicting Norwich’s needs and the changes both 

internal and external that will occur over 50 years). 

 Reducing our ecological footprint by using our land, resources and energy efficiently. 

 Encouraging all residents to be actively involved in their community. 

Smart Development 
“Development” can, but need not, imply “growth”. Growth poses a challenge to sustainability in that it is inherently 

unsustainable over time in a finite world, with finite resources. This plan does not encourage growth, but also recognizes 

that growth may occur and when it does, it should happen consistent with this plan. Central to achieving a sustainable 

future is the need to change our land use development practices and patterns. Smart development describes a pattern of 

land development that uses land efficiently, reinforces community vitality and protects natural resources. Smart 

development is about ensuring that development is simultaneously good for the economy, community and the 

environment. 

The concept of smart development establishes principles for a more sustainable community that include: 

 Revitalization of, and directing of new development towards, existing settlement areas. 

 Mixed land uses. 

 Compact building design. 

 A range of housing opportunities and choices. 

 Walkable neighborhoods. 

 A variety of transportation choices. 

 Distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place. 

 Preserved open space, farmland, natural beauty and critical environmental areas. 

Formatted: Indent: First line:  0"
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 Predictable, fair and cost-effective development review and decision-making process. 

 Community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions. 

The land use plan for Norwich, presented in Chapter 12, incorporates these smart development principles. The land use 

plan establishes the framework for Norwich’s land use regulations and this plan includes recommendations of changes 

to better support the smart development and sustainability principles outlined above. 

Themes 
Each chapter of this plan ends with a series of goals and objectives. To achieve a sustainable future for Norwich, these 

policies are intended to be considered as a whole, rather than taken individually, with an understanding of the 

connections and potential conflicts that exist between them. The following over-arching themes provide a framework 

for understanding the relationships between the goals and objectives of this plan and our vision for a sustainable future: 

 

Protecting and preserving our land and natural 

environment. 

 
Improving how we get around. 

 
Minimizing our use of non-renewable resources. 

 

Supporting a productive, engaged,  multi-

generational population. 

 
Increasing the resilience of our economy. 

 

Enhancing our recreation and cultural 

opportunities. 

 
Reinforcing our sense of community. 

Each of the goals and objectives of this plan supports one or more of these sustainability themes. These relationships are 

highlighted through the keyed symbols associated with each theme that appear in the policy section at the end of each 

chapter of this plan. The sustainability themes are also woven into the Implementation Program, which follows this 

section and which is organized around four focus areas: sustainability, housing, natural and historic resources, and 

energy efficiency. 
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Implementation Program 

The Norwich Town Plan is a guide that does not create mandates, but rather reflects a vision of the town going 

forward. This long-term vision of the town is reflected in the goals, objectives, and policies of this plan, and 

will be realized by implementing the recommended actions listed at the end of each chapter. As conditions 

change, the implementation process must remain flexible. 

Existing zoning and subdivision regulations in Norwich may need to be reviewed and possibly revised to reflect 

the plan’s objectives and policies. Other regulations governing roads, traffic, sewage disposal, health, etc., may 

also need to be reviewed and possibly revised. Non-regulatory implementation programs may include capital 

budgeting, public facilities planning, and natural resource inventories. Programs combining public and private 

activity may include housing, land conservation, historic preservation, and economic development. Decisions 

will be made on the priorities of recommended actions; some programs may demand immediate attention, 

others may not. Some changes to regulations should and can be made immediately; others may need more 

research and discussion within the community. 

While the Planning Commission, Conservation Commission, ad hoc committees, and other public and private 

groups including the Fire District Prudential Committee, may take an active role in the implementation of the 

Town Plan by drafting changes in regulations or creating specific programs, decisions involving town funds or 

changing regulations will be made by the voters of Norwich, either directly at a Town Meeting vote or by their 

elected representatives on the Selectboard or School Board. 
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Historic Perspective 

It is necessary to know where we have been and where we are now in order to determine where we should be 

headed. This basic principle applies to charting our future course not only as individuals, but also as a town. The 

following is a brief sketch of Norwich’s history, which provides insight into how the town arrived at its current 

situation.  
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18
th

 Century 

Formation and Founders 
Norwich is one of four adjoining towns in the Upper Connecticut River Valley to receive charters granted on 

July 4, 1761, by Governor Benning Wentworth. The other towns are Hanover and Lebanon, New Hampshire, 

and Hartford, Vermont. Norwich’s first settlers came, as did those of the other towns, principally from north-

central Connecticut. They traveled northward almost 200 miles up the Connecticut River and, in many cases, 

named their new towns for their previous ones. 

Generally, the men whose names appear on the charters – the grantees or proprietors – were not the ones who 

settled the new land, but were the older and more established inhabitants of their Connecticut towns. The 

younger men, those with the strength and skills to be pioneers, to build sawmills and gristmills, to clear the 

forests, were the ones to undertake the hardships of the move. In 1763, a few settlers came to Norwich and 

located close to the river and in the Pompanoosuc area. The first clearing in the township was made by John 

Fenton and Ebenezer Smith, both proprietors, and Fenton’s nephew, John Slafter, son of proprietor Samuel 

Slafter. 

The exploration and “sizing up” of the chartered township, which was “to contain six miles square, and no 

more” began in 1764. Jacob Burton of Preston, encouraged by the proprietors in Connecticut, made the journey 

north. He had the knowledge and the ability to build and operate a mill, take the measure of the region and 

survey the town. He determined suitable spots on Blood Brook for a sawmill and a gristmill. The location of 

roads and lots needed to be planned, and there were other conditions laid out in the Norwich town charter with 

which the settlers would have to comply. Burton’s own permanent dwelling was constructed in 1767.  

Among other early comers to Norwich were Samuel and John Hutchinson, who arrived in 1765. They cleared 

an island in the Connecticut River, planted corn on it, then returned to Connecticut; the next year they came to 

stay. Nathan Messenger also arrived in 1765. His cabin is thought to have been located near the Norwich end of 

the Ledyard Bridge. 

Historic Settlement Areas 
The confluence of the Ompompanoosuc and the Connecticut Rivers came to be known as Pompanoosuc. Union 

Village in the northeastern part of the town is also on the Ompompanoosuc. By 1795, a gristmill had been 

established there. Beaver Meadow (West Norwich), now a small community, had its beginning in 1780 when its 

first settler, Conant B. Sawyer, came from Hebron, Connecticut. 

Lewiston, of which little remains, was located near the west end of the Ledyard Bridge. Dr. Joseph Lewis 

settled here near the bank of the Connecticut River in 1767 and owned much of the surrounding land. It was 

here that an early ferry provided transportation to the Hanover side of the river. John Sargeant, the original 

operator (at least as early as 1771 and probably in 1770) had a continuing conflict with Dartmouth College 

founder Eleazar Wheelock over the ferry, and because Sargeant’s tavern apparently provided liquor for 

Wheelock’s students. Lewiston’s demise came with the construction of the Wilder Dam in 1950 and Interstate 

91 in 1968. 

Norwich Center must be remembered for several reasons. It was here, on Meeting House Hill, that Peter Olcott 

built his first house and barn in 1773. Olcott was a leading citizen of the town, serving in various town and state 

offices, including that of lieutenant governor; he was also a trustee of Dartmouth College. The first church in 

Norwich was built at the Center on land given by Olcott. Begun in 1778, it was finally finished in 1785. For 

about two weeks that same year, the Center Church served as the meeting place of the Vermont legislature. All 

that remains now of Norwich Center is the burial ground on Meeting House Hill and whatever archeological 

evidence remains of some 10 homes, shops, and offices. 

Union Village, Pompanoosuc, Beaver Meadow and Lewiston are all rather clearly defined places, but in 

addition there are settlements that did not develop business or commercial places. Rather, they are distinctive 

and more nearly neighborhoods: Podunk, New Boston and Tiger Town. 
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19
th

 Century 

Population and Migration 

Norwich now has a population of about 3,400 people. Historically, the growth of the town reflects trends 

elsewhere in the state and in the New England region, and has been influenced by events throughout the 

country. Norwich grew quickly from the early settlers to a peak population of 2,316 in 1830. After that date 

population slowly declined to a low of 1,092 in 1920. The 1830 figure was not reached or surpassed again in a 

decennial census until 1980 when a count of 2,398 people was registered. (See Chapter 4) 

While Norwich was becoming increasingly settled, land in the northern part of the state was being opened up to 

development. The movement that brought settlers from Connecticut to the region we now know as “the Upper 

Valley” was repeated, as residents of Norwich set out to settle new lands further north. The movement actually 

began quite early; for example, in 1803, after having lived in Norwich for some 20 years, Captain Benjamin 

Burton with his family moved on to Irasburg in Orleans County.  

Though they might not have always moved, Norwich residents were also active in organizing other towns. 

Thus, we find that the proprietors of Randolph, Vermont, were in large part from Hanover and Norwich. A 

History of Norwich, Vermont (1905) by M. E. Goddard and H.V. Partridge notes that (p. 135) “the evidences of 

depopulation and disappearance of houses in Norwich seem to be especially marked at Beaver Meadow, and 

along the ‘turnpike,’…” 

In the earlier portion of the 19
th

 century, agricultural and forestry practices shared in creating the conditions that 

made people living in Norwich seek new and unused lands. The importance of good resource management had 

not yet been realized to any extent either locally or nationwide. In 1840, for example, more than 13,000 sheep 

grazed in Norwich. Sheep are close croppers and can quickly reduce the value of a hillside. 

Just as local people left the town for places further north in the state, so residents were enticed by the opening of 

the West with its vast natural resources. Jasper Murdock set out as early as 1801 with his family, including his 

father-in-law, the Reverend Lyman Potter, who had been the town’s first settled Congregational minister, to 

journey to Ohio (then the Northwest Territory). The move of settlers westward whether into New York State, 

Pennsylvania or beyond continued into the early-20
th

 century and to such an extent that emigrant aid societies 

were frequently formed and guidebooks were published for those undertaking the trek. 

Education 
Looking at Norwich’s 200 years of history, a concern for education can be identified from the beginning. The 

Vermont Constitution of 1777 had specified that each county should have a grammar school. Windsor County 

built the first in 1785, located in Norwich. Between 1785 and 1841, 20 school districts were formed and these 

can still be identified on maps such as the one in the Beers’ Atlas of Windsor County (1869). Some of the old 

schoolhouses survive as present-day dwellings. 

In 1819, Captain Alden Partridge, a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and its superintendent 

from 1815 to 1817, returned to his native town of Norwich and established the American Literary, Scientific 

and Military Academy. From 1825 to 1829, Partridge moved the school to Middletown, Connecticut, where he 

hoped to find a greater potential and larger financial base; the school, however, returned to Norwich. 

In 1834, it was incorporated as Norwich University. During the next 30 years, the university had its ups and 

downs for apparently Partridge was not as good a businessman as educator; he also quarreled with Truman B. 

Ransom, who succeeded him as president. Then, in 1866, the South Barracks building was destroyed by fire. 

When the Town of Northfield, Vermont offered both a location and buildings, the university accepted the 

invitation to move there. 

The Norwich Classical and English Boarding School, a relatively short-lived enterprise, occupied the North 

Barracks after the university’s departure. It operated from 1867 to 1877. The North Barracks burned in 1898, 

thus ending a dominating presence on the Norwich Green. 
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Economy 
Industry was supported by natural resources in Norwich. Business partnerships developed along the river; the 

trade of timber and its by-product, potash, in exchange for rum, molasses and sundries was especially lucrative 

between Norwich landowners and merchants in Springfield, Massachusetts and Hartford, Connecticut.  

As merchantable lumber dwindled, however, emphasis shifted to agriculture based on wheat and other grains. In 

1810, merino sheep were brought to Vermont and, by 1830, Norwich, like many other New England towns, was 

raising them by the thousands. The wool and the breeding stock itself were eagerly sought and easily 

transported elsewhere; wool commanded high prices, particularly during the Civil War when the supply of 

cotton was cut off and armies had to be clothed. During this time, wool was valued at $1.00 per pound versus 

today’s value of about 25¢ per pound. That boom was over in the late 1860s, complicated by tariff 

manipulations and unbeatable competition, first from western states, then from Australia.  

When dairy herds were introduced at the end of the century, the pastures yielded new productivity. Though not 

clean sweepers like sheep, cattle demanded more silage (thus more hay fields) and larger barns. The growth of 

the milk industry was gradual in the late 1800s, but, once secure, it caused a visual revolution in the landscape 

and helped slow down the rate of population decline. A typical mid-19
th 

century Norwich farm consisted of 

about 150 acres, of which 125 were cleared and 25 forested.  

Railroad 
The Connecticut and Passumpsic Railroad, finished in 1848, connected the Upper Connecticut River Valley to 

tracks across the country. When White River Junction became the region’s principal railhead, Norwich farmers 

and merchants had a faster means of transporting their produce and wares, by boxcar rather than wagon load. 

The railroad replaced the Connecticut River as a trade route, eliminating the disadvantages of seasonal 

transportation.  

The sharply increasing demand of growing cities for fresh milk, cream, and butter brought prosperity for those 

who had successfully shifted from shearing sheep to milking cows. Already established communities like 

Lewiston and Pompanoosuc grew around railroad depots. The former boasted its own store, post office, and 

coal and lumber yards.  

20
th

 Century 

Education 
In 1963, Norwich and Hanover joined together in the first interstate school district in the country, forming the 

Dresden School District. Its first annual report noted that the two towns had “been impelled by common 

difficulties toward a cooperative solution of school problems.” The district was established as an interstate 

compact by Public Law 88-177.  

Infrastructure 
In the 20

th
 century, two technological advances affected the history of Norwich: construction of the Wilder Dam 

and Interstates 91 and 89. 

Wilder Dam, built south of town in 1950, is part of a network of hydropower dams that altered farming patterns 

along the Connecticut River and its tributaries. Many of Norwich’s fertile flood plains were submerged, 

including those in Pompanoosuc. 

Perhaps the building of Interstates 91 and 89 most dramatically influenced the course of Norwich history. 

Completed in the late-1960s, the four-lane highways connected Norwich overnight to the entire East Coast and 

to the rest of the country. Travel time between Norwich and Boston or New York City was cut in half. 

Dilapidated or abandoned houses quickly became summer and retirement homes (a trend already evident in 

Beaver Meadow in the 1940s), replacing working farms but rescuing some rural architecture. 
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Land Use 
The second half of the 20

th
 century saw Norwich transition from an agricultural to a bedroom community. In 

1940, it is estimated that one-half of the town’s land was cleared. The trend away from agriculture is reflected 

by the fact that currently less than 30 percent of the land is cleared. 

Only a few people in town can remember seeing cattle being driven down Main Street to their barns from 

pastures further out. While Norwich did exist for many years as a quiet farming community, longtime residents 

have seen it change into a bedroom community for nearby employment centers.  

Those who work elsewhere choose to live in Norwich because of the town’s good school and its proximity to 

Hanover, Dartmouth College, and the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. They come here for the kind of 

life that has disappeared elsewhere and which they perceive can be found here. The Dartmouth presence is 

strong and the college and its library have long drawn both summer renters and permanent residents. Academics 

from other institutions have been coming here since the 1940s, and many of them settled in the Upper Valley 

after fleeing Europe during World War II. Others see Norwich as a place for retirement; frequently these are 

alumni of Dartmouth College. All of these trends are agents of change for Norwich. 
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Town Profile 

With an understanding of recent development trends, current community makeup, and likely future change, a 

planning effort can better respond to residents’ needs and better account for the impacts and opportunities of 

development. To develop a realistic set of development projections, a community profile:  

1) documents the development trends that have brought the town to its current situation; 

2) assesses the current makeup of the town from demographic, economic and social perspectives; and  

3) assesses the range of development factors affecting the town. 

In addition, the pace and form of land development significantly affects the fiscal health of communities. 

Virtually any form of land development creates two direct side-effects:  

1) the generation of incremental revenue in the form of increased property taxes; and 

2) the generation of incremental cost for additional community services to serve the new development,.  

Accordingly, this chapter presents a variety of data that profile Norwich’s residents and provide a basis for 

planning efforts. It also provides background on the town’s recent and current fiscal situation, and provides a 

basis for town fiscal projections based on development trends. 
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Community Demographics 

Historic Population Change 
 

After a strong period of growth between 1791 and 1830, when the town reached a population of more than 

2,300 residents, a long period of population decline occurred. In 1920, Norwich reached a low population point 

of fewer than 1,100 residents. After some slow growth in the 1930s and ’40s, population levels increased at a 

rapid pace. A review of historic population data for Norwich indicates that the period between 1970 and 2000 

was one of strong growth for the town, as a factor of both in-migration and natural increase. Since 2000, 

however, Norwich population has declined from 3,544 in 2000 to an estimated 3,393 in 2015. Figures 4-1 and 

4-2 trace Norwich’s population from the first federal census in 1791 through the 2010 Census. Clearly, the past 

50 years have been a time of tremendous change in the town. 

Recent Population Trends 
For the 30 years from 1970 to 2000, Norwich’s growth rate outpaced state and regional averages as shown in 

Figure 4-3. It was during the 1980s that Norwich experienced its greatest absolute population growth but 

growth remained strong through much of the 1990s. Since 2000, however, Norwich’s population has declined 

by an estimated 4.3 percent, while the population of the Lebanon NH-VT micropolitan NECTA region has 

grown by an estimated 3.7 percent, indicating that Norwich’s population is not keeping up with regional 

growth. Norwich’s school population has also declined significantly.  Despite the drop in both the general 

population and school population of Norwich, both the municipal budget and the school budget have continued 

to grow, creating an unsustainable fiscal trend that must be addressed. 

The 2012 Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Housing Needs Assessment estimates that by 2030 more than 

one-third of the region’s population will be age 65 or older and nearly half of all households will be headed by 

someone age 65 or older. Many seniors will want to “age in place” but they will face challenges because the 

homes they are occupying today may not meet their long-term accessibility, mobility and/or affordability needs. 

There is an inadequate supply of housing located, designed and priced to meet future demand.  

 

Components of Population Growth. Population growth in any geographic area has two major components: 

natural increase and net migration. Natural increase derives from subtracting the number of resident deaths 

during any period from the number of births to town residents. Net migration means the difference between the 

number who move into a town with the number who move out of a town during any period. These two 

components of Norwich’s recent population growth are shown in Figure 4-6. During periods of rapid growth, 

in-migration typically dominates, while during periods of slower growth natural increase usually accounts for 

the larger share. Overall, Norwich’s recent population growth occurred primarily in response to net migration 

(new people moving into town).  

 

Age Distribution. Distribution of the population by age group helps us to understand more about the 

demographics of a town. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 contain a graphic comparison of the distribution of Norwich’s 

population by age group, as well as data showing absolute changes in each of these age groups. 

Looking at how the town’s age profile has changed in recent decades suggests one major factor in Norwich’s 

growth trends. The echo baby boom (the bearing of children by Baby Boomers), which spurred population 

growth beginning in the 1970s, peaked in the 1980s and ended in the 1990s. This is evidenced by the large 

cohorts of children counted in the 1980 and 1990 census, and the town’s vital statistics. The large baby boom 

generation has passed out of its childbearing years and boomers are reaching retirement age, as shown in the 

2010 Census. The generation that followed the boomers is smaller, had fewer children and waited longer to start 

families. While the current generation of Millenials is larger even than the Baby Boomers, they are only now 

beginning to have children themselves in significant numbers and thereby affect these demographic trends. 

The current age distribution in Norwich is a clear reflection of the aging of the baby boomers, as well as the type 

of household that has migrated to Norwich over the years. In many instances, new Norwich households are well-
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established families, with two parents and older children. This is a reflection of Norwich’s attraction to families 

with school-aged children, as well as the expense of housing in town, which is prohibitive for most younger 

people. This fact limits natural growth, as most families moving to town are established with children before 

arriving to town.  

Households 
For planning purposes, growth trends in households are more relevant than population change. It is households, 

rather than individual residents, that drive the need for housing, infrastructure and services. Norwich, like many 

communities around Vermont, has experienced a declining household size in recent decades, coupled with a 

decrease in population. At the same time, the population in the Lebanon NH-VT micropolitan NECTA region 

has increased, augmenting the continued demand for housing in the region.  

 

Household Size. In 1970, the average household size in Norwich was approximately three people. That average 

had declined to 2.46 people per household by 2010. Despite being very low by national standards, average 

household sizes in Norwich have consistently been larger than those in the region or state. However, given the 

aging of the town’s population, average household sizes should be expected to decline further in future years 

unless there are changes in the housing and economic factors that are currently preventing younger couples 

from moving into Norwich. The share of the Norwich population that is 62 or older has increased from 13 

percent in 2000 to an estimated 22.5 percent in 2011-15. 

 

 

 

Household Income. An investigation of income levels in Norwich suggests that the town is home to relatively 

high-income households. Figure 4-12 shows that between 1980 and 2015, the median household income in 

Norwich more than doubled to nearly $100,000 after adjusting for inflation, while the Windsor County and 

statewide median household income rose by around $10,000. Figure 4-11 illustrates the income profile of 

Norwich households as documented by the U.S. Census Bureau. 

During the 1990s, both the actual numbers and percentage of households in the lower income brackets living in 

Norwich declined. The percentage of households in the middle-income brackets remained stable, while the town 

added households in the upper income brackets. Between 2000 and 2011-15, this trend continued, with a further 

decline in the population of households in the lower income brackets and a large increase in the population of 

households with incomes above $150,000. This reflects a reinforcing trend where the cost of land and housing 

in Norwich is prohibitively expensive for lower-income and many moderate-income households, while the 

attractiveness of the town to wealthier households persistently drives land and housing prices still higher. It also 

reflects the tax burden in Norwich, which has grown significantly as school and municipal expenditures have 

increased, despite reductions in general and school-aged populations. 

Growth Projections 
Norwich’s profile is incomplete without an estimate of potential future growth or contraction in the town. In a 

small community like Norwich, population and growth predictions can be difficult. The migration of new 

residents to Norwich has clearly ebbed and flowed in concert with the regional economy. As distinct from 

predictions, projections simply extrapolate current trends into the future and do not try to anticipate potential 

changes in those trends. 

Recent projections suggest that Norwich’s population will continue to decline slightly over the next several 

decades. As detailed above, the demographic composition of residents is trending older, so substantial 

population growth due to natural increase is not anticipated in the near term. Changes in the regional economy, 

however, could quickly and dramatically change the anticipated rate of growth in town through in- or out-

migration. In particular, the demographic trends of the Millenniel generation will have far reaching effects 

locally and nationally. 
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The projection in Figure 4-13 breaks population growth out by age group, based on the assumption that fertility 

and migration rates will remain at the rates in effect when the projections were developed, using data from 

2010-2014. The projection shows the demographic profile of town residents shifting, as a larger proportion of 

the population will be age 65 or older in each period. These trends will not change unless the factors driving 

them change, most notably the high cost of housing and declining family sizes.  

Fiscal Impacts of Growth 
As state tax and education policies in Vermont have changed over time, the fiscal impacts of residential and 

business development on municipalities, school districts and taxpayers have also shifted. This fact complicates 

any assessment of whether specific types of development are fiscal “winners” or “losers” – that is, whether they 

bring more tax revenue into the municipality than they cost in services, especially over the long term. 

Vermont’s ongoing efforts to equitably fund education across the state have, over the past decade, significantly 

changed the property tax system from one in which commercial development was commonly perceived to 

reduce residential tax bills to one in which some municipalities are encouraging family-friendly residential 

development as a way to lower school taxes. Acts 60 and 68 changed Vermont’s school funding formula and 

implemented a statewide system to redistribute education tax revenue based on spending per pupil. Under the 

current education funding system, commercial development no longer necessarily results in tax benefits for 

residential property owners. 

Town and School Budgets 
Town and school budgets continue to increase, as shown in Figure 4-14, despite persistent reductions in general 

and school-aged populations.. Increases in budgets have been accompanied by real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) 

increases in the tax burden carried by Norwich property owners, as shown in Figure 4-15, though the increase 

between 2010 and 2016 was smaller than that of previous period. 

While budgets have increased, the distribution of municipal expenditures has also changed.. Approximately 

one-half of the town budget pays for road building and maintenance. Public safety costs, as a percentage of the 

total budget, have slowly risen over the past 20 years and currently represent about one-quarter of the municipal 

expenses. Much of the increase in the municipal budget is directly linked to increases in personnel-related costs 

such as health insurance, which are difficult to contain at the local level. Employee costs have impacted school 

budgets similarly. Consideration should be given as to whether current benefit plans and spending are 

sustainable. For further discussion of Norwich’s education system, see Chapter 7.  

Cost of Community Services 
Despite the future uncertainty of the state education funding formula, the fiscal implications of development can 

be assessed based on current budgets, land uses and tax policies. A Cost of Community Services (CoCS) study 

analyzes the financial demands of public services and shows how much it costs to provide these services to 

residential, commercial and industrial users, working lands and open space, and public land uses.  

Such a study, using the methodology developed by the American Farmland Trust (AFT), was completed for 

Norwich based on the town’s 2007 Grand List and actual FY2007 budget. CoCS studies in rural communities 

around the country have consistently shown that residential development costs municipalities more in services 

than it pays in taxes while working lands and open space pay more than they require in services. As shown in 

Figure 4-16, residential land uses in Norwich break even on the municipal side of the budget, but when school 

costs are considered they require $1.14 in services for every $1 in taxes paid. This figure is close to AFT’s 

national average of $1.09 in services for every $1.00 reported in their 2006 Cost of Community Services 

Studies Fact Sheet. Norwich’s open lands are a fiscal “winner” for the town for both municipal and school 

budgets. 

This CoCS study could be further refined by a detailed analysis of town revenues and expenditures in order to 

more accurately allocate them between land use categories. Where revenues or expenditures could not be 

directly attributed to a single land use (e.g., recreation to residential land uses), they are allocated based on the 

percentage of the town’s total real property value in each land use category. The results of a CoCS analysis are 
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only a single-year snapshot. The study can be repeated on a regular basis to track changes in the fiscal impacts 

of land use changes within the town over time. Further analysis that examines the location of residential uses 

would also be informative, as homes located close to the village center and accessible by main roads generally 

cost less for the town to service than homes in more remote parts of town. 

Fiscal Impact Assessment 
Cost-averaging is a common approach to assessing the fiscal impact of development, whereby each new 

increment of growth is assumed to have the same proportionate costs as existing development of the same type 

in the town. While useful as a general planning tool, this method does not reflect the reality of how budgets are 

impacted by development. Most municipal or school costs if graphed against population growth would look 

more like a set of stairs than a straight line. Facilities and services are generally able to accommodate some 

additional demand at their current size, staffing or funding level. Then a significant increase in expenditure, 

such as to put an addition on a school or hire more police officers, is needed to accommodate further growth. It 

is worth noting that the smaller a community (or cost pool), the more this effect will prevail, whereas the curve 

will smooth as the community size increases. 

  

It is often assumed that any development that does not increase the number of school-age children living in 

town will be a fiscal winner. However, as the CoCS study shows, that is an over-simplification of the fiscal 

impact of new development, as schools are simply one of many drivers of municipal expenses. Non-residential 

development may cost more than the municipal fiscal benefit it provides from additional tax revenue due to 

secondary impacts that vary depending on the characteristics of the use. Non-residential uses may create 

significantly more traffic than residential development does, which would increase highway expenses, or may 

require relatively greater increased public safety expenditures. Uses that create jobs may draw more residents, 

which could be a benefit and a cost. Under current state education tax policies, an increase in school-age 

children can often have a positive effect in lowering the education tax rate by lowering the average per pupil 

expenses used in calculating Norwich’s tax rate, but where such additional students necessitate special services, 

or are so numerous as to require physical expansion of school facilities, the additional costs could outweigh 

those benefits. Finally, as noted above, the location of residential development affects the costs to the town of 

serving it. The 2007 CoCS study suggests that increased residential development often causes an increase in 

taxes due to more residents generally creating an increasing demand for services.  Moreover, the notion that 

growth per se is necessarily good for either residential or commercial development is increasingly under 

challenge as being inconsistent with principles of sustainability.  

The CoCS study suggests that undeveloped land is a fiscal winner, which is also the conclusion reached in a 

recent study by the Vermont Land Trust
2
. While in relative terms undeveloped land does not contribute much in 

revenues, it generates very little demand for services, while contributing important, though less tangible, 

benefits for the environment and our collective quality of life. Thus, it is important to consider the fiscal 

implications of the future use of undeveloped land. It may be more fiscally prudent to retain undeveloped land, 

particularly when land is remote, or would require expensive extensions of service systems were development 

to occur.  The 2007 CoCS study also suggests that increased residential development causes an increase in taxes 

due to more residents generally creating an increasing demand for services.  Moreover, the notion that growth 

per se is good and that big growth is even better for either residential or commercial development is currently 

under challenge at:  https://vtdigger.org/2018/01/01/rosanne-greco-myth-growth-good/.  The message is that for 

the good of the planet and for the good of Norwich we should exercise great care in avoiding large scale 

development.   

 

 

                                                 
2 http://www.farmlandinfo.org/sites/default/files/Land_Conservation_and_Property_Taxes_in_Vermont_1.pdf  

http://www.farmlandinfo.org/sites/default/files/Land_Conservation_and_Property_Taxes_in_Vermont_1.pdf
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 

Goal A Protect the town’s fiscal health by guiding the location, form, magnitude and pace of development to 

make best use of existing facilities and services.  

Identify and address the potential effects on property taxes from 

residential and commercial development of different 

types and amounts, in various locations. 

       

 

Action A.1.a   Integrate the town’s capital and operational budgetary planning with the policies that stem from the Town Plan so as to  

                               favor conservative budgeting. 

Action A.1.b Identify tipping points in demand from additional development in town that could trigger the need for 
additional town staff, capital equipment or facilities in service of that development.  

Action A.1.c Identify the added costs that would occur with the added staff, equipment or facilities that would be weighed against 

the value of the types of added developed property to analyze whether such development is tax neutral or represents 

a greater or lesser burden to existing properties. 

Action A.1.d Incorporate fiscal impact assessment into the review and permitting of development projects to determine 
the appropriateness of a project within the context of overall planning for the town. 

Encourage development patterns that will minimize or 

eliminate expected future tax increases for 

Norwich’s taxpayers. 
       

 

Action A.2.a Use the town’s land use regulations to guide future growth toward responsible and sustainable development in suitable 

locations where it can make use of existing facilities and services. 

Action A.2.b Determine what forms, in what locations, and at what scale non-residential development is appropriate for 
Norwich without negatively Impacting existing village businesses 

Action A.2.c Enact regulations to encourage reasonable amounts of non-residential development appropriate in scale 
for Norwich to occur in designated areas 

Action A.2.d Take measures to guide the location, form and pace of residential growth in order to encourage housing to 
be located in areas that are easily accessible to good roads, town services, schools and public 
transportation. 

Action A.2.e Consider designating growth centers, such as our hamlets, as locations where moderate growth and 
concentrated patterns of development could be encouraged. 

Action A.2.f Support development that can feasibly utilize existing service systems, including small extensions, in 
preference to development that would require new or greatly expanded infrastructure. 

Action A.2.g Support increasing the supply of affordable and workforce housing suitable for families with school-age 
children in a manner that minimizes or eliminates any related increases in the aggregate rate of Norwich 
education and municipal taxes. 
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Encourage the preservation of land in agricultural, wooded, or 

undeveloped state, particularly in areas of town not 

well connected to service systems. 
       

 

Action A.3.a   Use legislative tools such as the payment in lieu of taxes (PILOT) authorization in 24 V.S.A. 2741, to stabilize and reduce       

                                taxes on agricultural land. 

Action A.3.b Insure that tax assessments for conserved land reflect the fact that they will not be developed in the future. 
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 Housing Plan  

This section presents a perspective on current and future housing in Norwich. Housing markets and related 

issues change over time, along with the economy and other external factors; however, people will always need 

adequate shelter. It will be important to consider the housing needs of residents of all ages, financial situations, 

and life-styles. Concerns about climate change, energy use and availability, and sustainability are also 

considerations in planning for the future housing stock in Norwich. Regional economic forces will continue to 

dominate the housing market in Norwich. No matter how active the town may be in housing issues, it is 

unlikely to make any significant change in the prevailing market. However, by choosing a deliberate path rather 

than simply reacting to these forces, Norwich can play an appropriate role, considering its size relative to 

neighboring towns, in providing adequate housing stock for a variety of population groups.  
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Housing Profile 

Housing Construction Trends 
Norwich’s housing trends directly reflect population trends. Because Norwich is a primarily residential town 

that primarily serves as a bedroom community for nearby job centers, the town’s housing stock is focused on 

single-family homes, used on a year-round basis (84%). The town also has a small, but active, rental housing 

market that includes both single-family and multi-family homes. Finally, there are some seasonal and second 

homes in the town. 

Since the first Census count of dwellings in 1940, the number of residences in Norwich has more than doubled. 

The post-war housing boom and interstate highway construction fueled demand in the 1950s and ‘60s. Over the 

next several decades, the region’s growing economy drew new residents to Norwich, many of them young 

couples starting families. The 1970s and 1980s saw more than 650 homes built. The pace of development fell 

by more than 50% in the 1990s, when fewer than 125 homes were added to the town’s housing stock. Between 

2000 and 2010, the town issued permits for 114 additional dwelling units. Since then, housing starts have slowed 

to an average of about 6 per year. In other words, new residences are now being added at roughly 20% the pace 

that they were at the height of the modern growth boom. 

Housing Types and Tenure 
Norwich’s housing stock is strongly oriented toward single-family homes, as shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. 

According to the 2011-15 American Community Survey, nearly 84 percent of homes in Norwich are single-

family, detached units as compared to 68 percent of homes in Windsor County. Conversely, when compared 

with the county and state, Norwich has fewer housing units in multi-unit buildings and mobile homes.  

Figure 5-4 is based on a sample of Norwich homes surveyed by the U.S. Census Bureau. The Norwich grand 

list reports somewhat different numbers, indicating that there were 1,295 detached single-family homes and 15 

mobile homes in Norwich in 2016. 

Approximately 70 percent of Norwich’s homes were owner-occupied, according to the 2010 Census. The 

town’s owner-occupancy rate has been higher than state and regional averages for many years. As shown in 

Figure 5-5, Norwich added rental units during the 1980s, but there was actually a small decrease in the number 

of rentals during the 1990s, followed by a small increase between 2000 and 2015. Norwich’s location near 

Dartmouth College in Hanover and the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in Lebanon, both of which 

generate a substantial number of transient residents, suggests that there may be unmet demand in the rental 

market. 

 

Housing Values 
Housing value is an important factor in understanding relative tax burdens, the desirability of a town or 

neighborhood, the age and quality of local housing, and other aspects relevant to community planning and 

development. As shown in Figure 5-7, a much larger percentage of Norwich’s homes are high-value as 

compared to the larger region. More than half of its owner-occupied units have values exceeding $250,000. 

Norwich’s housing stock is clearly in a high price range when compared with regional and statewide averages. 

Further, less than 10 percent of owner-occupied units in town were valued at less than $100,000, according to 

the 2000 Census. Norwich is unquestionably an expensive place to live.  

 

Home Sales. The dynamics of the local housing market can also be summarized by a review of the numbers of 

sales and average sale values. Figure 5-7 shows the number of sales of primary residences each year and the 

median value of those transactions. Primary residences include single-family homes, condominiums and mobile 

homes with land where the seller had 100 percent interest in the property, excluding transactions that were not 

deemed to be arm’s length (such as transfers between family members). 

Trends in Norwich’s housing market over the past two decades have been similar to those throughout the 

Northeast. The strong market in the mid- to late 1980s gave way to a weak housing market in the early ‘90s. 
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Housing prices began to rise sharply again in the mid- to late-1990s. During 2006, the housing boom collapsed 

due to the fundamentals of both the housing market and the broader economy. Since 1988, the median sale price 

of a primary residence in Norwich has increased about $50,000 after adjusting for inflation. The decrease in 

housing prices seen in 2009 was a reflection of the economic and real estate crisis and sale prices have generally 

returned to pre-recession levels.  

Housing Market Conditions  
In assessing housing issues, it is important to incorporate a regional perspective. In this region, the housing 

stock and pricing can vary significantly from town to town. However, no community is a closed system, where 

future housing needs can be projected based on an analysis of the current population alone. Housing markets are 

always regional in nature; regional demographic trends and in-migration/out-migration will affect demand 

levels and pricing in Norwich. The town is part of a regional market, as many Norwich residents depend on 

neighboring communities for employment. Norwich is part of the Hartford-Hanover-Lebanon labor market area 

(LMA), which includes 25 municipalities in Vermont and New Hampshire.  

The housing statistics presented above document that the town’s housing stock is heavily weighted toward 

higher-priced, single-family homes. Figure 5-8 contains a comparison of the reported assessed values of owner-

occupied homes in Norwich and the Lebanon NH-VT NECTA region.  

Not surprisingly, Norwich’s owner-occupied housing stock is more expensive than the region’s. This reflects 

the predominance of expensive homes. Norwich’s housing stock contains a small percentage of mobile homes, 

which offer an affordable housing option. Condominiums, which offer an affordable housing option in other 

parts of the state, are also not well represented in Norwich’s housing stock.  

Housing Needs  
The demographics of a regional housing market are a useful predictor of general housing needs. While a range 

of factors including individual preferences affect housing needs, housing market analyses clearly correlate age 

and income data to the kind of housing people want. Knowing the current and projected mix of households by 

age of household head and income, it is possible to make reasonably accurate predictions about housing needs.  

For instance, a household headed by a 25 to 34 year-old, having an annual income of $40,000 to $60,000, will 

probably be seeking, or have recently purchased, its first home. Markets with a substantial number of 

households in this category will need affordable starter homes. Similarly, most households with incomes below 

$40,000 are likely to be renters, while households with incomes of $60,000 or more are likely to be established 

single-family homeowners.  

As shown in Figure 5-9, the percentage of Norwich households earning $100,000 or more is substantially 

greater across all age groups than in the region as a whole. This is, in part, a factor of housing availability. 

These are the only households that can afford the kind of housing typically available in Norwich.  

Given the high costs of housing in Norwich, many employees who work in Norwich cannot afford to live here.  

This is an intensification of regional conditions generally, with some area businesses complaining that the high 

cost of housing makes it difficult to attract workers to the region. 

Since only a fraction of all households are seeking housing at any given time, it is helpful to assess the mobility 

of those in various age/income categories, to estimate the size of housing markets. Households in various age 

and income groups have markedly varied propensities to move within the course of a year. Most significantly, 

mobility declines with increasing age and income. Younger, lower-income households are the most likely to 

move, while older, higher-income households are the least likely. 

Affordability of Housing  
The State of Vermont defines housing as being affordable if households with incomes at or below 80 percent of 

the county median family income spend no more than 30 percent of their incomes on housing costs. Housing 

costs for homeowners include mortgage costs, property taxes, and property insurance. Housing costs for renters 

include rent and utilities (heat, hot water, trash removal and electric).  
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The county median family income is reported annually by the federal Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) along with income limits for households of various sizes (see Figure 5-10). HUD further 

classifies income levels for its housing programs as follows: 

 Extremely low income = 30% or less of the median 

 Very low income = >30% to 50% of the median 

 Low income = >50% to 80% of the median 

 Moderate income = >80% to 100% of the median. 

The 2015 plan for East Central Vermont, “What We Want Plan”
3
, states that “We must address the lack of 

affordable housing near jobs and service centers. By ‘affordable’ we’re talking about more than subsidized 

housing for low-income residents; we’re talking about housing for skilled workers and professionals whose 

talents we need for a thriving community.” More than 1 out of 3 households in the region have a high housing 

cost burden (more than 30% if their income) and nearly 1 out of 6 households have a severe housing cost 

burden (more than 50% of their income). 

 

Home Ownership. Figure 5-10 presents “affordable” monthly housing costs and the amount of affordable 

homes available in Norwich based on the assessed value of residential properties and the state’s methodology 

for determining affordability. In 2016, around 10 percent of Norwich’s residences would be affordable to a 

four-person household that earned the median annual income for Windsor County of $72,310. Even for 

households earning twice the median income, a large percentage of the town’s homes would be unaffordable.  

Housing affordability affects not only those trying to purchase a home, but households who already own a 

home, especially when rising markets result in higher tax assessments. According to the 2011-15 American 

Community Survey, 27 percent of Norwich’s home-owning households had housing costs that consumed 30 

percent or more of their income.  While this is down considerably from 2000, this shift reflects the higher 

incomes of incoming Norwich homeowners and the possible out-migration of lower income households..  

Among Norwich homeowners with incomes below [80% of the county median income] $50,000, nearly 64 

percent had housing costs that consumed 30 percent or more of their income in 2011-15.  It’s important to note 

that according to the 2016 Norwich Grand List the number of residences in Norwich that could be considered 

affordable for workforce housing or moderate income residents as defined by the state according to assessed 

value are: 

 

Residences assessed at $175,000 or less:   59 or 5% of all residences 

Residences assessed at $200,000 or less: 81 or 6% of all residences 

Residences assessed at $225,000 or less: 113 or 9% of all residences  

Residences assessed at $250,000 or less: 155 or 12% of all residences 

Residences assessed at $275,000 or less: 208 or 16% of all residences 

Residences assessed at $300,000 or less: 265 or 20% of all residences 

 

In order to determine how much affordable housing or moderate income housing is desirable for Norwich there 

should be studies done to see what voters want and what is typical for other towns of similar size to Norwich. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 East Central Vermont: What We Want is the product of a three-year planning process funded by a 
Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant from the Department of U.S. Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) through the Partnership for Sustainable Communities, an interagency partnership 
consisting of HUD, the Department of Transportation (DOT), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
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Rentals. While housing costs for renters in Norwich are considerably lower than for owners, Norwich rents 

nevertheless substantially exceed those in the broader region.  According to the 2011-15 American Community 

Survey, the median gross rent in Norwich was $1,214.  By contrast, the median gross rent for Windsor County 

was $868.  About 25 percent of Norwich’s renting households had housing costs that consumed 30 percent or 

more of their income.  Among Norwich renters with incomes below $35,000, however, 72 percent spent 30 

percent or more of their income on housing. 

Regional studies have found that rental housing affordable for those earning entry-level wages ($9-$20 per hour) 

in the area is virtually non-existent in the private, unsubsidized market. They suggest that a larger share of future 

housing construction will need to be rental and multi-family for the region to attract the necessary younger 

workers and to serve an increasing demand from seniors for down-sized, more affordable or more accessible 

housing units. The 2015 What We Want Plan calls upon towns to identify land in core areas and on transit routes 

that is suitable for development of new, energy-efficient housing. 

Future Housing 

Diversity of Housing 

A diversity of housing types, styles, and sizes meeting the needs of residents of all ages, financial situations, and 

lifestyles necessarily requires variability in land use regulations. Housing types may include single-family 

homes, duplexes, multi-unit buildings, accessory apartments, accessory or guest houses, that utilize 

concentrated patterns of development consistent with the size, scale and number of units in existing 

developments the largest of which is 24 units of Senior Housing.. Smaller homes, such as bungalows and 

cottages, built at higher densities can provide low and moderate-priced housing, without requiring subsidies. 

Such building can be efficiently situated throughout the town, subject to availability of septic-suitable soils and 

existing infrastructure.   Open space and resource protection incorporated into the site plan designs for multi-

unit developments can preserve the rural character of Norwich while providing denser housing. 

Energy-Efficient Housing 
Energy-efficient homes may cost more to build, but they invariably lower the cost of ownership by consuming 

fewer resources over time. Using energy-efficient building materials and techniques, and incorporating 

renewable energy sources for heat and power should be encouraged and, in some cases mandated, for new 

homes. These concepts are discussed more fully in the Chapter [10], Energy. 

Accessibility of Future Housing to Services 
As discussed in the Chapter [12], Land Use, locating new housing closer to town facilities and services, 

including good roads and public transportation, saves the town money. Norwich’s land use regulations currently 

allow for more concentrated development in areas more accessible to these services and facilities. This pattern 

of development also lowers energy consumption for transportation. 

 

Background of Affordable Housing  

 
The last Senior Housing built in Norwich was 40 years ago downtown.  The last Affordable Housing was built 

at Star Lake with 14 units of housing.  Norwich citizens support the creation of new affordable housing and 

both public and private entities are working together to achieve the goal of creating new affordable housing.  

The length of time that there has been no new Senior Housing or Affordable Housing built underscores the need 

for affordable housing.  

 

Future Affordability of Housing 
Housing in Norwich is too expensive to purchase and maintain for many working individuals and families who 

have traditionally lived and worked in town. “Moderate-priced housing,” also known as “workforce housing” 
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(120% or less of median income in Windsor County), and “affordable housing” (80% or less of median income 

in Windsor County) are both in short supply. “Very low income” (50% or less of median income) housing does 

not meaningfully exist in Norwich. If Norwich wishes to encourage economic diversity in its community and 

would like those who work in Norwich to be able to live in Norwich, then investments must be encouraged in 

workforce, affordable and low-income housing.  

 

Increasing the supply of affordable housing in Norwich will not be accomplished by town regulations alone. 

Although regulations allowing some flexibility in housing types, site design, mixed uses, and density in the 

appropriate areas are critical, additional non-regulatory action supporting affordable housing funding through 

grant programs, public-private partnerships, and other innovative programs are necessary due to the high cost of 

land and construction in the town.  

Affordable Housing Planning Process 
In order to increase the affordability of housing in Norwich, the Planning Commission plans to launch an 

affordable housing planning process in 2018.  This process will solicit resident input and develop a plan to 

address the following questions: 
 What goals should Norwich establish for the development of affordable housing? Norwich is well-located within 

the region, near jobs in Hanover, Hartford and Lebanon and with an excellent local school.   

 What approaches should Norwich consider for increasing the amount of affordable housing?  There are many 

options to consider, and through the planning process, the town can identify a range of options and develop a 

comprehensive approach to achieving its affordable housing goals. 

 How can Norwich ensure that growth happens at an appropriate pace and scale?  While Norwich residents 

generally favor the development of affordable housing, some are concerned that development will take place at 

too rapid a pace and too large a scale.  Through the planning process, the town will consider options for 

regulating growth to ensure it remains at the level desired.  

Housing for Seniors 
Many older residents, wishing to continue to live in Norwich, look for housing that is affordable and meets their 

changing needs. Considerations for senior housing, in addition to cost, are locations that are easily accessible to 

basic services, stores, and public transportation. Ownership options may include rentals, condominiums, 

“shared-housing,” accessory houses and apartments, and smaller single-family homes such as bungalows and 

cottage style housing. All of these may be designed to be more cost-efficient and meet the needs of older 

residents. The existing HUD-funded 24-unit Norwich Senior Housing near the Norwich Public Library on 

Dorrance Drive is an example of successful lower-cost housing in Norwich that is accessible to public 

transportation and village services and stores. There is a long waiting list for Norwich Senior Housing, 

confirming the need for more affordable options in Norwich for this growing demographic.  
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 
Goal B Provide for sustainable housing for residents of all income levels and ages.  

  B.1 Constrain housing types and number of units to that which will have a neutral or positive effect on 

 town and school taxes. 

 

Encourage a diversity of housing types to accommodate all 

ages, financial situations, and life-styles.  

 

     

 

       Action B.1.a Adopt land use regulations that recognize and allow for a diversity of housing types to meet the needs of all ages, 

financial situations, and life-styles. 

Action B.1.b       Implement a planning process to develop affordable housing goals, identify solutions, and ensure  
                            appropriate protections are in place to ensure town growth remains at appropriate levels. 

Encourage safe, energy-efficient housing. 

       

 

       Action B.2.a Consider adopting local building codes to maintain energy efficiency, personal safety, and sustainability. 

Allow growth in the housing stock to occur at a rate that is 

consistent with the town’s ability to provide 

services in a fiscally sound manner. 
       

 

      Action B.3.a Determine future housing density in different areas of the town based on proximity and access to town facilities and  

    services, including roads, public transportation, schools, water and septic capacity, and emergency services. 

 

Quantify the need for additional affordable housing in Norwich 

by categories: “subsidized,” “affordable,” and 

“workforce.” 
       

 

Action B.4.a Maintain updated statistics on demographic trends and housing for the town and the region to better evaluate the  
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                 actual housing needs of the community on an ongoing basis. 

Facilitate the creation of different types of affordable housing 

as needed.        

 

Action B.5.a Explore and evaluate multiple strategies for encouraging the creation of affordable housing including, but not limited  

to: 

 

1. Density incentives for smaller houses, bungalows, or cottages, and accessory apartments or 
houses in or adjacent to existing houses. 

2. Innovative construction techniques to reduce costs. 

   Inclusionary zoning which requires developers to devote a specified number    

   of affordable housing units to any new development of a certain      
   size. 

3.  

4. Removing unnecessary provisions in the land use regulations that may limit affordable housing. 

5. Public and private programs to provide financial support for affordable housing. 

6. Sourcing funds for affordable housing through grants, government funding, and private 
partnerships. 

7. Create an affordable housing trust fund funded through graduated impact fees, real estate 
transfer taxes or other means.  (Some such approaches may require new authorizing legislation 
from the state.) 

8. Finding funds for affordable housing through grants, government funding, and private 
partnerships. 

9. The creation of an affordable housing trust fund funded through graduated impact fees, 
real estate transfer taxes or other means.  (Some such approaches may require new 
authorizing legislation from the state.) 

10. Work closely with Twin Pines Housing, Housing Vermont and other state and local 
organizations to facilitate affordable and moderate income housing. 

11. .  Facilitate infill for affordable housing by providing town tax relief for affordable housing 
whether apartment units or houses, whether pre-existing or new 

Participate in regional solutions for affordable housing. 

       

 

Action B.6.a Establish Town goals for five, ten and twenty year milestones for the desired proportion of Affordable Housing in  

Norwich. 

Action B.6.b Coordinate affordable housing programs with neighboring towns and share support services such as maintaining 
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covenants for  

perpetual affordability of properties. 

Action B.6.c  Continue to work with the Three Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission on regional planning goals. 

Quantify the need for additional senior housing in Norwich. 

       

 

Action B.7.a Maintain updated statistics on demographic trends and housing for the town and the region to better evaluate the 

actual housing needs of seniors in the community on an ongoing basis. 

Make provisions for and facilitate the creation of different 

types of senior housing as needed.        

 

Action B.8.a Accommodate more housing for seniors near the Village Center or in other areas accessible to services, public transit, 

and stores. 

Action B.8.b Grant waivers in land use regulations for parking and density that reflect the needs of seniors. 

Action B.8.c Allow for varying forms of ownership for senior housing: apartments, condominiums, “shared housing” 
(single-family home shared by unrelated residents), or single-family homes. 

Action B.8.d Source funds for senior housing through grants, government funding, and private partnerships. 
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 Economic Development 

A local economy can be viewed in two ways: 

1) What economic activities occur within the town; and 

2) In what local or regional economic activities are the town’s residents involved? 

While Norwich is often regarded as a bedroom community, the data make it apparent that there is substantial 

local economic activity. However, it does not appear that the business community has experienced much growth 

during recent years. 
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Profile 

Labor Force 
In 2017, the Vermont Department of Labor reported an unemployment rate for Norwich of 2.1 percent (well 

below the state average of 3.2 percent). According to the Census Bureau, 80 percent of the local labor force was 

composed of private wage and salary workers, 9 percent worked for government and 11 percent were self-

employed or business owners.  

The percentage of Norwich residents who are self-employed was slightly higher than in the county or state as a 

whole. Over the years, home businesses have been started in Norwich only to outgrow their locations and then 

move to one of the nearby communities where suitable locations and the infrastructure needed to support larger 

business are more readily available. This is a loss for our local business community.  

Norwich residents are a part of the regional economy, and find jobs in a variety of industries and occupations. 

Figure 6-2 compares the distribution of Norwich residents’ employment by industry and occupation with similar 

breakdowns for Windsor County and Vermont. 

Clearly, Norwich residents’ jobs show a different distribution by industry than county and state averages. These 

differences reflect the importance of Dartmouth College and the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center as 

sources of employment for Norwich residents. Additionally, a high percentage of town residents work in a 

professional specialty. 

Employment 
The analysis of employment trends that follows is based on employment data provided by the Vermont 

Department of Labor; however, the department only reports information on jobs covered by unemployment 

insurance, which excludes the self-employed, most business owners and some farm employees. As a result, the 

“covered employment” numbers underestimate the total number of jobs in town. 

Employment trends in Norwich have largely mirrored regional economic cycles. Figure 6-1 shows comparative 

“covered employment” increases in Norwich, Windsor County, and Vermont between 1980 and 2016. Note that 

the figures refer to the number of people employed in each of these geographic areas, rather than employed 

residents. 

Between 1980 and 2000, the total number of establishments (employers) in Norwich increased substantially. 

Since then, the number of employers has remained at levels similar to 2000, with some annual fluctuation, but 

the number of people employed in Norwich has risen. In 2016, there were 122 private businesses and five 

public sector employers and a total of 950 people employed in Norwich, only 159 of whom were residents. 

While accounting for a small percentage of employers, the public sector provides more than 10 percent of the 

jobs in town. The private businesses in Norwich are generally very small, with an average of seven workers. 

Most of these private businesses are in the service sector, reflecting the importance of the retail stores, 

professional and business services in the village area. Norwich does not have any single large employer. 

However, through physical expansion and enhanced onsite customer amenities, King Arthur Flour has added jobs, 

serves as a community gathering place, become a national tourist destination, and increased tax revenues for 

Norwich.  

While Norwich does maintain a healthy employment base, the town is not a significant regional job center. 

Three local communities (Hartford, Hanover and Lebanon) provide a substantial amount of employment. A 

substantial number of Norwich residents commute to these other communities for their jobs. As shown in 

Figure 6-5, only about 10% (159 out of 1,617) of Norwich residents who work do so in Norwich. 

Wages 
Wages paid by Norwich employers (see Figure 6-1) have increased at a greater rate than state and county 

averages over the past 35 years and have become higher than those averages in recent years.  

Livable Wage. Few Norwich families depend on a single wage-earner earning average wages (see Figure 6-4). 

However, there is growing concern in the state regarding the ability of full-time workers to earn an income 

sufficient to meet a family’s basic needs, commonly referred to as a “livable wage.”  

Comment [JL1]: Would be interesting to 
know the labor participation rate in Norwich, 
too. 

Comment [JL2]: Including business owners? 
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The Vermont Joint Fiscal Office reported that an annual livable wage for a family of four with two working 

parents in 2015 was around $85,000, while for a single person with no children it was around $33,000. In all 

cases, the livable wage is higher than the state’s minimum wage. Given that these numbers are based on state 

averages, the cost of housing in Norwich requires a higher livable wage locally. 

Focusing economic development activities on creating well-paying jobs is especially critical in Norwich to 

ensure that residents can meet their basic needs, especially in light of local housing costs discussed in Chapter 5 

and other costs like health care, food and energy that are anticipated to increase in future years. 

Business Receipts 
In addition to employment and wages, another useful measure of economic activity may be found in the receipts 

generated by local businesses. Figure 6-3 shows total tax receipts reported by Norwich businesses for each 

fiscal year between 2000 and 2016. Gross receipts are for all reported retail sales, including those that are not 

subject to the Vermont sales tax (e.g., groceries, medicine, etc.). Gross business receipts have increased 

incrementally after adjusting for inflation reflecting slow but sustained growth in the local economy. 

Sustainable Development 
Building a sustainable local economy that focuses on local markets and local resources, and that serves to 

strengthen the local community simultaneously supports our values and protects our long-term economic 

interests. Sustainable economic development requires activities and industries that: 

 Maximize use of local resources in a manner that does not deplete those resources; 

 Are energy efficient, and emphasize the use of local renewable energy sources; 

 Maintain high standards of environmental health and don’t degrade the quality of our water, air and soils 

or the viability of native wildlife; 

locally produce high quality goods and services that are needed locally, providing alternatives to 

imported goods and services; 

 Reinforce traditional settlement patterns; 

 Employ local residents and pay a livable wage; 

 Are locally owned and controlled, and reinvest in the community; and 

 Contribute to the vitality of our community, including the social fabric and well-being of residents. 

Economic development that emphasizes sustainability should take precedence over other economic activities 

that do not exhibit the characteristics listed above. In contrast, public resources should never be used in pursuit 

of unsustainable outcomes, absent unequivocal short-term necessity. 
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 
Goal C Support a sustainable local economy.  

Guide commercial development in accordance with the land 

use policies of this plan, in particular Objective K.3 

and its associated actions. 
       

 

Offer broadband service to all homes and businesses in town to 

support residents’ ability to work from home and 

allow entrepreneurs who live in Norwich to locate 

their businesses in town. 

       

 

Allow for home businesses throughout Norwich to the extent 

that they do not affect the quality of life in their 

neighborhood or unduly burden community 

infrastructure such as roads. 

       

 

Ensure that the scale or rate of commercial or industrial or 

residential development in Norwich does not 

exceed the town’s ability to provide facilities and 

services, or increase costs for current taxpayers. 
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Education 

Education is a core aspect of Norwich’s identity and sense of community. For many years, the town’s excellent 

school system made it a popular choice for families, both those new to the Upper Valley and those wishing to 

relocate here from within the region as their children reach school age. As is true statewide, declining 

enrollment in recent years poses a fiscal challenge. 
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Primary and Secondary Education 

Background 
The Norwich school system is made up of two school districts. The Norwich School District is responsible for 

educating children from kindergarten through grade six at the Marion Cross School in Norwich. The Dresden 

School District, which includes the towns of Norwich and Hanover, New Hampshire, serves Norwich children 

from grades seven through twelve in the Richmond Middle School and the Hanover High School, both in 

Hanover.  

The Dresden School District was formed in 1965, and was the first interstate school district in the country. 

Before that time, Norwich educated students through eighth grade and high school students were tuitioned to 

other towns, primarily Hanover. 

Enrollment Trends 
The Marion Cross School has seen major facility expansions, in the 1950s and most recently in 1989. The more 

recent addition was in response to dramatic increases in the school age population in the latter half of the 1980s 

as a result of the “echo baby boom.” 

Enrollment peaked in 1995 when 487 students were enrolled at the elementary school, as shown in Figure 7-1, 

and then declined sharply through the early 2000s. Between 2003 and 2007, enrollment stayed fairly stable at 

between 300 to 310 students. K-6 enrollment fell below 300 students in 2008 and has remained around 300 

during the past decade. A pre-kindergarten program began during the 2015-16 school year that has increased the 

number of children at the school by around 35. 

An enrollment projection prepared by the school district in 2017 suggests that enrollment at Marion Cross could 

fall to around 230 students over the next 10 years. Low or declining enrollment numbers create a financial strain 

on taxpayers because state education funds returned to the town are based on spending per pupil, whereas fixed 

expenses of operating the school cannot be reduced when the enrollment drops. 

Educational Facilities 
The 1989 Marion Cross School expansion increased classroom capacity to a theoretical maximum of 420 

students. While this suggests that there is substantial excess capacity at current enrollment levels, it should be 

noted that the school is using space much differently today than it did 20 years ago. Interdisciplinary curricula, 

cooperative group learning, inclusion of students with disabilities, inclusion of technology in day-to-day 

classroom learning (rather than solely in a computer lab), differentiation, full-day kindergarten, etc., all require 

more space for a smaller number of students. That said, it is clear that Marion Cross has accommodated, and 

could accommodate, substantially more students than it does today. 

 

While the Marion Cross School does not participate in the federal school lunch and breakfast programs, it does 

provide a lunch or breakfast to any student in need. In Vermont, the state legislature passed Act 22 in 2003, 

which requires that public schools participate in the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast 

Program unless the school board votes to exempt the district from the requirement. The purpose of the program 

is to ensure that all students receive healthy meals so they are better able to learn. The program has many 

federal record-keeping requirements and would be an additional expense for the school. The need for Norwich 

to participate in this program is evaluated annually by administrators, teachers, and the School Board.  In 

addition, the draft long-range plan for the Marion Cross School includes as a sub-goal “ensure that all students’ 

nutritional needs are met” and the subcommittee tasked with implementing this section of the long-range plan 

will be considering different ways to meet this challenge.  

 

While the last major renovation to the Marion Cross School was completed in 1989, investments continue in 

maintenance and gradual improvements. During the summer of 2009, the building’s exterior was painted green. 

According to Vermont’s School Energy Management Program, Marion Cross uses 35 percent less energy per 

square foot than the average school in the state (see Figure 7-2). Investments in lighting, insulation and solar 
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panels have saved money on both electricity and heating oil. Other significant infrastructure improvements have 

been identified, such as leach field repair. 

 

Major capital programs at both the Richmond Middle School and Hanover High School were completed in the 

2000s. The Richmond Middle School, which was formerly located on the same campus as the high school, 

moved to a new building on Lyme Road in 2005. The facility, which cost $18 million, is just one reason why 

the Richmond school is widely recognized as one of the best middle schools in New England. Last year, 

Richmond Middle School was selected as a spotlight school for the New England League of Middle Schools. 

This designation is based on test scores, academics, the overall atmosphere of the school and a number of other 

criteria and is awarded based on a review by peer educators. 

A $24 million renovation of Hanover High School was completed in 2007. This renovation effectively resulted 

in a new school, with a new auditorium, gymnasium, cafeteria, library and classroom spaces. Hanover High 

School is widely regarded as one of the best public high schools in the country.  

School Missions and Philosophy 
Marion Cross School. “The Marion Cross School Community values a tradition of educational excellence and is 

committed to nurturing the whole child in a climate of respect. We promote excellence and encourage a love of 

learning; we demonstrate and encourage mutual respect among students, parents, faculty and community 

members; we provide opportunities for every child to develop his/her full potential; and we cherish our 

traditions and our school’s place in the community.” 

Richmond Middle School. “Our mission is to provide a challenging, comprehensive and developmentally 

appropriate education for all of our students. Our broad goal during these three years is to ensure that our 

students are provided with the skills to become successful and thoughtful adults in a highly competitive and 

complex world. It is the task of our middle school to bridge the growth gap between childhood and adulthood, 

from dependence to independence, and from understanding the world in a simple and concrete manner to 

comprehending it in its multifaceted, multi-layered configuration. The educational community represented by 

the Dresden Board, parents and community members, and the Richmond staff has identified important concrete 

goals which guide our school in its pursuit of the effective and compassionate education of children in their 

middle years.” 

Hanover High School. “Hanover High School is an active learning community that provides broad academic 

and co-curricular programs. We engage students’ minds, hearts, and voices so that they become educated, 

caring, and responsible adults. All students are given the opportunity and encouragement to use their: 

 Minds to pursue excellence, academic challenge, and personal success. 

 Hearts to respect and care for the emotional and physical well being of themselves and others, and for the environment. 

 Voices to contribute to the democratic process and the common good.”   

Cost of Education 
Costs related to the education of Norwich children are borne directly by the taxpayers of Norwich, in full for the 

Marion Cross School and in proportion to the number of Norwich children for the middle and high schools.  

In recent years, the proportion of Norwich students at the Richmond Middle School and Hanover High School 

has dropped, from more than 40 percent to currently about one-third. Accordingly, Norwich’s assessment for 

the cost of the middle and high schools has been reduced in recent years. This proportion is not expected to 

change materially in the next five years.  

Costs for Marion Cross grew more substantially between 1999 and 2003, but have moderated in recent years. In 

1999, the per-pupil cost as defined by Vermont’s “allowable tuition” (current per-pupil expenditures excluding 

tuition, transportation, debt and special education) was $6,382 and Norwich ranked 56th in the state by this 

measure (with the school ranked first having the highest per pupil expenditures). By 2003 the per-pupil cost was 

$9,579 and Norwich ranked 21st in the state (out of more than 200 elementary schools). Five years later, in 

2008, the per-pupil cost had increased to $10,042 and Marion Cross ranked 98th in the state. Over this five-year 

period, the rate of increase was less than one percent per year. For 2017-2018 Norwich has a budget of 
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$5,570,871 or $18,799 per equalized pupil.  This places Norwich number ____ in Vermont in per pupil 

spending.  Since 2008 it appears that the cost per student has almost doubled. 

 

 

Figure 7-3 shows the tax paid or projected to be paid on a house with a value of $410,000 in 2005. In the initial 

year, the tax paid was $5,894. For 2010, the tax had increased to $6,289. By 2014, the end of the five-year 

planning period, the tax was projected to be $6,611. However, it should be noted that approximately 30 percent 

of Norwich taxpayers receive some reduction in their tax bill based on their income level.  

Private Schools and Home Study 
Private schools in the area include The Waldorf School, Crossroads Academy, Willow School, Cardigan 

Mountain School, Mid-Vermont Christian, Sharon Academy, and Kimball Union Academy. A handful of 

Norwich students are home-schooled. 

Issues 
The following issues are likely to be faced by the educational system in the near future: 

 State and federal requirements concerning facilities and special needs are likely to continue to increase. This will require 

modifications to the building to accommodate special-needs students as well as more space for fewer students. 

 State and federal requirements concerning employment of Special Educators. 

 Need to remain current in technology.  

 Rising cost of employee benefits. 

 Continuing local and regional decline in enrollment. 

Long-Range Planning 
The Norwich School Board has engaged in a long-range planning process to look at educational goals and 

ensure that students have an excellent education that meets the future needs of society. This plan deals with 

such concerns as maintaining high academic standards, an excellent faculty, appropriate building space for an 

outstanding curriculum, a commitment to the growth and development of the individual student, a positive 

attitude toward change, and a sound financial management program.  

Post-Secondary & Adult Education 
Vermont Technical College, The Community College of Vermont, Granite State College and Lebanon College-

-the latter two in New Hampshire--have programs in technical and post-secondary education. Dartmouth 

College in Hanover provides opportunities for adult education through its MALS (Master of Arts in Liberal 

Studies) and ILEAD (Institute for Lifelong Education At Dartmouth) programs. 

Childcare 
The majority of Norwich parents are employed and depend on childcare services for preschool-age and older 

children after school, during holidays and summer vacations. According to the 2011-15 American Community 

Survey, only 8 percent (55 of 687) of school-age children and 49 percent (50 of 102) of preschool-age children 

live in a household that includes a parent who is out of the labor force. 

The Marion Cross School began offering a full-day kindergarten program for all school-age children beginning 

in the 2009-10 school year. Marion Cross School also provides special education services to children starting at 

age three. 

There are several childcare providers located in Norwich and many more in neighboring communities. The 

Childcare Center in Norwich serves children aged six weeks to six years. The Norwich Nursery School has 

programs for toddlers and preschoolers during the school year. The Marion Cross school also houses an after-

school program for students operated by the Child Care Center in Norwich. The Child Care Project, housed at 

Dartmouth College, is available to assist all Norwich parents in finding childcare. 
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Goals, Objectives and Actions  

Goal D Provide cost-effective, affordable educational facilities suitable for supporting quality education for 

Norwich  

students. 

Monitor population changes closely and thoroughly investigate 

available options on an ongoing basis to allow the 

community time to react to future needs for both 

the Norwich and Dresden School District schools. 

       

 

Action D.1.a Schedule and publish an annual review of all pertinent statistics and updated projections relative to 
changes in future school populations of both Norwich and Dresden that might have significant tax 
implications for Norwich. 

Action D.1.b Evaluate annually any long-range needs for the Norwich School District that pertain to projected 
enrollments, future land needs and future capital expenditures. 

 Action D.1.c Explore whether the present arrangement is still the fairest manner to apportion Dresden School District costs  

between Hanover and Norwich. 

Continue to pursue sustainability and reduced energy usage in 

the operation of school facilities and programs.        
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Community Facilities & Services 

This chapter addresses the operation of town government and the delivery of services. Many of the policies and 

guidelines for the work that is done are covered in the transportation, natural resources, land use, and financial 

policy chapters. This chapter contains an overview of town facilities and services from two perspectives:  

(1) The current state of the facility or service and whether there are issues to resolve; and  

(2) Changes expected over the next 5 to 10 years relating to facilities and services. 

It is the goal of this chapter to encourage the town to plan for changes in future years, and to establish priorities 

for facility and service improvements in conjunction with a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) for funding for 

these improvements. 
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Introduction 
Municipal government provides and maintains facilities, services and infrastructure. These include solid waste 

disposal and recycling, roads and sidewalks, emergency services (including police, fire protection, and 

emergency medical response), recreation, and administration of these functions. In order to pay for these 

services and the schools, the town assesses property and collects taxes. 

During the past 30 years, both population growth and the increasing expectations of Norwich residents have 

resulted in significant facility and service expansions and improvements. Town budgets have reflected these 

changes. As shown in Figure 4-3, the rate of growth has slowed since the late 1980s, even during periods of a 

strong economy.  

Although most aspects of town services have become more efficient through technology and better planning, 

there have been expansions of town administration budgets due to decisions to turn to professional management 

to take charge of town operations formerly run by volunteers. These decisions include the addition of a part-

time professional assessor in 2001, the switch to a town manager/selectboard form of government in 2002, and 

the addition of a part-time paid fire chief in 2008. Another source of increased municipal expenses has been 

unfunded mandates by the state, requiring the town to perform additional services at its own expense. 
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Facilities 

Public Works Buildings 
The existing Department of Public Works Garage, built in 1976, is an 80-foot by 50-foot (4,000 square foot) 

steel frame building with five bays and limited additional space for storage, and administration. There are no 

offices or break rooms separate from the garage work area. A 2012 report listed many functional deficiencies, 

code compliance issues, and additional operational space needs. Proposals to double the size of the building and 

address the deficiencies, along with bond votes including a Public Safety building for fire and police, were 

presented to the town twice in 2015 and were defeated. In January of 2016, the town submitted an application to 

FEMA to use $ 432,968 of Alternative Funds from the loss of the Norwich Pool Dam in Irene to add a 4,000 

square-foot addition on to the building to house office space and other necessary enclosed spaces. The project 

also addresses energy efficiency and indoor heated storage for additional vehicles and equipment. Funding was 

approved in February 2017, and construction began in the fall of 2017. 

Fire Police Public Safety Building 
The existing Fire Department Building was originally built in 1925 as a wood frame building and was replaced 

in 1980 with a steel frame 4,096 square foot garage with a brick veneer façade, and a wood framed training / 

meeting room. The building is marginally heated and there was an exhaust extraction system for the fire 

apparatus installed in 2009. The building is of adequate size to house the fire apparatus and equipment but does 

not have enough room for related support activities. 

The current Police Department office, adjacent to the Fire Department Building, was built as a private residence 

in 1957. The town acquired the building in 1994 as a short-term solution for housing the Police Department. 

The plywood sheathed ranch style house on a slab was never designed to accommodate the complex 

requirements of a modern police department and with minimal maintenance over the past 25 years, the building 

has structural, insect, and rodent problems and many code deficiencies. 

Proposals to build a new Public Safety building for fire and police adjacent to the existing Fire Department 

building, along with bond funding, were presented to voters twice in 2015 and were defeated. The voters 

approved a third plan and bond for $1,400,000 in November, 2016. Construction for the new building began in 

the late spring of 2017 and was officially opened in April 2018. 

Tracy Memorial Hall (Town Hall) 
Tracy Hall, completed in 1939, contains seven town offices, records vaults, a gym/auditorium, and two meeting 

rooms. The building underwent major interior and structural renovations in 1994–5, including an installation of 

an elevator, new electric service, wiring for IT services, new HVAC, and a reconfiguration of spaces. The cost 

was approximately $850,000 funded with a 20-year bond, which was retired in 2016. The various spaces are 

used by town offices, recreation, and, when available, by outside groups. 

Capital Planning and Budgeting 
Since 1994, major renovations and new buildings have been funded with bonding. Repairs, maintenance and 

minor improvements are funded from reserve accounts established for each building. The reserve accounts are 

funded annually based on the age of the building and anticipated major repairs. The amount for the Tracy Hall 

reserve account has been increased in recent years in anticipation of replacing HVAC equipment, flooring and 

other major repairs. Funding of reserve accounts for buildings being replaced with new ones will be reduced. 
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Public Works Department 
In 2007, the Highway Department, Solid Waste and Recycling Department, and Buildings and Grounds 

Department were combined into the Public Works Department under the Public Works Director. This created a 

more efficient arrangement promoting the sharing of resources.  

The Public Works Director, who reports to the Town Manager, oversees department operations and staff and 

also prepares budgets, bids for major purchases, multi-year paving and bridge repair plans, and grant 

applications. As with most town departments, federal and state policies and regulations have greatly increased 

the administrative work-load at the town level.  

Highway and Bridge Maintenance 
The Highway Crew, comprised of five full-time employees and a seasonal employee, maintains the roads, 

bridges, and equipment. Major equipment includes: 

 5 plow/dump trucks 

 1 mid-sized truck for in-town use 

 1 pickup truck 

 1 loader 

 1 backhoe loader 

 2 graders 

Replacement of equipment is funded from a designated equipment fund supported with annual budgeted 

payments determined by long-range equipment replacement needs. Major equipment purchases have also been 

paid by low-interest, short-term bonds. Public Works Equipment is included in the Norwich Capital Budget 

Plan and Report (known as Norcap). 

 

Smaller road maintenance projects and maintenance of the unpaved roads are performed by the highway crew in 

the summer season. Major projects, including re-treatment of paved roads and bridge replacement, are 

contracted out. Re-treatment of paved roads represents a significant portion of the Public Works Budget (20% 

in 2017), and according to a study done in 2005 known as the Marcon Report, should be closer to 30% in order 

to prevent the roads from deteriorating over time. The long-term costs of fixing deteriorated roads far exceed 

those of maintaining the road surface on a regular basis. In addition to maintaining roads, the Town of Norwich 

has 69 major bridges and stream crossings, 822 road crossing culverts, and 326 driveway culverts to maintain. 

The town receives some state funds for maintaining roads based on mileage and also receives special grants for 

major paving projects. In past years, the town received state funds for bridge replacement and repair. In the 

future, these funds are to be allocated regionally based on importance to the region and condition of the bridge. 

This will reduce funds available for smaller bridge projects.  

 

The impact of growth on the highway and bridge maintenance budgets primarily depends on the location of 

development, rather than the size of the developments. Development in areas accessed from state highways may 

have a minimal effect on the town highway budget, as opposed to development in areas far from the village on 

narrow town roads at higher elevations. Land use policies will affect future highway and bridge budgets. 

Buildings and Grounds 
The Buildings and Grounds Department, established in 2008, includes one full-time employee responsible for 

maintaining the grounds of all town property, maintaining sidewalks during the winter, repair and maintenance 

of town buildings, and maintaining recreation fields and facilities. The department’s equipment includes a 

Holder articulated tractor (used for removing snow from sidewalks and for mowing), additional mowers, and 

other tools. 
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The need for the Buildings and Grounds Department was precipitated by agreements with the state requiring the 

town to maintain some areas adjacent to state highways in exchange for the state constructing enhancements. 

The department also lowers the cost of maintaining town property by eliminating the use of multiple outside 

contractors. The department maintains recreation fields, town-owned open space along highways, and the 

grounds associated with town buildings and facilities, and performs other maintenance projects that were 

formerly contracted out in a piecemeal manner. 

Solid Waste and Recycling 
Norwich residents use the transfer station off New Boston Road for most of their solid waste disposal and 

recycling needs. The station is managed by the Public Works Department and is staffed by three part-time 

attendants. Residents have the option of using a private hauler or taking their trash and recyclables to the 

transfer station. Over the years, there has been a steady increase in the types of materials accepted for recycling. 

Resale of recycled materials helps to offset facility expenses, but is subject to unpredictable fluctuations in the 

marketplace. 

The town’s membership in the Greater Upper Valley Solid Waste Management District provides residents with 

additional options for disposing of hazardous waste at special collections in the District, and access to the 

Hartford Solid Waste/Recycling Transfer Center, where construction and demolition waste may be disposed of 

along with recycled materials and trash. 

The District, consisting of 10 towns, owns a permitted site for a new landfill in Hartland, which may be 

constructed and opened in the near future. This new facility is projected to receive the district waste for more 

than 50 years. Additional solid waste from other regions of Vermont and New Hampshire will provide 

substantial funding for the facility. 

Reduction of the volume of solid waste through recycling and the purchase by residents of goods with less 

packaging has been a goal of the town and the District. Education of residents and businesses has been an 

effective tool for reducing the amount of solid waste. 

Comment [JL3]: Is this still on the table or 
has it been abandoned? 
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Utilities 

Water Supply 
The Town of Norwich currently has no direct role in public water supply. All properties, except for those within 

the Norwich Fire District, obtain potable water from on-site wells or small, state-regulated water systems. The 

District, managed by its Prudential Committee, operates a public water system serving the historic village center 

and some outlying areas. This water system was substantially improved in the late 1980s. A 1988 well 

rehabilitation program resulted in substantial water capacity beyond current needs. The Prudential Committee 

foresees no major changes to the system during the next few years, but is considering possible connection to the 

Hanover system as a backup service measure. 

 

The water service area has undergone only minor geographic expansions over the past 20 years. The last major 

expansion in the water service area was the addition of the McKenna Road properties. More recent expansions 

have been incremental in nature, and have included only one or two buildings at a time. No significant 

expansions to the system are anticipated at present. The District’s policy for expansion requires a developer to 

provide complete funding for any system improvements. However, in most instances, the absence of municipal 

water is not a limiting factor on development capability in Norwich.  

 

The Norwich Fire District (not to be confused with the Norwich Fire Department) was created in 1922 and 

operates as a municipal entity within the town with its own right to tax and create ordinances. A three-member 

Prudential Committee elected by the voters of the District governs the District, which includes the Village 

Business and Residential Districts and some additional properties along Route 5 North. 

Over the years, the Fire District has performed various governmental services for its constituents and the 

residents of Norwich, including zoning ordinances (before town-wide zoning was adopted), operating the 

volunteer fire department prior to the town taking over, installing sidewalks, and enacting specific ordinances 

regarding hunting and canine control. Since the 1971 purchase of the privately-owned Norwich Water Supply 

Company, the district has operated the municipal water department.  

 

Of the 974 acres of the Fire District’s land, 917 acres are in the watershed of the Charles Brown Brook, the 

former source of water for the municipal system. In 1995, 350 acres of the watershed land were placed under an 

agreement between the town and the District, and in 2001 the remaining 567 acres were added to the agreement. 

The District retains title to the property with a conservation easement given to the town in exchange for an 

exemption from town property taxes.  

Forestry, educational, and recreational uses of the property are under the control of a Land Management 

Council, composed of three voting members appointed by the Prudential Committee and the Selectboard and 

four non-voting members representing the Conservation Commission, Prudential Committee, Recreation 

Council, and Selectboard. Timber sales from the property support the management activities. 

As the town grows and faces additional development and service issues, it is possible that the goals of the Town 

of Norwich and Norwich Fire District will be better served by merging. This issue should be considered and 

evaluated periodically. 

Sewage Treatment 
There is no municipal sewage disposal system in Norwich. The costs and benefits of a municipal sewage 

treatment system have been considered several times in the past, most recently in 2005, when the Selectboard 

charged a committee with evaluating the need for a municipal sewer system and the feasibility of building one, 

either with a new treatment facility or through hooking up to the existing systems in Hanover or Hartford. The 

report found that: 

There is no area-wide failure of existing systems that would indicate a need for a municipal system. 

A conventional municipal wastewater treatment system would be prohibitively expensive costing as much as $20,000,000.00. 
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Tying into another municipal system, most likely Hartford, may be feasible. 

The report acknowledged that a municipal system would allow for more growth, but did not take a position on 

whether this was good or bad. The full report is available from the Town Manager’s Office or on the town web 

site. 

Concern has been expressed about a municipal sewage treatment system allowing too much development in 

areas it would serve, however, concentrated development in designated areas closer to existing roads and 

facilities may be more beneficial in the long term. We must determine what the Town is prepared to support in 

terms of growth, while recognizing that the choice is only ours in the negative. We may be able to prohibit too 

much growth, but we cannot conjure it. This Plan recognizes that sufficient support does not currently exist to 

allow a connection from Norwich to a neighboring town’s sewage and/or water system. Such a move would 

require specific authorization and support in the Town Plan via a future amendment. This issue is discussed 

more thoroughly in the Land Use and Housing chapters, and appropriate guidance for the placement and density 

of future development is included in current land use regulations based on the goals and policies supported in 

this plan. 

Electricity Distribution 
Electricity is supplied in Norwich by Green Mountain Power (GMP). There are two electrical transmission lines 

originating at the Wilder Dam, one running north along Interstate 91 into Thetford (GMP) and another running 

northwest along Turnpike Road into Sharon (VELCO). There are three-phase power lines along most of the 

Route 5 corridor and in Norwich Village, which are needed to facilitate power generation at distributed, 

community-scale sites (as compared to traditional utility-scale power plants or dams) closer to where the 

electricity will be used. Still smaller single-phase power lines prevail outside the Village, connecting 

neighborhoods and single homes to the larger distribution network. 

Adoption of a “smart grid” into the systems of both electric utilities would improve the energy efficiency of 

Norwich consumers. A “smart grid” delivers electricity from suppliers to consumers using two-way digital 

technology to control appliances at consumers’ homes to save energy, reduce cost and increase reliability and 

transparency. It also incorporates overall digital management of the distribution system to monitor disruptions 

in service and generally improves the efficiency of the system. This, however, is a system-wide change, not 

something that can be initiated by the town. 

Telecommunications and Broadband 
Cell phone service and high-speed internet access have become a necessity in our lives, just as electricity and 

the telephone were in the early part of the last century. These modern technologies utilize towers, antennas, and 

additional wire strung along poles or underground. Federal statutes mandate that these services be made available 

to everyone, thereby limiting the rights of towns to review and condition these projects and, in some cases, 

eliminating local review entirely.  

Norwich has one 87-foot-high cell tower above Upper Loveland Road with antennas for two providers. Due to 

hilly terrain and the limited number of towers, cell service in Norwich is spotty and, in some areas of town, 

nonexistent. 

The availability of cell service (which often also delivers Internet access) and broadband internet access are 

services providing important benefits to residents including safety and security, education, economic, health 

monitoring, entertainment, etc. The town should continue to support these services while minimizing the 

adverse visual impact of towers, antennas and wires to the extent possible. 

Although parts of town have access to broadband internet service over cable, DSL (digital subscriber line) or 

wireless providers, many areas away from the village center and main roads cannot obtain high-speed internet 

connections. These areas of town are limited to slow dial-up or almost as slow, expensive satellite service. 

ECFiber provides service in portions of the town at speeds substantially faster than either cable or DSL. 

Provision of broadband service to all areas of town is essential for a variety of reasons such as: 
 Economic development; 
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 Education; 

 Reducing travel; 

 Accessing medical services from home; and 

 General well-being of residents. 

Provision of state-of-the-art cell phone and broadband services to all areas of town is also an important 

ingredient in attracting individuals and families to Norwich. 
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Emergency Services 

Police 
Before 1973, when the Norwich Police Department was originally established by the appointment of a Chief of 

Police, police services were provided by part-time elected constables. Since then the force has increased to a 

chief, three full-time officers, two part-time officers and a full-time clerk-dispatcher. While the department is 

available on a 24-hour basis, regular patrol services are now provided for an average of 16 hours each day. 

The majority of the departmental budget is allocated to regular patrol operations. The department’s major 

equipment includes two cruisers, a four-wheel-drive patrol vehicle, extensive communication and video 

systems, firearms, and other specialized equipment.  

The responsibilities and size of the police department are not dependent on population growth alone. Other 

factors may include: 

 Public expectations for police services 

 Demographics of town residents 

 Types and impacts of commercial businesses 

 State and federal mandates for services and reporting 

 Use of technology to increase efficiency of the existing force  

Daytime population versus resident population 

Fire Protection 
The Norwich Fire Department is a volunteer department consisting of a part-time (30 hours per week) salaried 

fire chief and 37 members. The fire division has 27 members, some of whom are Emergency Medical 

Technicians (EMTs) who work in the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Division. These “on-call” 

firefighters and EMTs are paid for time spent in responding to fire calls and for some training time. The 

department has one station that houses two engines, one tanker, one aerial ladder, one forestry truck and one 

mini-pumper. The department provides fire, emergency medical service, hazardous materials response 

(operations level) and rescue services. The department has had a salaried career fire chief since August 2008.  

 

The Norwich Fire Department faces challenges with recruitment and retention of members, as do most 

volunteer fire departments. This is a national problem that has been the target of numerous studies. Among the 

challenges identified are time demands, training requirements, increasing call volume, state and federal 

requirements, high cost of housing, an aging community, and the effects of the decline in volunteers. Daytime 

responses are a particular challenge to the department, since there are a limited number of members available 

during workdays. Norwich and its adjoining communities rely on mutual aid, and multiple departments are 

dispatched to credible reports of building fires.  

Norwich’s recent classification from the Insurance Services Office (ISO) of 4 on a scale of 1 to 10 is one of the 

best ratings in Vermont and the Upper Valley, resulting in lower insurance premiums for all home owners. 

These ratings are based on equipment, training, communications, dispatch time, and water supplies. 

Homeowners may receive greater discounts if they are in the Norwich Fire District and are situated nearby a fire 

hydrant. 

In addition to fighting fires, the Norwich Fire Department has been proactive in fire prevention and 

preparedness, with the goal of significantly reducing loss from fire without expanding the town budget. Zoning 

and subdivision regulations have been amended, requiring new development to provide all-season access for 

fire trucks and an adequate water supply to fight fires. In some cases, residential sprinkler systems will be 

required where there is limited access to a water supply. 

The town has excellent water supply for fighting fires in and near the village due to the good pressure and 

capacity provided by the Norwich Water District hydrants. In outlying areas, water is brought from the village 

by tankers or pumped from rivers, streams, or ponds. The Fire Department has installed nine dry hydrants 
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accessible to fire equipment along ponds, streams, and rivers in the rural areas. The goal is to have water 

supplies for fire pumpers in every area of the town. Landowners are encouraged to install dry hydrants when 

building or renovating ponds. 

 

Although these water supplies are effective for property protection, residential sprinkler systems, in conjunction 

with smoke alarms, improve protection of lives and property from fires in homes. A residential sprinkler system 

is designed to control a fire long enough for the occupants to escape. Some communities around the country are 

now requiring a residential sprinkler system in new homes. The Norwich Fire Department highly recommends 

them, especially for homes at a distance from the firehouse.  

First-Response & Emergency Medical Services 
Emergency medical services are provided by the First Aid Stabilization Team (FAST) Squad. The FAST Squad 

has 18 members trained at or above the EMT-Basic level who provide patient care prior to the arrival of an 

ambulance from the Hanover Fire Department. The FAST Squad and Police Department have several 

automated external defibrillators.  

First-response ambulance and emergency medical services are provided by the Town of Hanover through a 

contractual agreement based on both a per-capita payment from Norwich (in 2010, $82,000 annually) and user 

fees. Fees not paid by the user must be paid by the town.  

Given the investment involved in equipment and personnel, this agreement is advantageous to Norwich. It is 

expected that this arrangement will be continued for the foreseeable future. 

Emergency Dispatch and 911 
Emergency calls are answered by VT 911. Police services are dispatched by the Hartford dispatch center. Fire 

and emergency medical calls are dispatched by the Hanover dispatch center. 

Assigning numbered street addresses for all occupied structures and locations where citizens gather is an 

important component of quick emergency response. Norwich has created official names for all public roads and 

for private roads serving three or more residences. Street numbers based on distance from the beginning of the 

road have been assigned to all residences and businesses. Landowners are required to display house numbers 

visible from the road, but this has not been fully enforced.  

Emergency Management 
The Town Manager serves as the Emergency Management Director. The Manager is assisted by a Deputy 

Emergency Management Director (currently the Fire Chief) and an Emergency Management Coordinator. The 

Town Emergency Management Committee, comprising elected and appointed town officials, is a consensus 

group that assesses risks and prepares the local hazard mitigation plan, local emergency operations plan, 

continuity of government plan, and other documents in coordination with regional, state, and federal emergency 

management agencies. 

In addition to maintaining and updating operations planning for a coordinated emergency response to major 

events, the committee also prepares pre-disaster mitigation plans for physical and regulatory changes to 

minimize the damage and loss of life in a major disaster. The types of disasters prepared for include natural 

disasters such as floods and ice storms, major fires, terrorism, hazardous material spills, and health-related 

events such as a pandemic outbreak of disease. 

Disaster planning has evolved from focusing primarily on response and recovery to mitigation and resilience. 

Resilience is a concept focused on identifying and managing risks, proactively reducing vulnerabilities and 

improving response and recovery. A resilient community has the ability to withstand, respond and adapt to 

challenges. The goal is to ensure that communities are continually building capacity to adapt to a changing 

climate and respond to natural disasters. A resilient community thinks long term and is able to reorganize and 

renew itself, ideally in ways that put it in a stronger position than before the disaster. 
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The Town of Norwich has a FEMA-approved Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, which was adopted in 2015. The 

purpose of that plan is to identify hazards facing the community, assess the likelihood and risks associated with 

those hazards, and develop strategies to reduce the risks from known priority hazards. It is also a requirement 

for the town to qualify for FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grants. That plan, as most recently adopted is incorporated 

into this Town Plan by reference. The Town of Norwich also updates and adopts a Local Emergency Operations 

Plan on an annual basis. 

 

In the event of a federally-declared disaster, 75% of the eligible public costs (road repairs, for example) are 

reimbursed by the federal government. The Vermont Emergency Relief and Assistance Fund provide state 

funding to match that federal public assistance. Norwich is eligible for a 12.5% match, rather than the base 

7.5% match, because the town has adopted: 

 Flood Hazard Regulations; 

 Town Road and Bridge Standards; 

 A Local Emergency Operations Plan; and 

 A Local Hazard Mitigation Plan. 

If Norwich were to expand its flood hazard regulations to also limit new development within state-mapped river 

corridors and to participate in FEMA’s Community Rating System, the state match percentage would increase 

to 17.5%. 
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Town Government & Administration 

Selectboard and Town Manager 
The Town of Norwich has been governed by an elected Board of Selectmen (changed to Selectboard in 1996) 

since the first town meeting in 1761. In 2002, the town adopted the Selectboard/Town Manager form of 

government. 

The Town Manager reports to the Selectboard, and is subject to the direction and supervision of the 

Selectboard. The Town Manager’s responsibilities, as prescribed by state statute, include the general 

supervision of the affairs of the town and more specifically, to be the administrative head of all departments of 

town government and responsible for the efficient administration and finances of those departments. The 

Selectboard is responsible for setting town policies, adopting budgets prepared by the Town Manager, adopting 

ordinances, making appointments to town boards and committees and laying out roads. The specific 

responsibilities of a Town Manager and the Selectboard are found in 24 V.S.A Chapters 33 and 37. 

Town Clerk 
The Town Clerk is an elected official with specific statutory duties, including maintaining permanent town 

records of land transactions, roads, town meetings, and vital records (births, marriages and deaths). The town 

clerk also supervises elections, registers voters, issues licenses for marriages and dogs, and is the clerk for the 

Board of Civil Authority and the Board of Abatement. The town clerk is assisted by at least one part-time 

assistant town clerk. 

Prior to the arrival of the Town Manager, the town clerk provided many additional services related to the day-

to-day operation of the town that were not part of her statutory duties, including Tracy Hall operations and 

communicating resident concerns to department heads. These services are now the responsibility of the Town 

Manager’s office. 

The level of activity in the Town Clerk’s office is based more on the number of real estate transactions and 

elections rather than the population growth, although there is some correlation. The future transition to digital 

records and indexing may result in efficiencies that will limit the need for additional personnel in the future. 

The 1994 renovation of Tracy Hall created sufficient office and vault storage space for now and the foreseeable 

future. 

Finance 
The Finance Director is responsible for the accounting functions and tax collecting of the town. These functions 

include payables, receivables, payroll, fixed assets, reporting, and preparing for the annual audit. Prior to 2002, 

an elected treasurer performed these duties. With the transition to the Selectboard/Town Manager form of 

government, the position of Finance Officer reporting to the Town Manager was created. The Finance Officer 

has a part-time assistant. The role of the treasurer is now limited to paying orders authorized by the Selectboard 

and investing funds with the approval of the Selectboard.  

Listers/Assessors 
A contract assessor was hired in 2012 to assist the Board of Listers by assuming the technical responsibilities of 

inspecting and assessing properties, preparing the Grand List, and interacting with the state.  The elected Board 

of Listers hears and adjudicates grievances, lodges the Grand List, and participates in Board of Civil Authority 

hearings.  The contract assessor is engaged to complete a town-wide reappraisal on a three-year cycle, visiting 

one-third of the properties in town each year. 

Planning and Zoning 
The Planning and Zoning Office is responsible for the regulation and permitting of land development in 

Norwich. The Planning Coordinator and Zoning Administrator are two separate positions held by the same 

person. The Zoning Administrator reviews all applications for development, issuing or denying permits, or 

forwarding the application to the Development Review Board for a warned public hearing. The Zoning 
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Administrator is clerk for the Development Review Board, preparing and warning hearings, assisting at 

hearings, and issuing decisions written by the board. The Zoning Administrator is also responsible for 

enforcement of the zoning and subdivision regulations.  

The Planning Coordinator provides support to the Planning Commission in preparing the Town Plan and land 

use regulations, and assists the Town Manager in transportation planning and other matters. In addition to the 

Planning Coordinator/Zoning Administrator, a part-time assistant was added to the office in 2007 to process the 

paperwork associated with permit applications and hearings, and manage the databases. Changes in workload 

are related to the economic climate for development and changes in the town’s land use regulations requiring 

more permits and hearings. 

Cemeteries  
Of the 10 cemeteries in Norwich, lots are only available at Hillside, where roads and lots were added in 2008, 

providing additional space. There may be a need for additional space in the future, and potential sites should be 

identified and reserved for cemetery space. 

The income from the Perpetual Care Trust Fund covers from 20 to 50 percent of the amount the town spends on 

maintenance in the cemeteries. This percentage fluctuates based on interest rates and the amount spent on 

restoration of headstones. The town has been appropriating $15,000 in recent years to supplement the interest 

from the Perpetual Care Trust Fund. 

Recreation 

Recreation Department 
The Norwich Recreation Department manages a year-round recreation program for all Norwich residents and 

non-residents as space permits. Prior to 1995, the Norwich Recreation Council was an independent organization 

supported by fees, donations, and an annual appropriation from the town. In 1995, the town assumed 

responsibility for the council’s financial operations, and it became the Norwich Recreation Department. The 

director became full-time in 2002. Some instructors are paid either by the hour or a percentage of fees, while the 

team sports programs depend primarily on volunteers from the community. 

 

The number of students in Norwich has dropped substantially in the last 10 years, causing participation in 

specific programs to be reduced, but the number of programs has increased. Despite the drop in resident 

children, the Recreation Department still offsets of its annual budget with user fees, much higher than similar 

departments in the region. 

 

The town’s recreation facilities include: 

 Huntley Meadow, with four tennis courts and six fields: two baseball diamonds, two full-size fields and two ¾-size fields. Three 

of these fields were added over the last six years. A mountain bike track was added by the Trails Committee in summer 2017. 

 The Norwich Green, with small fields for lacrosse, soccer and baseball. 

 Two gyms: Marion Cross School and Tracy Hall. 

 Barrett Meadow, with a small field for limited activities. 

 Indoor space at Marion Cross School for summer circus camp and other classroom programs.  

The two gyms are sufficient for current and foreseeable needs. 

Currently, the Recreation Department offers some non-athletic programs such as television production and 

sponsors some special events such as dances and road races. Adult programs include mountain biking, dance, 

capoeira, Chi Kung, and snowshoeing.  

The Norwich Recreation Department continues to try new programs for residents of all ages. New facilities 

under consideration include an access to the Connecticut River for kayaks and canoes, and more running trails.  
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Other Recreation 
Norwich’s trails and Class 4 roads are used for hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding, and cross-country 

skiing. Town residents also have access to the Appalachian Trail, the Bill Ballard Trail along the Charles Brown 

Brook on Fire District land, a network of hiking and skiing trails on Parcel 5 on the Fire District land on the 

north side of Beaver Meadow Road, the Norwich Nature Trail in the Milton Frye Nature Area southeast of the 

school, the Hazen Trail south of the Montshire Museum, the Bradley Hill Trail, and the trail to Gile Mountain. 

Many of these trails could be connected to create a network of recreational trails throughout the town with the 

cooperation of private landowners. The Town and the Norwich Fire District have negotiated an agreement for 

the Fire District land south of Beaver Meadow Road to be managed for recreational use by a committee of town 

residents.  

Bicycle and pedestrian paths, as discussed in the Transportation chapter of this plan, are designed primarily for 

people going from one place to another without having to use a car, but are also used by bicyclists, joggers, and 

cross-country skiers for recreation. 

The Connecticut and Ompompanoosuc rivers also offer recreation for Norwich residents. There are two access 

locations to the rivers for launching boats, one along River Road owned by the town and one in Pompanoosuc 

owned by the state. There is no shoreline location along the river easily available to Norwich residents for 

swimming. 
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 
Goal E  Provide a full range of community services and facilities in a cost-effective, environmentally sound manner  

     without creating an undue burden on local taxpayers. 

Update the capital improvement program and budget based on 

projections of the needs of specific facilities and 

services consistent with historical growth trends in 

Norwich appropriate for a town of 3,400 residents 

at the core of a designated Micropolitan Area. 

       

 

Action E.1.a Update and adopt a Capital Improvement Program that includes all capital construction and purchases over five- and ten- 

                      year periods. The plan should be updated each year. The purpose is to spread costs evenly over time and to anticipate major  

                      construction projects. 

Maintain roads and bridges in the most cost-effective manner 

(this may require increased maintenance at an 

earlier stage of deterioration). 
       

 

Action E.2.a Update the pavement and bridge inventory on an annual basis. 

Expand access to state-of-the-art high-speed internet service to 

all households and businesses in Norwich.        

 

Maintain the high quality of the Norwich Police Department in 

serving the community.        

 

Action E.4.a  Perform regular reviews of the operations and effectiveness of the Norwich Police Department using the criteria in the 2007  

                       Norwich Police Services Report. 

Action E.4.b Review the optimum size of the force and hours of coverage based on the needs of the community. 
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Maintain the high quality of the Norwich Fire Department and 

the resulting low ISO score with continued training 

programs, developing new rural water supplies, and 

effective pre-planning. 

       

 

Action E.5.a Recommend residential sprinkler systems to all homeowners in the outlying parts of Norwich. Consider requiring  

                                                     them for new houses not readily accessible to emergency vehicles. 

Action E.5.b Enforce the existing ordinance requiring all home and business owners to display E911 locatable address numbers  

                                                     either on the building, if visible from the road, or at the entrance to their properties. 

Maintain the professional staff in a cost-effective manner and 

keep technology up to date in each town 

department for the most effective and efficient 

delivery of services to the residents. 

       

 

Action E.6.a Provide technical support to all departments through network servers and equipment replacement programs. 

Provide recreation facilities and programs for all residents.  

       

 

Action E.7.a   Maintain and continue to expand the recreational trail network. 

Action E.7.b Create additional locations, with adequate parking, for access to the Connecticut and Ompompanoosuc 
rivers for swimming and small car top-type watercraft. 

Action E.7.c    Encourage use of the trail network as an alternate means of commuting from the village to Route 5 South and the 
Dresden Fields. 

Strengthen Norwich’s resilience to disaster, including floods, 

and ability to sustainably adapt over time to a 

changing climate. 
 

 

Action E.8.a Ensure that Norwich’s Local Emergency Operations Plan and Local Hazard Mitigation Plan is kept up-to-date 
and re-adopted as necessary. 

Action E.8.b Continue to implement the programs, projects and activities identified in the Local Hazard Mitigation Plan 
as most recently adopted. 

Goal F Provide facilities and services in a cost-effective manner that reinforces the town’s land use development, 

energy, and natural resource protection goals and policies. 
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Continue to work towards long-term solutions for disposal of 

solid and hazardous waste through regional 

cooperation, and reduction of the volume of solid 

waste through recycling and consumer education. 

       

 

Action F.1.a Continue to actively participate in and evaluate the Greater Upper Valley Solid Waste Management District’s plan to  

                                                      build a new landfill in Hartland. 

Maintain sources of high-quality potable water for current and 

future residents of Norwich.        

 

Action F.2.a Continue to develop contingency plans for disasters that may threaten the village water supply. 

Focus water supply and wastewater improvements on existing 

development areas         

 

Action F.3.a  Research emerging technologies for waste water treatment, grey water uses,to enable concentrated development in areas 

previously identified as unsuitable for such uses.  
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Transportation 

Transportation facilities in Norwich include: state, town, and private roads; railroad lines; public transit routes; 

bikeways; and pedestrian paths. These facilities provide connections between homes, businesses, recreational 

facilities and workplaces in the community, the region and beyond. 

We are in an era of significant change in the use of energy and the management of energy resources. There is a 

direct relationship between land use, energy consumption and transportation. Better roads may promote more 

intense land use if zoning provisions permit, and poor roads will discourage most types of land use. Public 

transportation and compact development will result in reduced energy use. Land use planning that creates 

clusters of housing will facilitate public transit, bicycling and walking. Transportation planning should look at 

all modes of travel and be coordinated with land use planning and energy conservation.  

This chapter will not only focus on the most common form of transportation – the automobile – but will also 

consider alternative modes of transportation, including bicycling, walking, and regional public transit. Other 

aspects of transportation planning for Norwich include support for regional coordination and cooperation, 

sustainability, energy conservation, and planning for more compact development in appropriate places and at a 

scale appropriate for Norwich in accordance with smart development principles.  
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Roads In Norwich  

Interstate and State Highways 
There are 18.3 miles of state-maintained highways in Norwich. These are generally the most heavily traveled 

roads in town. As shown in Figure 9-1, traffic levels on these roads continue to increase. 

Interstate 91. Interstate 91, the primary north-south thoroughfare in western New England, was completed 

through Norwich in the early 1970s and runs north-south along the town’s eastern boundary. I-91’s southern 

terminus is the junction with I-95 in New Haven, Connecticut, while its northern end is at Derby Line, Vermont, 

at the Canadian border. Its intersection with I-89 five miles south at White River Junction provides Norwich 

with direct interstate highway access to Boston, Montreal, New York City and points between and beyond. 

In Norwich, the highway travels 7.6 miles from the Hartford to Thetford town lines with Exit 13 located in 

Norwich less than one mile north of the Hartford line and south of Norwich Village. In 2008 Norwich’s 

segment of interstate had a sufficiency rating of 92.3 out of 100. The average daily traffic between Exits 12 and 

13 in 2015 was 17,900 vehicles; between Exits 13 and 14, it was 12,100 vehicles. 

 

U.S. Route 5. U.S. Route 5 is a two-lane rural road that parallels the Connecticut River along much of the 8.5 

miles it travels through Norwich. U.S. Route 5 is part of the bi-state Connecticut River Scenic Byway and a 

popular bicycle route which is currently in need of highway repair. South of I-91 Exit 13, Route 5 runs to the 

west of the interstate. From the exit in Norwich, Route 5 travels into Norwich village and then eastward 

crossing under the interstate to continue north on the east (or river) side of I-91. This segment of the highway is 

lightly traveled and highly scenic. South of Exit 13, Route 5 averages around 5,000 vehicles per day, while 

between the exit and Norwich village the number of trips per day is about 6,000. North of the village traffic on 

Route 5 is less than 1,500 vehicles per day. 

 

Vermont Route 10A. Vermont Route 10A is a 0.9-mile connector between I-91 Exit 13 southbound and the 

Ledyard Bridge over the Connecticut River that links Norwich to downtown Hanover, New Hampshire. Route 

10A is heavily traveled, with more than 14,000 vehicles crossing the bridge each day. This state highway had a 

sufficiency rating of 68.2 out of 100 in 2001, due more to safety and traffic issues than to the physical condition 

of the road. During the peak morning and afternoon commuting hours, traffic on Route 5 between the village 

and Exit 13, and Route 10A from the exit to the bridge, can become congested as vehicles become backed up 

between Norwich and Hanover. Any increase in development that involves travel to NH via Route 10A must 

address the current congestion on this route. 

The bridge connecting Norwich and Hanover has an interesting history of its own. Built in 1859, the Ledyard 

Free Bridge was the first, and for many years the only, non-toll bridge over the Connecticut River. The Ledyard 

Bridge has been rebuilt four times due to disasters and deterioration. Construction on the current bridge was 

completed in 1999. 

 

River Road. River Road is a 0.8-mile state highway connector between Vermont Route 10A at the Ledyard 

Bridge and U.S. Route 5 North along the Connecticut River. It does not have a state route number, but is a 

designated state highway. Due to the proximity of the River Road to the Connecticut River to the East and the 

railroad, substantive changes to the road are not possible. 

Town Highways 
Background. In the late 1700s, when Norwich was first settled, in addition to the King’s Highway and early 

Post Roads, many of the roads were laid out and built by original investors/settlers to encourage development 

and increase the value of the land. Early landowners allowing roads to cross their property were compensated 

with additional land. Agricultural and forest products were processed in the town for local trade and export. The 

commerce of the town depended on roads to move goods around town and to the river, and later to the railroad 
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depots in Lewiston and Pompanoosuc. By the mid 1800s, there were more than 100 miles of roads as compared 

to the 85 miles currently maintained by the town and state. 

As the population moved west, many of the homesteads were abandoned and roads to less productive land were 

no longer used or maintained. By 1931, road mileage had decreased to 72 miles. Some of these old roads can no 

longer be seen on the ground but may still be legal rights-of-way that exist in the town records (See Ancient 

Roads). 

Even with the population now exceeding the historic peak of the 1830s, very few new town roads have been 

built. Most development has occurred along existing roads. The exceptions are roads in residential 

developments, such as Hawk Pine, McKenna Road, Carpenter Street, Hazen Street, Cliff Street, and Huntley 

Street. There has been some interest in upgrading sections of Class 4 roads to Class 3 to accommodate more 

development and provide more interconnections between existing roads, but this has not happened. 

The town maintains 76 miles of its 96 miles of public roads in Norwich with some financial aid from the state, 

based on the class and mileage of the town roads. 

Road Class and Function. Norwich’s 96 miles of town road are classified as follows: 

 Class 1: Heavily traveled roads that are extensions of the state highway system and are assigned a state route number. Currently, 

there are no Class 1 town roads in Norwich. 

 Class 2: Major roads that do not meet the criteria for a Class 1 road but still may have a state route number and serve as 

through-roads from one town to another. Route 132, Union Village Road and Beaver Meadow Road are Class 2 roads. Class 

2 roads are usually paved. Norwich has 14.5 miles of Class 2 roads. 

 Class 3:  Roads that are maintained to be passable at all times of the year by a regular passenger car and are not Class 1 or 

Class 2. They are usually gravel roads, although in Norwich there are 11 miles of paved Class 3 roads. Norwich has a total of 

61.2 miles of Class 3 roads. 

 Class 4: Non-maintained or partially maintained town roads. The town receives no funds from the state to maintain these 19.1 

miles of roads. Some Class 4 roads are privately maintained by landowners and some are essentially trails which may or may 

not be passable by a vehicle. 

 Legal Trails: Town-owned rights-of-way that are not maintained and may not be open to vehicles. There are approximately 

3.5 miles of legal trails in Norwich.  

VTrans has also classified the town’s roads based on their function. Routes 5, 10A and 132 are major collectors; 

they serve primarily traffic traveling between destinations within a region. Union Village Road, River Road and 

portions of Main Street are designated as minor collectors, which connect smaller communities and collect 

traffic from local roads to major collectors. 

 

Road Maintenance and Construction. The Selectboard has responsibility for building and maintaining town 

roads. The Selectboard appoints the Town Manager as Road Commissioner. The Town Manager hires a 

Director of Public Works. The Town Manager is charged with overseeing the roads and legal rights-of-way, and 

overall maintenance strategies, and is the Selectboard’s liaison with the Director of Public Works. The Director 

of Public Works supervises the Highway Department, the workers, and equipment. For an additional discussion 

of the Highway Department, see Chapter 7, Community Facilities and Services. 

The town has several ordinances and policies relating to town roads. These include: 

 Road Specifications - 1976 

 Class 4 Road Policy - 2/28/89 

 Scenic Road Ordinance - 10/30/89 

 Criteria for Accepting Roads - 12/8/92 

 Ordinance Relating to Use of Trails - 12/8/01 

 Private Highway Specification Ordinance - 2/11/03 

 Several Speed and Parking Ordinances 
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Road Maintenance. Road maintenance is budgeted in three categories: winter maintenance (snow removal and 

sanding), summer maintenance (grading, paving, ditching, and replacing culverts), and capital improvements 

(bridge replacement, road relocation, and widening and straightening). 

Road maintenance is always a difficult balance. With a limited budget, is it better to completely rebuild or 

reclaim a short section of highway versus patching or skim-coating longer sections only to repave a few years 

later? On unpaved roads, is it better to add gravel each year or to rebuild the roadbed and ditches to avoid 

erosion? These are the kinds of decisions being made by the Town Manager and the Director of Public Works 

with budgets approved by the Selectboard and voters. The inconveniences of badly deteriorated roads or closed 

bridges are not well received by the taxpayers, nor are ever-increasing highway budgets. 

In 2007, a study, the Marcon Report, of the conditions of paved roads and the re-paving program indicated that 

the town was falling behind and that roads were deteriorating at a substantially faster rate than repairs were 

being made. The cost of rehabilitating a road increases substantially as the condition worsens. The town is now 

using a computerized Road Surface Management System (RSMS) to plan for long-range maintenance and 

capital improvements.  

 

Upgrading Existing Roads. The town needs to make informed decisions on whether existing roads will need to 

accommodate additional traffic and, if so, whether they can or should be upgraded. Widening, straightening, or 

paving may increase safety, but may also increase the speed of traffic, encourage more development, and 

destroy the scenic beauty and rural character of Norwich’s back roads. The town should find a way to provide 

safe roads without improving them to typical Class 2 or 3 standards if it will adversely affect the rural character 

of the town. 

 

Class 4 Roads. Class 4 roads are town highways that are not maintained for year-round travel. The town must 

replace larger culverts and repair bridges on Class 4 roads, but they are not otherwise maintained. A landowner 

whose property is accessible by a Class 4 road may maintain the road privately with permission from the Town 

Manager. 

Class 4 roads form a part of a long-standing network of trails/tracks used for recreational purposes. In the 

future, some Class 4 roads could be upgraded to Class 3 to increase the efficiency and safety of the town’s road 

system or to allow development in suitable areas. Many areas along the western and northern boundaries of 

Norwich are inaccessible from each other without first traveling back to the center of the town. Upgrading of 

some existing Class 4 roads to Class 3 would create alternative routes for emergency vehicles and allow detours 

if roads are closed in major storms. In some cases, Class 4 roads provide the only access to individual 

properties. Careful consideration should be given to the value of Class 4 roads and how they may contribute to 

the quality of life of Norwich’s residents.  

 

Legal Trails. A legal trail is a public right-of-way that may previously have been a town road and is open to the 

public for recreational use, but from which the town may exclude motor vehicles. It may be the same width as 

the town highway, or a lesser width if so designated. The Selectboard may also create a new trail with a 

designated width. The Selectboard adopted an ordinance in 2001 to regulate the use of its legal trails. Most of 

the 3.5 miles of legal trails in Norwich are designated for recreational use and were converted from Class 4 

town highways within the last 10 years. The town’s ordinance prohibits the use of motor vehicles, other than 

vehicles being used for farming and snowmobiles, on trails unless a special permit is approved by the 

Selectboard. A legal trail may be upgraded to a Class 4 or Class 3 town road in the future. 

 

Ancient Roads. Ancient roads refer to old public rights-of-way created in the early days of Norwich that are no 

longer used as roads or trails. Some of these roads, although long forgotten, may have never been legally 

discontinued and may still be town rights-of-way, creating an unanticipated cloud on the title of property. These 

forgotten roads could be considered an asset of the town providing recreational trails and access. In 2006, the 

state legislature passed Act 178 in order to resolve this issue by requiring towns to find “unidentified corridors” 
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by July 2010 and to reclassify them to trails or roads, or to discontinue them by 2015. The Norwich Ancient 

Roads Committee has been working to identify potential “unidentified corridors” to present to the Selectboard 

for re-classification or discontinuance. 

 

New Roads. In recent years, new roads in Norwich have been privately built to accommodate specific new 

developments or to relocate an existing road. New private roads constructed by developers are under the 

jurisdiction of the Development Review Board and must meet private highway standards, if serving two to 10 

residential lots, and Class 3 road specifications for 11 or more lots. There is a more detailed discussion of 

private roads below. 

 

Occasionally there are requests by developers or landowners for the town to take ownership, and thereby 

responsibility for maintenance, of a private road. In December 1992, the Selectboard adopted a policy for 

accepting ownership of private roads based on the density of housing on the road and other uses of the road, 

such as connecting with other town roads or accessing public lands. Farrell Farm Road, which provides access 

to more than 20 homes, is the only private road to be accepted as a town highway recently. The landowners paid 

to have the road improved to town highway standards prior to the town’s acceptance in 2008. 

 

Norwich Village. Norwich village, like many Vermont town centers, has been experiencing increased traffic as 

the number of homes in outlying rural areas and neighboring towns has continued to increase. Norwich’s 

topography and road network has amplified this effect, as often the only way to travel from one place to another 

within town is to pass through the village. Additionally, the majority of the town’s employed population 

commutes through Norwich village to reach I-91 or cross the bridge to Hanover. At the same time, parents and 

buses are converging on the village to transport children to and from school. 

 

Given that such a large percentage of Norwich commuters are headed to one of several major employers, public 

transit should be able to reduce the number of people commuting in their own cars. In fact, bus service between 

Norwich village and Hanover has existed for decades. The lack of parking within the village, however, prevents 

many commuters from choosing to ride the bus. Development of park-and-ride lots has been considered for a 

number of years. An appropriate location has yet to be acquired that would eliminate the need for most 

commuters to drive through Norwich village, although the recent development of a park-and-ride lot at Huntley 

Meadows has attracted increasing use. Concerns have also been raised that out-of-town residents would drive 

into Norwich, park their cars and take the bus, thus increasing traffic entering town from the south or east. 

In addition to periods of heavy traffic, limited parking and pedestrian access discourage walking and limit the 

growth potential of downtown businesses. 

Scenic Roads 
Norwich has many beautiful rural road corridors that provide pleasant travel and vistas for residents and visitors 

alike. In 1977, legislation was passed by the state that provides towns with the authority to designate roads as 

scenic. In 1989, the town enacted its own Scenic Road Ordinance in order to keep the designation local and not 

listed in state tourism publications. A total of 5.2 miles of roadway, including Bragg Hill Road, Jericho Street 

and Goodrich Four Corners Road, have been designated as scenic. The Scenic Road Ordinance does not 

actually protect the “scenic vistas,” but it does regulate the maintenance and removal of features within the road 

right-of-way (usually 50 feet wide) such as trees and stone walls in order to preserve scenic character. Changes 

during the 2000s in the zoning and subdivision regulations have offered some protection to scenic vistas along 

many of these and other roads. 

Private Roads and Driveways 
Private roads in Norwich range in length from short driveways serving individual homes to long shared drives 

accessing many houses. These private roads are maintained either by an individual landowner, a group of 
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landowners, or a landowner or condominium association. The town has four primary concerns with private 

roads: 

 That the intersections of private roads with town roads are designed to be safe and not cause damage to the town roads; 

 That roads are designed, built, and maintained so that emergency vehicles are able to reach residences;  

 That new roads and drives are designed, built and maintained using appropriate stormwater management techniques and 

infrastructure to minimize run-off, sedimentation and flooding of downslope infrastructure, property and waterways; 

 That new roads are built with minimum impact on significant natural resources and scenic views; and  

 That private roads are built and maintained to standards appropriate for their intended use in order to avoid the town 

ultimately having to take responsibility for hazardous, inadequate or deteriorated infrastructure.  

The town has the authority and responsibility to regulate private roads with regard to these issues, and does so 

with three ordinances: 

 The Norwich Driveway Access Ordinance, administered by the Director of Public Works, regulates the design and location of 

any new private road or driveway where it intersects with a town highway.  

 The Norwich Private Highway Specifications Ordinance regulates the construction of any new private road serving from two 

to 10 residences or lots.  

 The Norwich Zoning Regulations regulate the design of new driveways serving a single lot or residence.  

The Norwich Private Highway Specifications and the Norwich Zoning Regulations are administered by the 

Zoning Administrator and the Development Review Board. Pre-existing roads are exempt unless their use 

changes. The Natural and Historic Resources section describes the type of natural and scenic areas that 

driveways and private roads should not adversely impact, such as wetlands and ridgelines. 

Culverts 
Recent studies have shown that roadway and roadside drainage systems that fail to convey the amount of water 

they are receiving from adjoining property are a significant source of flood-related damage to roads and 

associated infrastructure. This includes undersized or blocked culverts. Since 2013, the Town of Norwich has 

maintained a bridge and culvert inventory that assesses the condition of these structures and aids in the 

prioritization of replacement and repair work each year, including upgrading of undersized culverts.  

Access Management 
Access management describes a set of strategies that can be applied by municipalities to prevent congestion and 

improve safety as development occurs along road corridors. Each new access (driveway or road) that intersects 

with existing roads, particularly main traffic corridors, introduces a new potential interruption to the flow of 

traffic and increases the possibility of traffic accidents. The Vermont Agency of Transportation has developed 

Access Management Program Guidelines, which include recommended policies, regulations and road design 

standards aimed at minimizing the number of new access points and improving the safety of access points.  

Currently, shared driveways are the most commonly used access management technique in Norwich. Not only 

do shared driveways reduce the number of new access points intersecting town roads, they also have numerous 

environmental benefits, due to reduced construction and maintenance requirements and a reduction in the 

amount of impervious surface needed to serve new development. 

Public Transportation 
Norwich residents’ access to public transportation includes taxis, a regional bus system (Advance Transit), a 

van for seniors based at the senior center in White River Junction and a district school bus system. There is also 

inter-city bus service to major cities and airports (Vermont Transit and Dartmouth Coach), train service 

(Amtrak), and a regional airport in West Lebanon connecting the region to New York, Boston and beyond. 

 

There are a number of difficulties in serving a rural community such as Norwich with local public 

transportation, the primary one being that typically, there are relatively few people going to the same place at 
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the same time on a regular basis. In addition, with relatively uncongested highways and the general availability 

of parking, there is little motivation for drivers to give up the convenience of a personal vehicle. The cost of 

providing service convenient enough to entice a large percentage of drivers out of their cars and onto public 

transit may far exceed the benefits of less pollution and greater energy conservation. However, as fuel prices 

and traffic have increased, and parking in Hanover has become scarcer, more commuters are using public 

transit, bicycles and car pools. 

 

The current Advance Transit bus system connects Norwich village with hospitals, employment centers, and 

retail shopping areas throughout the Upper Valley. Advance Transit’s Brown Route makes several stops in 

Norwich village, in downtown Hanover and around the Dartmouth campus, with service approximately twice an 

hour between 6:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. on weekdays. During peak commuting hours, the Brown Route includes a 

stop at Norwich’s new park-and-ride lot, north of the village at Huntley Meadow. From Hanover, connections 

to other Advance Transit routes can take passengers to destinations around the region, including connections on 

Stagecoach to points north and northwest including Bradford and Randolph and connections on Connecticut 

River Transit to points south as far as Brattleboro. Norwich’s riders are mostly commuters going to Dartmouth 

College or the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, where they do not need personal vehicles during the day 

and parking is limited. 

 

Bus ridership has been growing in Norwich for many years. The decision to make Advance Transit service free 

for riders spurred transit use. In 2016 11,354 passengers boarded Advance Transit buses in Norwich. This 

compared to 2,168 in 1992. 

The most efficient form of public transit in the community should be the school bus system, with groups of 

passengers (students) going to the same destination at the same time. Still, many parents choose to drive their 

children to and from school, contributing to traffic congestion in the village and on Route 10A to Hanover at the 

beginning and end of the school day. 

 

A van operated by the White River Council on Aging provides transportation for seniors to the Bugbee Senior 

Center in White River Junction, medical appointments and shopping trips. Although donations are accepted, 

this service is largely supported by local and federal funding. 

Directing future development in Norwich into the village center or other areas to be designated for future 

growth  

would facilitate the future expansion of public transportation by creating population centers within walking or 

bicycling distance to pick-up points. 

 

Park-and-Ride Lots. Siting park-and-ride lots to intercept commuter traffic at key points would support the use 

of public transportation and car-pooling. These lots may be serviced by regular bus service or shuttles from 

specific employers. Public lots available to anyone on land owned or leased by the town or state may be eligible 

for state or federal funding. The use of private lots sponsored by major employers or institutions and located on 

private land may be limited to those affiliated with the owner. Either type will promote use of public 

transportation and carpooling, thereby alleviating traffic into Hanover and reducing the use of carbon fuels. 

Norwich built its first park-and-ride in 2009 at Huntley Meadow off Turnpike Road with 20 parking spaces 

served by Advance Transit. 

Air Travel 
There is no air travel facility located in Norwich. Lebanon Regional Airport is the closest airport that offers 

limited passenger and freight services. National and international flights are available from airports in 

Burlington; Hartford, Connecticut; Boston, Massachusetts; and Manchester, New Hampshire. Bus service is 

available to the Burlington, Manchester and Boston airports. 
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Regional Transportation Planning Issues 
Regional transportation planning in Vermont is now increasingly the responsibility of the Regional Planning 

Commissions rather than state highway engineers in Montpelier. The Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional 

Commission (TRORC) has a Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) with representatives from its member 

towns. The TAC creates a Regional Transportation Plan that is coordinated with land use planning and is 

responsive to local needs and concerns. The Vermont Agency of Transportation will use the Regional 

Transportation Plan for determining which projects they will fund and the priority of these projects.  

In addition to TRORC, Vital Communities, a regional nonprofit organization based in White River Junction, 

hosts the Upper Valley Transportation Management Association (UVTMA), which is sponsored by the Upper 

Valley towns, major Upper Valley employers and both regional planning commissions. The mission of the 

UVTMA is to provide leadership and education to promote planning, development, and implementation of 

transportation initiatives to mitigate traffic congestion and reduce reliance on single-occupant vehicle 

commuting. The UVTMA provides information about alternative transportation, researches transportation 

issues, and works with towns and businesses on transportation issues and solutions.  

Of regional concern to Norwich is traffic generated in other towns that flows onto Norwich roads and 

particularly through Norwich village. Over time, growth in Sharon, Strafford or Thetford could seriously affect 

traffic in Norwich village and on Route 132.  

Pedestrian and Bicycle Paths 
Safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle paths connecting Norwich village, Hanover, playing fields and 

recreation areas, and outlying population centers would provide for alternative modes of transportation. 

Although portions of the village have sidewalks and there are some existing trails and Class 4 roadways, 

generally pedestrians and bicyclists share the roads with cars. U.S. Route 5 North has become a major regional 

bicycle route. Ideally, bicycle lanes should be available along roads for experienced and faster riders, and on 

separate paths for inexperienced or casual riders and pedestrians. 

 

The Trails and Transportation Committee has been identifying potential bicycle paths and trails, and sources of 

funding. It has also been working with groups from other towns within the region to coordinate a network of 

regional trails and bicycle paths. A path connecting Huntley Meadow with the Village Green has been a high 

priority. An Upper Valley Loop Trail connecting Norwich, Hanover, Lebanon and Hartford is a long-term 

project supported by the towns and the Upper Valley Trails Alliance. A connection from Dothan Brook School 

in Hartford to Route 10A in Norwich is a significant gap that needs to be planned and completed.  In the recent 

past the Vermont Highway department narrowed and made bicycle travel on Route 5 North by placing sharp 

edged guard rails directly adjacent to the paved surface resulting in a narrower and more dangerous traveled 

way for bicycles.  Future highway work should be carefully monitored to make bicycle travel more safe not less 

safe.  

 

 

Norwich Corridor Project 
The Norwich Corridor Project was conceived and planned in 1999-2000 as a major enhancement of the 

roadway connecting the newly rebuilt Ledyard Bridge through the village to Turnpike Road. The master plan 

reflects the desire of the community to redesign this corridor from its current form, a typical 1960s interstate 

highway access road, to a form more appropriate to its role as a connection between two New England villages 

by slowing traffic, providing pedestrian and bicycle lanes, and planting street trees and other landscaping. The 

implementation of this plan has moved slowly over the years, with limited portions incorporated in a 2009 state 

paving project. Despite the setbacks, the town should retain the vision of this plan for future improvements in 

the corridor. 
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Development Review 
All new development in Norwich should recognize and accommodate the transportation issues identified in this 

plan. Access to all modes of transportation should be considered in the adoption of new regulations and the 

review of specific proposals. Using the UVTMA Mobility Checklist will identify many of the features of 

walkable, smart growth communities that are pedestrian, bicycle, healthy-lifestyle and energy-conservation 

friendly. 
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 

Goal G Plan, maintain and provide for safe, efficient, sustainable, and multi-modal transportation facilities that 

serve existing and planned land uses throughout the town and region and are consistent with the 

character of Norwich and the region. 

Provide and maintain an efficient and safe network of roads, 

sidewalks, bikeways and trails that incorporate rural 

aesthetics and encourage alternative modes of 

travel. 

       

 

Action G.1.a  Maintain an up-to-date bridge and culvert inventory and use that inventory to prioritize and schedule replacements and  

                                        repairs to those structures. 

Encourage new development to locate where there is existing 

transportation capacity and to meet all the 

objectives of this section. 
       

 

Create a long-range plan for creation and maintenance of  

sidewalks, bikeways, trails and park-and-ride lots to 

be updated on a regular schedule. 
       

 

Action G.3.a  Proposed major changes in land use, either new development or changes in zoning districts, should be evaluated based on   

                                         the available or planned capacity of transportation facilities serving the area. 

Action G.3.b  For long-range planning for maintenance and capital improvements of roads and bridges, use available and appropriate  

                                          tools. Plans should be reviewed by the Planning Commission, Conservation Commission and Transportation Committee to           

                                         ensure coordination with land use planning and resource protection. 

Plan for and develop long-term solutions to traffic congestion, 

particularly alternatives to widening roads or 

installing traffic signals. 
       

 

.  

Action G.4.b Facilitate alternative modes of transportation, such as sidewalks, bikeways, park-and-ride lots, carpooling 
and public transit. 

Action G.4.c Consider how best to promote multi-modal transportation uses when making changes in land use.  
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Consider the aesthetic enjoyment of traveling on the road and 

effects on wildlife habitat, in addition to safety and 

cost, in decisions regarding changes within the road 

right-of-way. 

       

 

Action G.5.a  Adopt policies and guidelines to be followed when upgrading town roads, taking into consideration cost, safety,  

                        aesthetic enjoyment of traveling on the road, provisions for bike and pedestrian traffic, and other concerns of residents  

                        served by the roads. 

Action G.5.b Research potential new design concepts that maintain the characteristics of a small NE village while enhancing the 

safety of users. . 

Action G.5.c   Consider effects on wildlife habitat and travel corridors when making changes within road rights-of-way. 

Promote creation of an interconnected system of trails, paths, 

bikeways, and sidewalks to meet the recreation, 

health, and transportation needs of Norwich 

residents. 

       

 

Action G.6.a Create and maintain a master plan for future trails, paths, sidewalks, and bikeways. Use the master plan as a basis for  

                                    pursuing grants and other funding for design, right-of-way acquisition, and construction of planned improvements. 

Action G.6.b Build pedestrian and bicycle paths connecting village centers, recreation areas, town facilities, and paths to 
other towns to promote health, safety, and alternative modes of transportation in Norwich. 

Action G.6.c Incorporate the needs of cyclists and pedestrians into all transportation facility planning and review of 
future development 

Action G.6.d Accommodate bicycle and pedestrian safety when rebuilding and upgrading roads and bridges.  

Continue to provide additional protection for the exceptional 

scenic, historical, and cultural qualities of 

Norwich’s designated scenic roads under the 

Norwich Scenic Road Ordinance. 

       

 

        Action G.7.a Review and update the current Norwich Scenic Road Ordinance based on its past effectiveness and current concerns. 

Consider the potential value of Class 4 roads, legal trails or 

ancient roads for recreational trails or for future 

roads before any reclassification or change in these 

roads or discontinuance of public rights-of-way. 
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        Action G.8.a Consider the following prior to re-classifying or discontinuing any Class 4 road:  

1. Recreational use, connections to other trails, access to public land 

2. Suitability to upgrade to future Class 3 road based on topography, geology, and environmental impact 

3. Potential for providing access to areas suitable for future development based on land use objectives of 
town plan 

4. Potential for providing future link between existing Class 3 roads and, if so, benefit to vehicular 
transportation network and emergency response 

5. Liability to town in current condition  

6. Effect of change of classification on abutting landowners’ use of their property  

7. Historical significance of thoroughfare 

Action G.8.b Consider the following prior to discontinuing any legal trail or ancient road:  

1. Recreational use, connections to other trails, access to public land 

2. Suitability to improve the right-of-way for vehicular travel or recreational use based on topography, 
geology, and environmental impact 

3. Potential for providing access to areas suitable for future development based on land use objectives of 
town plan 

4. Potential for providing future link between existing town roads and, if so, benefit to vehicular 
transportation network and emergency response 

5. Liability to town in current condition  

6. Effect of change of classification on abutting landowners’ use of their property  

7. Historical significance of thoroughfare 

Ensure that all private roads meet basic standards appropriate 

for Norwich’s climate, terrain and rural character in 

order to protect public safety, infrastructure, and the 

environment, and promote multiple modes of 

travel. 

 

      

 

Action G.9.a Regulate intersections with private roads and town roads by providing standards for sight distance, intersection angle,  

                                    percent of grade at intersection, and any other criteria to promote safety and prevent damage to town roads. 

Action G.9.b Encourage the use of shared driveways to reduce the number of private roads intersecting the town roads.  

Action G.9.c Continue to regulate the design and construction of private roads serving two or more houses, and private 
driveways for single-family residences, to facilitate access by emergency and service vehicles, protect public 
safety and limit environmental impacts.  

Action G.9.d Where possible, design private roads to follow existing tree lines, stone walls, ridgelines, or other 
topographical features and to protect rural character to the greatest extent possible. 

Action G.9.e Create guidelines for the design and construction of private roads and driveways to have minimum impact 
on significant natural resources and scenic views. 

Action G.9.f Continue to regulate the design and construction of private roads and driveways to ensure that appropriate 
storm water management techniques and infrastructure are used to minimize run-off, sedimentation and 
flooding of downslope infrastructure, property and waterways. 
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Balance the decision to retain the town‘s ancient road rights-

of-way for the benefit of town residents..        

 

Increase awareness and use of existing public transportation to 

reduce future traffic congestion in the town and 

region, environmental impact, and wear-and-tear on 

roads. 

       

 

Action G.11.a Promote use of public transportation by providing park-and-ride lots, bike racks at bus stops, bike racks on buses,  

                                   small bus stop shelters, and similar improvements to make public transit more convenient. 

Action G.11.b    Revise land use regulations to allow both public and private park-and-ride facilities in key locations to  
                            allow commuter traffic to transfer from single-occupant vehicles to public or private busses or carpools.  

Action G.11.c Facilitate carpooling through use of ride-share physical or electronic bulletin boards. 

Encourage more students to use the school bus system to 

alleviate traffic congestion in the village.        

 

Action G.12.a Create programs to educate parents and students of the advantages of using the school bus system. 

Action G.12.b Design or plan any improvements to the school’s traffic circulation pattern, access drive or parking area primarily to  

accommodate safe bus transportation, walking and cycling, and to discourage parents from driving to the school to 

drop off and pick up students. 

Coordinate transportation and land use planning with 

surrounding towns.        

 

Action G.13.a Meet with officials from surrounding towns to discuss planning objectives and specific proposals that impact both towns. 

Incorporate the following UVTMA Checklist Goals into land 

use planning and development review where 

feasible. 
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 Proximity to Services, Employment, and Transit.  

o The most effective way to reduce single-occupant vehicle (SOV) transportation is to locate housing near 

services and employment and on transit routes. 

 
o Pedestrian and Cyclist Orientation. These features encourage people to walk and cycle instead of getting into their 

automobiles. Routes for pedestrians and cyclists within the proposed development should be convenient, attractive 
and safe. The design also should provide for the easy use of strollers, scooters, roller blades, walkers and wheelchairs.  

o Density/Location. Concentrated development in appropriate places supports pedestrians, cyclists, and public 
transportation opportunities. 

o Mix of Uses. In appropriate places, transit stops should have a mix of residential, civic, and commercial land uses, as 
well as other land uses nearby. The mix should offer people opportunities to live and work close to transit, to obtain at 
least basic goods and services, and to use transit to travel to other places. 

o Parking. Parking should be minimized while encouraging active transportation alternatives to the SOV. 

Participate actively in the regional transportation planning 

process to ensure that regional plans support the 

goals, objectives and policies of the Norwich Town 

Plan and that Norwich takes advantage of regional 

solutions to transportation issues affecting town 

residents. 

       

 

Action G.15.a  Ensure regular representation to all regional transportation entities, such as UVTMA, Advance Transit, Upper Valley  

                                 Trails Alliance, etc. 

Action G.15.b  Investigate the possibility of passenger train service. 
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Energy 

We are in an era of significant change in the use of energy and the management of energy resources. Change 

based on new research and technology is so rapid that many of the concepts and programs addressed in this 

chapter may be obsolete within a few years, but the goal of moving to sustainable lifestyles by conserving 

resources and reducing greenhouse gases will remain.  

This goal will be attained by reducing energy demand within our homes and businesses and in our 

transportation system and lifestyle choices and by converting to renewable non-fossil-fuel energy sources. The 

benefits of an effective energy policy are economic, environmental, and social. 
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Profile 

History and Trends 
Originally energy needs were met locally: forests for fuels, rivers and streams for mills, physical labor from 

man and beast for work and transportation, and perhaps some wind power. The widespread adoption of coal, 

and later oil and still later natural gas brought a switch to inexpensive fossil fuels for transportation, heat, and 

electric power, as well as a move away from local energy sources. Now, with 85 percent of the money spent by 

Vermonters on energy going out of state or country, most of the money spent on energy is exported from our 

local economy and does not return to create jobs or buy goods locally. In addition, foreign fuel sources are 

unstable, subject to huge price swings and supply shortages beyond our control and are a persistent driver of 

global conflict. 

Two dramatic periods of energy price inflation, in the late 1970s and the early 2000s (in each period the price of 

oil increased more than 1000% in a short period) each drove major changes in building construction, 

transportation, and general energy efficiency. Recognition of the threat of climate change has further 

accelerated the move away from fossil fuels in the last 10 years and heightened interest in solar, wind and other 

renewable non-carbon energy resources. It is in our clear interest that this trend will continue. 

Energy Use 
The State of Vermont has set a goal of meeting 90% of its energy needs through efficiency and renewables by 

2050. As of 2014, Norwich was meeting less than 20% of its annual energy needs through renewables as 

follows: 

29% of the 174,000 MMBTUs used for heat. A well-insulated, 1,500 square foot home in Vermont uses about 75 

MMBTUs per year for heat. There are approximately 1,640 homes in Norwich, most of which are larger than 

1,500 square feet. 

 26% of the 57,000 MMBTUs used for electricity. The average household in Vermont uses about 7,200 kWh (24.6 

MMBTUs) of electricity per year. There are approximately 1,350 households living in Norwich. 

 7% of the 211,000 MMBTUs used for transportation. The average personal vehicle in Vermont is driven 15,000 

miles per year and gets 25 miles to the gallon, consuming 72 MMBTUs per year. Norwich residents have 

approximately 2,600 personal vehicles.  * 

*  Source of Data- Vermont Community Energy Dashboard   

Norwich is typical of Vermont communities relative to energy consumption. More than 75% of energy 

consumed in Vermont today is from fossil fuels, and it is used primarily for heating and transportation. Meeting 

the 90% goal by 2050 will require significant improvements in the energy efficiency of buildings and in the 

transportation sector. For example, there has been a significant increase in the amount of energy being 

generated from photovoltaic solar systems in Norwich. As of 2017, approximately 1,420,900 kWh/year is being 

generated by a total of 1093 kW in photovoltaic solar installations:  219 homes (both on-site and off-site 

installations), 1 business, and 1 church in Norwich. This represents 16.4% of the homes in Norwich. 

Energy Resources 
Wind Resources. Wind speeds in Norwich, even in the higher elevation areas on the western side of town, are 

relatively low, suggesting that wind energy at any meaningful scale is not feasible in Norwich. 

Solar Resources. A combination of forest cover and topography significantly reduces the areas of town that are 

suitable for solar power generation. The suitable sites are primarily located in the eastern portion of town where 

the topography is less severe, there is more open land and there is access to existing infrastructure. 

Siting Standards and Guidelines 
The following sites have been reviewed by the Norwich Planning Commission as locations that should be given 

priority as renewable energy generation sites,  

These parcels qualify as a Category II site for a solar array not larger than 150 kW AC: 
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 Parcel 11-045-200, located at 673 Union Village Road 

 Parcel [12-001.300.b], located  at [intersection of Farrell Farm Rd and Starlake Ln] 

These parcels  qualify as Category III sites for a solar array not larger than 500 kW AC: 
 Parcel 11-104-000, located at 635 US Route 5 North 

 Parcel 11-105-000, located on US Route 5 North 

Future Energy  
The town’s energy future is inextricably linked with energy policies and economic forces at the state, federal, 

and international levels. We should not be content to cede energy policy to the state and federal government. 

The town is the unit of government closest to the citizens, and is therefore most accessible to the participation of 

every individual. Local energy is smart energy. 

Implementation of this Town Plan can be the initial step in the development of a sustainable energy future. Our 

long-term vision is to become a model of sustainable energy practices by: reducing our energy use through 

utilization of energy-efficient end-systems; achieving the maximum development of local renewable resources 

that is economically feasible; and thoroughly evaluating and modifying, wherever feasible, our patterns of 

energy use, settlements, transportation, and industry to minimize environmental impacts and carbon emissions 

that contribute to the crisis of climate change. By implementing these goals, we expect to reap long-term 

economic, environmental, and quality-of-life benefits. 

Since our air and water quality as well as the quality of life in Norwich are affected by our energy use, we must 

take responsibility for the environmental effects of our energy use, in consideration of generations yet to come. 

Therefore, the Town of Norwich resolves to take action that will create a sustainable energy future; one that 

minimizes environmental impact, supports our local economy, and emphasizes energy conservation, efficiency, 

and the increased use of local and regional clean renewable energy sources.  

Energy Conservation  
Energy-efficient buildings are a critical component of energy conservation. The town should continue to 

support state programs such as the Vermont Residential Building Energy Standards Certificate to encourage the 

energy-efficient construction of new buildings and create incentives to retrofit existing buildings to be more 

energy efficient. The town should continue to set an example by implementing energy conservation programs 

for all new and existing municipal buildings. Energy efficiency and the reduction of greenhouse gases shall be 

considered in the purchase of new vehicles and machinery. 

 

In addition to energy-efficient buildings, the conservation of energy in Norwich should also include land use 

and transportation policies. Land use issues addressed in Chapter 12 and transportation issues addressed in 

Chapter 9 include the importance of sustainable development patterns that reduce the need for excessive use of 

private vehicles. Building more densely in areas near existing roads and public transportation can minimize the 

increased use of inefficient single-occupancy vehicles.  
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 

Goal H Reduce overall energy consumption within the town through conservation and efficiency, thereby 

decreasing the adverse environmental and economic impacts associated with energy consumption, 

reducing dependence on imported energy, and lowering holistic energy costs. 

Model responsible energy use through municipal actions, 

decisions, purchases and projects.        

 

Action H.1.a Reduce energy consumption in all town buildings and operations. 

Action H.1.b Investigate and consider energy conservation and efficiency measures for use in all town buildings and 
operations.  

Action H.1.c Encourage the development and use of local low-pollution, low-carbon-emission renewable energy 
resources for all town buildings and operations.  

Action H.1.d Encourage conversion of older wood stoves to new cleaner-burning EPA-certified wood stoves. Do not 
permit use of outdoor wood boilers unless they meet strict emission control standards. 

Action H.1.e Investigate prospects for a district heating system in the town center, ideally a cogeneration system that 
would create electricity as well as space heat. 

Action H.1.f Conduct complete energy audits of all town buildings to identify areas of energy waste and areas of 
potential savings, determine whether end-uses of energy are properly matched with the types of energy 
sources used, recommend cost-effective energy conservation and efficiency measures and modifications 
that will make use of renewable energy, prioritize these modifications and incorporate them into the 
Town’s Capital Budget, and implement programs as prioritized by the previous steps. 

Action H.1.g Construct all new municipal buildings according to standards of energy efficiency at least equivalent to 
Energy Rated Homes of Vermont 4-star level or other state energy code. Mandate that all new buildings 
that will involve heating and cooling consider the lowest carbon emission heating/cooling plant design - for 
example, cold-climate heat-pump technology. 

Action H.1.h Develop and implement a program of upgrading to, and maintaining, energy-efficient and nonpolluting 
exterior lighting for both public and private facilities including streetlights. Exterior lighting should be 
controlled by timers and light sensors to reduce usage when not needed and only low-level security lighting 
should be on all night. 

Action H.1.i Use life-cycle cost planning in evaluating all decisions concerning the purchase by the town of any 
equipment, vehicle, or other item requiring energy consumption. Use comprehensive pollution analysis in 
this decision-making process. Host a public discussion of the trade-offs between pollution, CO2 emissions, 
and energy costs as identified by life-cycle cost analysis. The town should consider together its twin goals of 
pollution reduction and cost reduction. 

Action H.1.j Engage in long-range planning for the use and acquisition of sustainable low-pollution energy. Include 
environmental and pollution risks and benefits in this planning process. 

Action H.1.k Increase the energy efficiency of all town vehicles by the use of alternative fuels and hybrid-drive systems in 
town vehicles and other technological advances as they are developed. The ecological and social impacts of 
specific types of alternative fuels should be considered before their adoption for town vehicles. Analyze the 
routes and travel of all town vehicles in order to recommend changes that will reduce transportation costs.  
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Action H.1.l Manage town forest land, where possible, to provide high-value locally produced durable wood products, 
recreational uses, and wildlife habitat for the benefit of the town and its residents in a sustainable manner. 
Where sound forest management practices dictate, some wood may be harvested for use as fuel as a 
“transition” fuel source.  

Action H.1.m Study the feasibility of converting municipal buildings and schools to the lowest possible carbon emission 
heating and cooling systems, including cold-climate-heat pumps.  

Action H.1.n Consider conversion of legacy oil burners to bio-diesel “boost” heat sources for cold-climate heat pump 
systems.  

Action H.1.o   Consider systems that burn wood chips, wood pellets, grass pellets, and other fuel stocks whose combustion releases  

                                carbon only if non-combustion systems are deemed not feasible. 

Require that cost-effective conservation, efficiency, renewable 

energy technologies and techniques be incorporated 

into all new publicly funded structures erected in 

the town. 

       

 

Encourage the use of energy-efficient materials, technologies 

and techniques in all new privately owned 

structures erected in the town. 
       

 

Action H.3.a Facilitate compliance with state mandated energy efficiency codes including the Vermont Residential Building Energy  

                                        Standards Certificate through directing building permittees to free consultation with Efficiency Vermont. 

Action H.3.b Create Incentives for meeting or exceeding state and federal or industry energy efficiency standards in the construction of all  

                       buildings. 

Encourage and support land use policies that promote energy 

conservation, the development of local renewable 

energy sources, and reduced travel requirements to 

work, services, shopping, and recreation. 

       

 

Action H.4.a Adopt land use and zoning ordinances that encourage energy conservation and efficiency and the environmentally  

                                                     sound development of local renewable sources of energy. 

                  Action H.4.b            Encourage agricultural activities and seasonal farm stands so that local produce can be marketed locally. 

Action H.4.c Allow appropriate home occupations in order to reduce commuter transportation. 
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Promote development of local clean, low-pollution (e.g. solar, 

hydro, wind) renewable resources as a replacement 

for imported nonrenewable resources and for 

combustion-based energy sources. 

       

 

Action H.5.a Identify and protect potential clean, low-pollution renewable energy resources such as hydro, solar, wind and cold- 

                                   climate heat pumps. 

Action H.5.b Encourage and support the development and use of clean, low-pollution, local renewable energy resources 
for the town’s residential, commercial and industrial sectors.  

Action H.5.c Encourage townspeople and developers to use clean, low-pollution local and/or renewable resources and 
technology on a sustainable basis. 

Action H.5.d Promote environmentally sound development of the town’s clean, low-pollution renewable energy 
resources. 

Action H.5.e Encourage use of clean, low-pollution renewable energy sources instead of imported non-renewable energy 
supplies and combustion processes. 

Action H.5.f    Recommend construction design standards and siting requirements that encourage solar heating and lighting and cold- 

                                climate heat pumps or other low-carbon-emission technologies in all new buildings. 

Ensure that energy supplies will be reliable, affordable, and 

environmentally sound.        

 

Action H.6.a Require that all wood-burning installations meet all applicable National Fire Protection Association (code # 211) safety 

                              requirements and Federal EPA emissions standards. Encourage a switch away from wood-burning to cold-climate heat  

                               pumps in areas zoned to allow denser development and areas subject to inversion conditions. 

Action H.6.b Promote state and/or local tax abatement programs for improving the sustainable management of forests.  

Action H.6.c   Protect designated productive forest lands from development by working with land trusts and owners to acquire  

               conservation easements to protect forest lands and/or by offering tax stabilization agreements to landowners who  

                        agree to manage their forests for wood products, recreational uses, and wildlife habitat in a sustainable manner. 

Increase public awareness of energy issues and build public 

support for energy efficiency, pollution reduction, 

and sustainable energy policies. 
       

 

Action H.7.a Encourage and support public energy education and awareness programs that responsibly consider the  

                                   environmental impacts of energy decisions. 
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Action H.7.b Provide resources for information on conservation and efficiency technologies including efficient 
transportation; local clean, low-CO2 renewable resources; related town, state, and federal energy 
programs; and available funding and financing for these programs. These resources may be made available 
at the Norwich Public Library, town offices, and town web site. 

Action H.7.c Provide information on local and regional funding for residential energy audits and cost-effective 
weatherization services for all existing homes, with special emphasis on low-income housing. 

Action H.7.d Provide information to encourage the use of local wood products and resources. 

Action H.7.e Promote a campaign to educate the community on solar technologies, such as passive solar heating and 
natural lighting, as well as other low-carbon-emission technologies such as cold-climate heat pumps. 

Action H.7.f Promote community weatherization programs to increase the energy efficiency of existing homes using 
additional insulation and other cost effective sustainable techniques. Programs should provide information 
regarding any health risks of specific types of insulation and about the importance of maintaining adequate 
ventilation to allow adequate air exchange. 

Action H.7.g Consider adopting local building codes to maintain energy efficiency, personal safety, and sustainability.  

Action H.7.h Provide information to residents about existing and potential solar, wind and hydro-powered generating 
sites, procedures for developing solar, wind power and hydroelectric power, and available solar, wind and 
hydro-powered generating systems. Provide information on net-metering opportunities. 

Action H.7.i Encourage state legislators and regulators to support distributed power generation opportunities such as 
net metering below zero, allowing residential hydro, solar, and wind systems to be net sellers of power to 
the grid. 

Coordinate land-use and transportation planning that promotes 

energy-efficient transportation.        

 

Action H.8.a   Promote cost-effective energy efficiency in future transportation planning. 

Action H.8.b Promote and implement strategies to encourage ride-sharing, public transit, bicycling, and walking. 

Action H.8.c Encourage the use of existing public transportation and school bus routes, state car-pooling and van-
pooling programs, and other transportation alternatives. 

Action H.8.d Promote the development and use of a system of trails, greenways, sidewalks, bicycle paths, and commuter 
parking lots as safe and viable transportation components. 

Action H.8.e Encourage the installation of bicycle parking racks at major activity areas such as schools, recreation 
facilities, shopping centers, major places of employment, and mass transportation facilities. 

Action H.8.f Encourage the installation of electric-vehicle charging stations. 

Action H.8.g Provide shelters, where needed, for pedestrians and bicyclists at bus stops and ride-share pickup locations. 

Action H.8.h Include bicycle paths as a component of the town’s Capital Improvement Program and pursue federal and 
state funding for their construction. 

Action H.8.i Include bicycle paths, pedestrian walkways, and mass transportation access in review of all proposals for 
development.  

Action H.8.j Consider whether to adopt zoning regulations that support compact development and reduce 
transportation needs. 

Action H.8.k    Consider transportation efficiency issues and bicycle use when making road expansion decisions.  
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Encourage and support the retrofitting of older buildings as a 

more energy-efficient and sustainable practice than 

demolition and rebuilding. 
       

 

Action H.9.a Consider the total cost of energy use and sustainability when determining whether to retrofit an older building or  

demolish it and re-build. Energy costs may include demolition, disposing of used materials, manufacturing and  

 transporting new materials, and construction. The embodied energy costs - energy used to create the materials and 

construct the original building - may also be considered and include the energy used to create the materials and 

construct the original building. 

Action H.9.b Provide information to owners of older and historic buildings about the many tax credits, grants, and low interest loans 
created to support both historic preservation and energy efficiency. 
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Natural and Historic Resources  

Norwich’s citizens value the town’s natural resources and are concerned with their protection. This has been 

shown by the responses to several town-wide surveys and questionnaires conducted by the Planning and 

Conservation Commissions over the past decade. The Capital Land Fund, in existence for more than two 

decades, is evidence of community support through annual dedications of public funds for conservation and 

resource protection. 

Norwich’s natural resources are valued for contributing to its citizens’ well-being and the town’s rural 

character. This chapter will explore the past and present state of Norwich’s natural, scenic and historic resources 

and suggest how those resources should be treated in the future. 
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A Changing Landscape 
The colonists who first moved into the forested lands of the Norwich Town Grant did so with the intention of 

making use of the area’s natural resources. They settled along the river plain and above the fall-lines of the 

brooks, where there was good soil. At first, they avoided the ancient bed of glacial Lake Hitchcock, where they 

found soggy clays and wetlands, and where the streams were clogged with flood debris. 

 

As more immigrants arrived, they cleared and settled the land between the banks and deltas by the lake created 

over several thousand years while the continental ice sheet was retreating. Early settlers quickly deforested 

much of the arable land using a slash-and-burn technique to create farm fields and pastures. This rapid change 

in the landscape had many impacts on the town’s natural systems – loss of species as habitat disappeared, 

alteration of soils, extensive erosion from deforested uplands that deposited silt and modified streams, damming 

and diversion of streams for waterpower and irrigation. As the town developed, residents began extracting the 

glacial deposits of sand and gravel for construction and road building, a practice that continues today.  

Once the broader expanses of level land were settled, homesteaders worked their way along the main brook 

valleys, which provided natural corridors where roads could be more easily built. The landscape of the early 

19
th

 century was one characterized by significantly more open land than exists two centuries later. Hillside 

farms, always marginal, were abandoned after several generations struggled to subsist on their poor lands; the 

fields and pastures reverted to their natural forested state. Evidence of these farmsteads can still be found – 

segments of stone walls, depressions created by old cellar holes, remnants of stone foundations or chimneys – in 

what looks like undisturbed forest today. 

 

The town’s higher ridges and peaks remained largely undeveloped, although all but the least accessible lands 

have been logged at some point during the last 250 years. Today most of the steep hills and ridges are covered 

in forest, creating scenic vistas from both the valleys and the peaks. Norwich’s topography affords many 

opportunities for scenic views from the roads that travel along valleys and up into the hills. These vistas are 

major contributors to the rural character enjoyed by Norwich’s residents. 

 

Over the last 50 years, Norwich’s landscape has again undergone change. Residential development expanded 

out from the river valley up into the hills. Modern technology and infrastructure have allowed us to live in 

places previously too inaccessible or difficult to build on. While many of the homes located in the town’s 

uplands are barely visible as one travels the wooded back roads, each new house affects the natural systems 

around it to some degree. The impact of those many small changes can have significant cumulative effects – 

fragmenting wildlife habitat, altering surface drainage patterns, generating pollution. While we generally 

recognize the importance of the town’s natural systems and their functions today, we continue to change the 

landscape around us and utilize its resources as suits our purposes. 

Air and Climate 

Air Quality 
Like most of Vermont, Norwich enjoys excellent air quality. Given the absence of large-scale industry or major 

urban centers in the region, local air quality concerns are limited mainly to vehicle emissions, especially from 

idling vehicles, heating systems, and dust generated by construction and excavation sites. The cumulative effect 

of these local sources of air pollution would increase with additional growth, absent deliberative mitigating 

policies, and may have a greater impact on air quality in the future. 

Of more immediate concern are impacts on air quality resulting from pollution generated far from Vermont. 

Most notably, the coal-burning power plants of the Midwest have been cited as the main cause of acid rain and 

other airborne pollutants, which are detrimental to the health of forests and pond ecosystems throughout the 

Northeast. Clean air is a basic resource that can no longer be taken for granted even in rural communities like 

Norwich. 
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Climate 
Climate represents the average weather conditions characteristic of an area over time. Weather patterns are an 

important consideration for planning and design because of their effect on such things as soil erosion, plant 

growth, storm water runoff and flooding, groundwater supplies, road maintenance, energy demand and 

alternative energy supplies. Weather patterns, especially wind, also influence air quality. 

Norwich experiences average high temperatures in the low 80s during the summer and average lows in the 

single digits above zero during the winter. However, short periods of highs above 90°F and lows below 0°F 

occur most years. Two to three inches of precipitation can be expected most months, as shown in Figure 11-1. 

The effects of climate change are already evident in Norwich, including more intense storms linked to rising 

average temperatures. Over the next 50 years, climate change models have projected that the average 

temperatures in the region will increase by five to nine degrees Fahrenheit. Such an increase would reduce the 

number of months with average low temperatures below freezing from the current six, to four, and increase the 

number of months with average highs above 80°F from two to three or four. 

While some human residents may not miss the extra months of winter weather, the plants and animals around us 

will. Climate change will alter the town’s natural environment by changing the plant species that can thrive in 

Norwich, the migrating patterns of waterfowl and songbirds, the temperature of rivers and ponds, and countless 

other changes throughout parts of the interconnected web of life. The climate and natural environment will 

become more like that of the mid-Atlantic region. The impact on recreation and tourism will also be significant, 

with fewer good days for alpine and cross-country skiing, outdoor ice skating and snow-shoeing resulting and a 

potentially longer mud season. 

Terrain, Geology and Soils 

Topography 
Elevation. The elevation in Norwich ranges from 400 feet above mean sea level along the banks of the 

Connecticut River to 1,850 feet atop Gile Mountain. The dramatic rise from the valley floor to the upland ridges 

and hilltops creates the varied terrain that is an important component of the town’s character. Norwich’s 

landform is often described as a hand, with the palm being the relatively level lands of the river valley and the 

fingers being the narrow stream valleys that extend up into the hills. There are a number of named mountains and 

hills as shown on Map 5. 

Slope. Steep slopes characterize significant portions of Norwich, as shown on Map 6. Slope is one of the 

primary characteristics of land that influences the uses it can support. While the map shows general areas of 

moderately and severely steep slopes, site assessments may be needed to accurately delineate steep slopes and 

determine the management requirements for specific properties. 

 

Percent of slope is one way to describe the steepness of land and measure change in elevation over a given 

distance. A one percent slope equals a one-foot change in elevation over a 100-foot distance. The Natural 

Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) recommends careful management to limit site disturbance on slopes in 

excess of 15 percent and suggests avoiding all construction activities on slopes in excess of 25 percent to prevent 

soil erosion, increased runoff, downstream flooding and other hazards. 

 

On steep slopes, soils are typically shallower, the volume and velocity of surface water runoff is increased and 

the erosion potential is greater than on level ground. Maintaining or restoring forest cover is the optimal 

solution for controlling erosion and slowing runoff from steep slopes. The tree canopy helps to dissipate the 

energy forces of a strong rainfall, while tree roots hold soil in place. Dropped leaves and forest litter help to 

prevent soil compaction, fertilize the soil, retain moisture, allow water to infiltrate the soil and recharge 

groundwater supplies. 
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Ridgelines. As described above, the town’s topography includes a number of prominent hills and ridgelines, 

which are characterized by their elevation and steep slopes. In addition to physical limitations and impacts on 

natural resources, development on steep slopes and prominent ridgelines can adversely affect scenic character. 

Development on hillsides, summits and ridgelines, especially at higher elevations, is often highly visible from 

numerous vantage points. Such development also contrasts dramatically with the natural backdrop of unbroken 

forest. 

Bedrock Geology 
The Connecticut Valley marks an important geologic boundary as well as the political boundary between 

Vermont and New Hampshire. The Ammonoosuc fault line lies just east of Interstate 91 along the river. Road 

cuts along the interstate reveal the geologic history of the valley, which included periods of sedimentary rock 

formation when all of New England was under the Atlantic Ocean and volcanic activity that metamorphosed 

older rocks. 

The valley also contains a wealth of depositional and erosional features related to the more recent glaciation 

during the last ice age. Most of what we now call the Connecticut Valley existed before that last period of 

glaciation. Ice pushed into the valley from the north, gouging it deeper and wider. When the glacier began to 

melt, the valley was flooded, forming an immense body of water referred to as Lake Hitchcock. At one time 

Lake Hitchcock and Lake Vermont (the glacial-era Lake Champlain) were only separated by a few miles. Large 

amounts of sediment were released from the melting ice and were deposited on the lake bed. As the floodwaters 

receded, the river cut a channel through the former lake bed and its deposited sediments. 

Soils 
The physical and chemical components of soil vary greatly in Norwich and influence the suitability of land for 

various land uses, such as agriculture and development. The town’s soils developed as geologic forces shaped 

the landscape and underlying bedrock and topography, climate and ecological factors influences their 

characteristics. The Natural Resource Conservation Service has inventoried, assessed and mapped Norwich’s 

soils, most recently updating its survey data in 1992. In 1994, the maps were converted into digital format and 

are a layer of the Norwich Geographic Information System (GIS). While the maps provide an excellent basis for 

town-level planning, site assessments may be needed to accurately determine the types, characteristics and 

extents of soils on any given property. 

 

Shallow Soils. Soils on ridgelines and hillsides in Norwich are thin (less than two feet to bedrock). Shallow soils 

increase the difficulty and expense of constructing adequate septic systems. In addition, soils overlaying steep 

slopes are highly erodible and, like shallow soils, pose similar constraints to septic system installation and 

proper operation. 

 

Hydric Soils. There is only a small amount of land in Norwich characterized by hydric soils. These soils 

generally occur in conjunction with streams and indicate that wetlands may be present, including unmapped 

Class III wetlands. 

 

Sand and Gravel Resources. Norwich has small deposits of sand and significant deposits of gravel. There are 

several active extraction operations in town and a number of sites that have been previously mined for sand or 

gravel. The ability to acquire sand and gravel locally significantly reduces the cost of road maintenance within 

the town. With proper erosion control and reclamation techniques, their extraction can have minimal impact on 

the environment and the land can be returned to other productive uses. Sand and gravel deposits are a valuable, 

non-renewable resource for construction, which becomes unavailable for future use if built upon. Further, the 

sand and gravel deposits near the Connecticut River, and elsewhere, are highly porous and readily transmit 

septic effluent to the groundwater, making them still less suitable for building.  
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Agricultural Soils. On a nationwide basis, certain soils are designated as prime for agriculture because of their 

chemical properties and drainage characteristics. As shown on Map 9, Norwich has prime soils within the 

floodplain of the Connecticut River and Ompompanoosuc River, and on the terraces of the ancient Lake 

Hitchcock. 

Many of the same characteristics that make these soils excellent for farming also make them a prime location 

for development, as evidenced by the fact the Norwich Village is largely located on agricultural soils. A large 

percentage of Norwich’s agricultural soils are located on parcels of land less than 25 acres in size, which limits 

their productive use. Some of these soils remain undeveloped and, though not sufficient for large-scale 

agricultural practices, have potential to be used for vegetable and specialty crops for local and northeastern 

markets. The ability to grow food locally is one of the components of Norwich’s rural character valued by 

residents. 

 

Forestry Soils. The Natural Resource Conservation Service also has identified the best soils to support 

commercial forestry, including many upland soils that are too shallow, rocky or steep to support other types of 

development. As a result, primary forestry soils are generally less threatened by development, but are more 

sensitive to site disturbance and erosion. To help prevent soil erosion, the state has adopted acceptable 

management practices to prevent soil erosion and maintain water quality on logging jobs. 

 

Septic Suitability. With no municipal wastewater infrastructure, all of Norwich’s homes and businesses rely on 

soil-based septic systems to treat their sewage. While the town can no longer regulate wastewater systems, as 

that authority was assumed in its entirety by the state in 2007, the capability of the town’s soils to adequately 

treat waste remains an important planning issue. 

Norwich has large areas characterized by soils that are not well-suited for conventional septic systems. The 

shallow depth of many of the town’s soils noted above is a limiting factor, which often requires the installation 

of more expensive alternatives such as mound systems, and is one of the factors driving the high cost of new 

home construction in Norwich. It should not be assumed, however, that the current assessment of the ability of 

Norwich’s soils to adequately treat septic waste will on its own serve to limit development in particular parts of 

town or control the town’s growth rate over time. Wastewater technology continues to evolve and soil 

conditions are likely to become a less critical factor in septic system design in the decades ahead. New state 

standards adopted in 2002 reduced the required isolation distances to bedrock and groundwater and allowed for 

alternatives to conventional systems that has increased the potential for developments to be self reliant for 

onsite disposal without the use of municipal systems.. 

Water Resources 

Groundwater 
Groundwater is the least understood and documented of all our natural resources, yet it is essential to the 

preservation of life and to economic stability. The entire population of Norwich relies on groundwater for 

domestic uses. It is tapped from underground springs or fractures in rock, or mined from underground storage 

areas called aquifers. 

 

Aquifers are subsurface deposits of coarse sand and gravel that, because of the depth of the material and large 

pore sizes between sand grains and cobbles, hold vast quantities of groundwater. The coarse texture in an 

aquifer also allows rapid and untreatable diffusion of pollutants. The two types of aquifers are gravel and 

bedrock. Both can be unconfined or confined (not susceptible to surface water) and both can be vast or limited 

in quantity and time of recharge. Septic tank effluent, leaking underground fuel storage tanks, landfill leachate, 

agricultural runoff, or improperly stored hazardous wastes are potential sources of groundwater pollution. The 

recharge water’s passage through vegetation and soil must filter out such toxins; otherwise, the pollution is 

virtually impossible to remove from the aquifer and its use as a potable water supply would likely need to be 

discontinued or a water treatment plant would be required. Preventing pollution spills or leaks, creating or 
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maintaining vegetated buffers, following accepted manure management practices, and establishing setbacks 

within recharge areas are effective methods of protecting drinking water supplies stored in aquifers.  

 

Norwich Village Water Supply. Since the 1980s, Norwich Fire District village’s water supply has been an 

aquifer three miles north along the Connecticut River. It lies in an esker, a thick ribbon of sand and gravel left 

by a river that ran under the great ice sheet while it was retreating northward. The modern river cut through it, 

probably when ancient Lake Hitchcock was emptying, so that only its northern part is in Vermont; its southern 

part extends down through Hanover from the level of the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 

(CRREL). The Fire District owns 27 acres of land at the south end of the Vermont part of the esker to ensure 

access to it. 

The town has incorporated an approximately 69-acre Primary Aquifer Protection Area into its zoning 

regulations that includes the Fire District’s holdings and some of the gravel mine to the north. A Secondary 

Aquifer Protection Area includes the entire watershed (approximately 2,315 acres) of the stream that flows near 

the Primary Aquifer Protection Area. The current boundaries of the Primary Aquifer Protection District are 

based on hydrological studies conducted in 1990. The water quality of the well is affected by the water quality 

of the Connecticut River and therefore the actual area that needs to be monitored could be extensive. The 

Connecticut River, the railroad, Route 5 and Interstate 91 all pass near the esker. A major toxic spill on any of 

these might contaminate the village’s drinking water supply. 

 

Given that a portion of the aquifer re-charge comes from the Connecticut River, which is controlled by the State 

of New Hampshire, continuing cooperation between the two states is important for safeguarding this resource. 

An interstate aquifer protection district has been proposed, but not yet implemented. 

In summary, there is an ongoing critical need to protect the aquifer that supplies Norwich village and other 

sources of drinking water, and to identify major sources for future needs. Only with planning, education, and 

action can Norwich assure its citizens that their water and health will be safeguarded from harmful micro-

organisms and toxic chemicals. Protecting groundwater deserves the highest priority in formulating plans for 

the future of Norwich. 

Surface Water 
Connecticut River. Norwich is located along the Connecticut River, which forms the town’s 7.8-mile eastern 

border. The Connecticut River is probably Norwich’s most valued natural, recreational and scenic resource, and 

has been recognized as a national treasure through its designation as an American Heritage River in 1998. The 

Connecticut River travels 410 miles from its source in a small lake near the Canadian border to flow into the 

Atlantic Ocean at Long Island Sound. 

The river gathers the flow of 24 major tributaries and thousands of small streams that originate in the 

mountainous uplands of Vermont and New Hampshire. Its watershed encompasses 41 percent of Vermont’s 

land mass and one-third of New Hampshire’s. Between the two states, 52 communities, in addition to Norwich, 

have a boundary defined by the river. The river can be seen as a living thread that has tied, and continues to tie, 

the people along its entire length together in one long valley community. 

Recent decades have seen the river’s resurgence as an important natural and recreational resource. First for 

Native Americans, then for early European settlers, the Connecticut River was an important corridor for travel 

and commerce. By the 20th century, the historic practice of dumping waste directly into the nearest stream or 

river so unwanted pollution would wash away with the flowing waters resulted in major rivers like the 

Connecticut becoming virtual cesspools whose downstream waters could barely support life. 

In recent decades, the river’s water quality has markedly improved as upstream communities have installed 

wastewater treatment plants, and direct discharges of untreated effluent into surface waters have been outlawed. 

Work remains to be done to clean the river, and prevent pollution from entering its waters. Attention is now 

being paid to non-point sources of pollution, especially storm water runoff from developed property and 

nutrient-loading from agricultural lands. 
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Currently, the Connecticut River as it flows past Norwich is considered Class B according to state and federal 

water quality standards. Class B waters are managed for aesthetic values, recreation on and in the water, public 

water supply with disinfection and filtration, high quality habitat for aquatic plants and animals, irrigation and 

other agricultural uses. 

The entire Town of Norwich is located in the Connecticut River watershed, which means that all runoff and 

surface waters drain to the river. The town is divided into several sub-basins as shown on Map 7. Most of town 

drains directly to the Connecticut River via Blood Brook and its tributaries or several other small streams that 

flow directly to the Connecticut. An area in the northeastern portion of town drains to the Ompompanoosuc 

River, while areas to the west drain to the White River; both rivers are tributaries of the Connecticut.  

The Connecticut River Joint Commission includes New Hampshire’s Connecticut River Valley Resource 

Commission, created by the legislature in 1987, and Vermont’s Connecticut River Watershed Advisory 

Commission, similarly created in 1988. These commissions are charged with cooperating in order to preserve 

and protect the resources of the Connecticut River Valley, and to guide its growth and development. The 

commissions are advisory and have no regulatory powers, preferring instead to advocate and ensure public 

involvement in decisions that affect the river and its valley. The Upper Valley River Subcommittee addresses 

local issues and concerns. 

 

Ompompanoosuc River. The Ompompanoosuc River flows into the Connecticut River in the northeastern 

corner of town. Only the final three miles of the river’s total 25-mile length are in Norwich. The river is 

impounded by the Union Village Dam, which was completed in 1950 as part of a U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers project for flood control. Segments of the Ompompanoosuc River upstream of Norwich are on the 

state’s list of impaired waters. The Elizabeth Mine, an abandoned copper mine in South Strafford approximately 

seven miles upstream from the Union Village Dam, is leaching highly acidic runoff into the West Branch of the 

Ompompanoosuc River from a 40-acre tailings pile. The site has been listed as a federal Superfund site and 

awaits funding for cleanup. The region has a history of copper mining, and several other sites are also likely 

leaching metallic compounds into the river. 

 

Public Access. Today Norwich’s rivers and streams are used extensively by residents and visitors for boating, 

swimming and fishing. No longer corridors for commerce and industry, waterways are being rediscovered as 

recreational, scenic and natural resources. The railroad line from White River Junction to Wells River, built in 

the mid-1880s, limits access to the Connecticut River, yet has also protected the shoreline. 

There are only two public water access points in Norwich: a small site north of the Ledyard Bridge on River 

Road owned by the town, and another belonging to the Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife on the 

Ompompanoosuc. A state-owned primitive canoe campsite, accessible from the river, provides for low-impact 

recreation. A spot for public swimming on the Ompompanoosuc River or Connecticut River does not exist in 

Norwich, though potential sites exist. Currently, there are no incentives to landowners to create greenways 

along the rivers. 

 

The Montshire Museum of Science owns more than 2,000 feet of Connecticut River shoreline property, 

including land on both sides of the railroad right-of-way. The Montshire’s property includes an inlet, the 

lagoon, where Blood Brook enters the Connecticut – a favorite spot for shoreline birds and other animals, as 

well as recreational boaters. The Montshire’s web of trails includes one along part of the shoreline. Its private 

canoe access in the lagoon and its shoreline trail are open to visitors of the museum. 

 

Small Streams. In addition to the two main rivers, there are a number of smaller streams and brooks in 

Norwich, as shown on Map 7. The largest of these is Blood Brook, which arises on the slopes of Gile Mountain 

in the northernmost corner of the town and empties into the Connecticut River near the southernmost corner, 

running almost the entire diagonal length of the town. Its two largest tributaries are the Charles Brown Brook 

from the northwest and the New Boston Brook from the north-northeast. A smaller branch, Bragg Brook, joins 
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near the south end of town. Dothan, Podunk, Tigertown and Mitchell brooks flow southward toward the White 

River. Avery Brook flows into the Ompompanoosuc River from northeast Norwich through Thetford. 

All of these brooks have beautiful, clear tumbling water and are recreational resources, to walk alongside or 

fish. They support wildlife and provide natural corridors that facilitate travel for many species. They also 

contribute to the recharge of groundwater supplies, but they are not regularly tested. The quality of water in the 

town’s brooks and streams needs to remain high to support these uses. 

 

Lakes and Ponds. Norwich has one large kettle-hole pond, Star Lake, within its boundary. A portion of the 

constructed Norford Lake crosses Norwich’s boundary from Thetford. There are a number of small ponds 

supported and controlled by beavers, two of which are ponds at the headwaters of Avery Brook and Mitchell 

Brook. Other small ponds are associated with larger wetland complexes and many are a result of beaver activity 

along the town’s many brooks.  

While beavers sometimes cause flooding that can damage the built environment and working timber stands, 

overall they are generally beneficial to the natural environment. The consequences of beaver dams are very 

important for stream ecosystems and the terrestrial environments that surround them. New plant clusters 

develop on the flooded shorelines and the process of restoring natural rich vegetation that can support a diverse 

mix of species develops within the transition zones (or ecotones) that form along the edges of the newly-created 

beaver ponds. Shallow, warmer water creates the conditions needed for the creation of wetland vegetation and a 

swampy transition zone forms between the water and the land. 

 

Beaver ponds can help improve water quality and reduce downstream sedimentation. The fine sediments and 

organic substances that fall on the bottom create a perfect substratum for the development of aquatic vegetation. 

Thanks to the development of vegetation, the streambed is stabilized and the newly-created complex not only 

catches the sediments, but also acts like a filter and a container of sediments flowing in from the surrounding 

ecosystems. Due to the accumulation of organic substances, water micro-organisms flourish and aid in the 

decomposition of pollutants. Beaver ponds also increase the storage capacity within a drainage basin, reducing 

flooding during spring snow melt and storm events. Water flow is slowed, reducing the potential for erosion and 

downstream sedimentation.  

 

Riparian Buffers. The maintenance and enhancement of shoreline vegetation is the simplest and most effective 

means of protecting the many benefits and values associated with surface waters. Maintaining or planting 

naturally growing woody vegetation alongside surface waters is essential to the health of streams and lakes. 

Appropriate buffer width is related to stream bank slope and the purpose of the buffer. A 25- to 50-foot buffer 

may increase stream bank stability and remove sediment on level land and moderate slopes. Greater width 

would be needed on steeper slopes or where sediment loads are particularly high. In addition to filtering 

pollutants, a 100-foot buffer will provide food, cover and breeding habitat for many kinds of wildlife. Buffers of 

several hundred feet are necessary to provide habitat and corridors for some species. 

Appropriately, vegetated shorelines contribute to maintenance of water quality and shoreline protection in the 

following ways: 
 Provide bank support and stabilization; 

 Help prevent bank undercutting and bank collapse; 

 Provide food and shelter for fish and wildlife, and corridors for wildlife movement; 

 Intercept, absorb, and filter out pollutants such as silt, fertilizers, toxic chemicals, and livestock wastes; 

 Keep water temperatures cool during hot summer months when fish are susceptible to heat stress; 

 Slow surface water runoff; 

 Increase wildlife diversity; 

 Reduce flood and ice damage to stream channels, and adjacent lands and structures; and 

 Preserve natural character of waters. 
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Wetlands 
Marshes along rivers and streams, swamps, and bogs in woods, areas that are more or less regularly soggy or 

inundated, are wetlands. Historically, wetlands have been considered a nuisance to be eliminated, but they are 

now understood to be essential not only for the survival of many species of plants and animals, but also for 

maintaining the health, safety, and welfare of the general public. These fragile resources protect drinking water 

supplies by filtering out pollutants and by helping to recharge aquifers. Wetlands minimize flood damage by 

temporarily absorbing and storing floodwaters. They also present significant development constraints associated 

with poor drainage and high-water tables. 

The importance of wetlands has been recognized on a National level since the 1970’s. Vermont adopted 

legislation and rules in 1990.  Wetlands of a size and/or quality to fulfill the functions mentioned above are 

protected. These wetlands, Class I of national significance and Class II of statewide significance, comprise less 

than five percent of the state’s land area.  

Wetlands in Norwich included in the National Wetlands Inventory were initially regulated by the 1990 Vermont 

Wetland Rules as Class II wetlands and required a 50-foot buffer between development and the delineated 

wetland. Some of the town’s major wetland complexes are located in the brook valleys and along the shore of 

the Connecticut River. The largest wetland in town is an approximately 65-acre area along New Boston Brook. 

The 2010 Vermont Wetland Rules changed the definition of Class II wetlands from those included in the 

National Wetlands Inventory to those meeting specific functional criteria identified in the new rules. Most Class 

II wetlands are already included in the new Vermont Wetlands Inventory. As additional class II wetlands are 

delineated they are added to the inventory. 

Several “advisory wetland inventories” may assist in identifying where potential Class II wetlands may be 

located. These include a Norwich Conservation Commission inventory based on 1992 infrared aerial photos and 

limited field checking and a state inventory of “Potential Wetlands” based on NCRS hydric soils maps. 

Vernal Pools 
Vernal pools are small wetlands characterized by a lack of woody vegetation resulting from the persistence of 

standing water for a portion of the year. They typically occur in small depressions in upland forests or less 

frequently in forested swamps. Vernal pools generally lack inlets and outlets, and collect water mainly from 

precipitation and snow melt. The pools are shaded by the surrounding forest canopy and so can retain moisture 

well beyond “mud season.” Depending on the amount of precipitation in a given year, a vernal pool may be dry 

or still have standing water by mid-summer. 

Vernal pools provide important breeding habitat for amphibians such as salamanders and frogs. In order to 

support those species the pools need to retain their water during the late-spring/early-summer breeding season. 

The pools are highly productive ecosystems that provide a rich source of food for a wide variety of species. 

Their small size and temporary nature make vernal pools difficult to inventory and protect. Construction of 

roads, timber harvesting and other development in upland forests around vernal pools can negatively affect the 

pools and the species that depend on them. 

A partial inventory of vernal pools, mapped by the Norwich Conservation Commission in 2006 using infrared 

aerial maps, is in the Norwich GIS and is shown on Map 8.  

Floodplains 
As shown on Map 7, floodplains have been identified along the town’s rivers and streams. Mapped floodplains 

include those areas that have a one percent chance of flooding in a year. These areas temporarily carry and 

retain bank overflow from spring runoff and heavy storms, and are vital to the health of the river and the safety 

of the community. Increased development and shifting weather patterns have resulted in a number of serious 

flood events around Vermont in recent years. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) show the 

floodplain that FEMA has determined would be covered by water during the “100-year flood,” which is a storm 

event that has a 1% likelihood of occurring in any given year and which is referred to as the base flood. This 
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area of inundation is called the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA). FIRMs may also show expected base flood 

elevations (BFEs) and floodways (smaller areas that carry more current).  

There are approximately 50 homes and a small number of non-residential structures currently located within the 

mapped special flood hazard area in Norwich. None of the town’s critical facilities (ex., fire station) are located 

in floodplains and there are no repetitive loss properties in Norwich as identified by FEMA. 

Norwich has adopted flood hazard area regulations to limit development within flood hazard areas, as required 

for municipal participation in the federal flood insurance program. These regulations are intended to protect life 

and property, and to allow property owners to obtain flood insurance and mortgages at relatively affordable 

rates. The town needs to continue strictly restricting development within its floodplains to protect public health 

and safety. 

FIRMS are only prepared for larger streams and rivers. Recent studies have shown that a significant portion of 

flood damage in Vermont occurs outside of the FEMA mapped areas along smaller upland streams, as well as 

along road drainage systems. Since FEMA maps are only concerned with inundation, and these other areas are 

at risk from flash flooding and erosion, these areas are often not recognized as being flood-prone.  Property 

owners in such areas outside of SFHAs are not required to have flood insurance. Flash flooding along smaller 

streams can be extremely erosive, causing damage to road infrastructure and to topographic features including 

stream beds and the sides of hills and mountains, and creating landslide risk. 

River Corridors 
In addition to the risks associated with inundation, there is the related hazard posed by storm-swollen streams 

and rivers, which may unexpectedly jump their banks and cut new channels. Due largely to human influences, 

many stream and river channels are no longer stable, especially in upland areas. Their instability creates an 

erosion hazard during major storms, which as noted elsewhere in the plan, are becoming more common as a 

result of climate change. Fluvial erosion hazards are often in locations that are unlikely to be inundated with 

flood waters and are therefore not protected through existing regulations that limit development in floodplains. 

Eroding stream banks are also a significant source of sediment and polluting nutrients entering major rivers and 

lakes, which decreases water quality. 

The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources has developed river corridor maps that show the areas subject to 

erosion. In these areas, the lateral movement of the river and the associated erosion is a greater threat than 

inundation by floodwaters. As with the FEMA FIRMs, the smaller streams have not been mapped and a default 

50-foot corridor of concern is defined from the top of bank of these streams. There are approximately 15 homes 

currently located with the state-mapped river corridor areas, outside the special flood hazard area, in Norwich. 

Fluvial geomorphology seeks to explain the physics of flowing water, soils and land use in relation to various 

land forms. It analyzes physical, chemical, biological and land use data to explain the historic causes of the 

problems currently being experienced in stream corridors in an attempt to resolve or avoid conflicts between 

fluvial systems and the built environment. A geomorphic assessment is currently underway on Blood Brook in 

Norwich and the town is considering limiting development within identified fluvial erosion hazard areas in a 

manner similar to current regulations within flood hazard areas.  

The Blood Brook Watershed Corridor Plan of March 2008 is the result of a three-phase study by the Norwich 

Conservation Commission, the Two-Rivers Ottauquechee Regional Commission, and the Vermont Agency of 

Natural Resources, Department of Environmental Conservation, River Management Program. The purpose of 

that plan is to assess the underlying causes of channel instability and encourage the stream’s return to 

equilibrium conditions. The plan outlines management efforts directed toward long-term solutions that help 

curb escalating costs and minimize the danger posed or damage caused by storm-swollen streams. Such efforts 

can help reduce flood and erosion hazards along the river corridor, improve water quality and aquatic habitat, 

and enhance aesthetic and recreational values of the stream. 
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Land Cover, Habitat and Wildlife 

Forestland 
Forest is the most common land cover type in Norwich accounting for nearly 22,000 acres or approximately 76 

percent of Norwich’s land. Forest resources provide a number of benefits, including an economic return for 

local landowners, water quality, wildlife habitat, recreation opportunities for town residents and visitors, and an 

important visual backdrop to the town’s scenic views and vistas. Most of Norwich’s forestlands are in private 

ownership, but remain in tracts 50 acres or larger. The largest single forest parcel is the 450 acres along the 

Appalachian Trail owned by the National Park Service. The Norwich Fire District owns a 330-acre parcel off 

Beaver Meadow Road. 

Forests are a permanently renewable resource if managed properly. Sound forest management results in a stable 

economic return for landowners, local resources to support local industry, and perhaps most importantly, an 

incentive for keeping large tracts of land free of development and available to the public for recreation, wildlife 

and scenic enjoyment. However, poor forest management can result in the degradation of biological diversity 

and can damage scenic landscapes. Forest management can be accomplished in a manner that does not create 

erosion or adversely impact scenic areas and wildlife. Generally, a sound forest management plan should be 

based on a number of objectives, including sustainable timber production, the protection of water quality, 

maintaining a diversity of wildlife habitat, and aesthetic enhancement. Whatever the objectives of a forest 

property owner, developing and implementing a forest management plan is the best means of managing a forest 

parcel for long-term, sustainable forest production. 

The majority of the town’s forest land is privately owned. While much of the private forest is made up of large 

parcels associated with single-family residences, many undeveloped parcels under forest management also 

exist. Of the privately owned forestland in town, more than 11,000 acres are currently enrolled in the state’s 

current use program, and are therefore managed in accordance with a forest management plan approved by the 

county forester (see Figure 11-4). 

Wildlife 
In addition to its 3,400 human residents, Norwich is home to a variety of animal species. To survive, these 

animals require substantial acreage, preferably in large, solid blocks interconnected by undisturbed corridors for 

seasonal movement. The preservation of a diverse array of species requires more than protection of identified 

deer wintering areas or bird nesting sites. Certain species such as black bear that require large contiguous 

habitat areas, which also support a variety of other species, serve as indicators of the health and diversity of 

local wildlife populations. 

In Norwich, forested upland areas are home to bear, deer, bobcat, moose and coyote. The Connecticut River and 

its tributaries support natural and stocked populations of brook, brown and rainbow trout. The Connecticut 

River is also a major route for bird migration. The marshes and other wetlands along the Connecticut River 

provide migrating songbirds and raptors with food, water and shelter. Numerous species of waterfowl, including 

ducks, egrets and blue herons, occur along the river. Non-game small mammals such as beavers and otters that 

need continuous access to water abound along the river. Wetlands also provide critical habitat for a variety of 

species such as mink, otter, beaver, black bear, grey fox, moose, ducks, herons, other wading birds and shore 

birds and other species. 

Special natural areas contribute to the quality of life in Norwich, promoting species diversity, aesthetic 

enjoyment, recreation and education. Natural areas in Norwich include orchid swamps, peat bogs, vernal pools, 

, fall-line gorges, estuaries and deer yards. Natural areas can be identified and graded in order of their 

uniqueness or significance. Such an assessment would provide direction for conservation efforts. Important 

natural areas can be protected through purchase, through encouraging landowners to seek permanent 

conservation protection, and through careful review of proposed development. 

The main threat to wildlife habitat is fragmentation. Figure 11-3 illustrates the impacts of land subdivision and 

fragmentation of large tracts of forestland on wildlife populations in northern New England. The left-hand 
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column identifies expected species in large tracts of undeveloped forest, while each subsequent column depicts 

the species likely to be lost as the land is subdivided into smaller parcels for scattered development. 

In order to maintain habitat for animals that have large home ranges, such as bear, bobcat, fisher, and moose, 

and other animals that are sensitive to human disturbance, such as wood thrushes, larger blocks of forest or 

meadowland, or wetland habitat need to be conserved. Blocks up to 20 acres are home to species typical of 

urban and suburban landscapes (e.g., raccoons, skunks, and squirrels). Moose, bald eagles, goshawks and 

similar species usually require 500 to 2,500 acres, while blocks of more than 2,500 acres may hold the full 

complement of species expected to occur in this region of Vermont. 

Within Norwich, a number of large, unfragmented blocks of forest remain, including: 

 2,600 acres between Beaver Meadow and Turnpike Roads, which continues into the Town of Sharon 

 2,000 acres south of Bragg Hill Road 

 1,500 acres between Upper Turnpike Road and New Boston Road 

 1,400 acres between Turnpike Road and Upper Turnpike Road, which continues into the adjoining towns of Sharon, 

Strafford and Thetford 

 1,000 acres between New Boston Road & Bradley Hill Road 

Maintaining contiguous forested lands within Norwich, as well as between Norwich and neighboring towns, 

protects wildlife habitats found in core forests and provides corridors that connect larger blocks of forest.  

While many residents enjoy hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing and have extensive knowledge of local wildlife 

and fisheries, the information has not been documented. Most of the town’s important wildlife habitats have not 

been inventoried or mapped. The extent of documented knowledge about wildlife habitat in Norwich is 

surprisingly limited, in part because of the amount of fieldwork and mapping needed to document local 

populations. For this reason, site-specific evaluations may be required to determine the potential impacts to 

wildlife and important habitat associated with a particular subdivision or development proposal.  

Scenic Resources & Rural Character 
Norwich is appreciated by most of its residents as a quiet community for rural living. Commercial development 

is limited to retail and service establishments on Main Street and the easterly side of Route 5 and home businesses. 

Route 5. The many small businesses and offices that residents operate from their homes remain inconspicuous. 

The green in the center of Norwich village and the historic homes along or near Main Street are a visual 

reminder of the community’s heritage. Abandoned cellar-holes and granite posts mark former homesteads of the 

town’s founding families and their descendants. 

Norwich is no longer primarily an agricultural town, but retains a few moderately-sized farms and much rural 

character. Open country and meandering roads that follow lively brooks between forested slopes lead to small 

hamlets with names like Beaver Meadow, Union Village, Pompanoosuc and Podunk. The Connecticut River 

with its tributary, the Ompompanoosuc, open fields and remaining patches of pasture add to the variety and 

beauty. 

Yet, as the town’s landscape continues to change, residents recognize that Norwich’s rural character is 

threatened. The views from the roads, fanning like fingers of a hand from Norwich village, are changing as 

more homes are built, so that passersby are required to look between houses to glimpse the view beyond. This 

section of the plan describes the main elements of Norwich’s rural character – its agricultural and forest lands, 

brooks and wetlands, wildlife and vulnerable habitats, scenic roads and vistas, historic buildings and sites, 

views of the night sky and a quiet environment. Other elements, such as the traditional village settlement pattern 

and clustered housing in relation to open space, are discussed in other sections of the plan, but are equally 

important in a discussion of natural resources. In order to preserve rural character, it is necessary to identify the 

elements of Norwich’s natural and built environment that creates that character. 
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Scenic Resources 

Long vistas across open farmland to the town’s upland forests to the west and across the Connecticut River 

toward the White Mountains to the east create a landscape of great scenic beauty in Norwich. A scenic area can 

be one with views of farmsteads surrounded by pasture, of compact villages nestled among hills, and of arching 

trees over dirt roads. It can also be views of mountain ridgelines seen across a level or gently rolling field. 

These areas combine elements of contrast, reflect order and harmony, and contain intact patterns and focal 

points. Scenic beauty is linked to the visual relationships between the built environment, open farmland, 

mountains and rivers. 

Norwich’s scenic beauty and rural character is heavily influenced by the patchwork pattern of meadow and 

forest resulting from more than two centuries of farming. The beauty of the agricultural landscape comes from 

the productive use of the land and its seasonally changing colors, textures and patterns. Open lands are 

responsible for the wide and distant views found along many of the town’s roads. Striking views that include 

forested mountains in the distance with a foreground and middle-ground of rolling countryside can be seen from 

many vantage points in town, and have nearly universal appeal as scenic resources. 

 

Scenic Vistas and Roads. The Natural Resources Questionnaire circulated to Norwich residents in 1988 brought 

out nominations for scenic areas from nearly all respondents and included roads through most of the fall-line 

gorges that followed tumbling brooks through unbroken forest; for instance, the Crooked Half-Mile, lower 

Bragg Hill Road and Tigertown Road. Views considered the best were those from the top of Gile Mountain, 

upper Bragg Hill, Bradley Hill, and along the Connecticut River. Special areas included the Village Green in 

fall foliage season, the New Boston beaver ponds, the Norwich Grand Canyon, and the Van Arman and Smith 

farms. 

The 360-degree panorama from the fire tower atop Gile Mountain is one of the area’s most extensive and 

accessible vistas. On a clear day, a half-hour walk offers views of both the Green Mountains and White 

Mountains, along with much of the Connecticut River valley stretching between the two. 

In 2003, the Norwich Conservation Commission undertook to produce the Norwich Open Space Priorities 

Informal Plan which enumerated Norwich’s significant open spaces in the belief that a rational open space 

system is fundamental to maintaining and enhancing the character of the town as it grows. (See Chapter 9 for a 

further discussion of scenic roads.) 

Ridgelines. The scenic qualities of a forested ridgeline or hillside silhouetted against the sky, can be 

compromised by poorly planned development, such as inappropriate building placement, site design, material 

selection and excessive clearing. While they are some of the most visually sensitive areas of town, Norwich’s 

hillsides and ridgelines are highly desired locations because of the views they offer. It is possible to locate 

development in the town’s uplands in a manner that preserves the scenic qualities of the landscape. Landowners 

wanting a more open view in a forest setting can limb trees and selectively cut branches to create view corridors 

rather than clear-cut a swath of trees. As described before, the town’s hills and ridgelines have been identified 

as a critical component of its scenic character. The town’s Ridgeline Protection Overlay district was designed to 

protect these fragile and beautiful features of the town’s landscape. 

Rural Character 
Open Space. Compact village clusters surrounded by open space - all land that is not built on - help define the 

character of Norwich as a New England town with roots deep in the past. Open meadows, fields and woods 

contribute to the enjoyment of residents and visitors alike as they walk or ride along the town’s roads and trails; 

they are an essential part of Norwich’s scenic beauty. Farmlands preserve open stretches viewed from Interstate 

91 and Route 5, as well as closer to town and along Union Village Road. Other open lands are vital parts of 

favorite areas, such as Bradley Hill Road and Bragg Hill Road. Farm fields and pastures, which comprise less than 

15 percent of the town’s land area, are critical to retaining views, especially for travelers on the town’s roads. 

Norwich is fortunate that it retains much of its open space. Currently, less than 10 percent of the town’s land 

area has been developed, yet parcels are being continuously subdivided and developed. Remaining areas should 

be identified and prioritized for possible protection. Landowners can be encouraged to do this through 
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conservation easements, development plans that group or cluster houses together leaving the remaining land as 

preserved open space, and estate planning that considers the future use of the land. 

 

Agricultural Structures and Patterns. Historic farmhouses, barns and other agricultural outbuildings are also 

essential components of the town’s rural character. They are an architectural connection to the town’s history 

and heritage as a farming community. Other visual reminders of the agricultural use of Norwich’s land are the 

stone walls and hedgerows that define the edges of fields and meadows. They create a recognizable pattern on 

the landscape that reinforces the town’s rural character. While farmsteads, fields and pastures may pass from 

productive to residential use, the architectural elements and visual patterns can provide a framework for 

appropriately locating and designing development so that it fits into a rural environment. New uses can be found 

for obsolete farm structures, giving them new life while maintaining their architectural integrity.  

 

Lighting. The skies above and the views from and toward Norwich are appreciated at night as well as day. The 

ability to enjoy a view of the night sky without the intrusion of artificial lighting is another component of the 

town’s rural character. The ability to enjoy the night sky can be reduced by excessive and unshielded lighting. 

Public safety and welfare require adequate illumination in proper places, but excessive lighting may produce 

unsafe or unpleasant conditions in which unshielded light glares into the eyes of drivers and into houses. 

Excessive lighting also unnecessarily consumes energy. 

Noise. Intrusive noise is out of character in a rural setting, where people expect a quiet atmosphere interspersed 

with natural sounds like bird songs or flowing water. Traffic and other sources of noise can diminish rural 

character. 

Trails and Greenways 
Appalachian Trail. The Appalachian Trail, a 2,178-mile, continuous hiking trail from Mt. Katahdin, Maine to 

Springer Mountain, Georgia travels more than five miles through Norwich. The National Park Service owns 

697 acres around the trail in Norwich. After traversing about two miles by roadway from Ledyard Bridge via 

Main Street to the trail entrance near the top of Elm Street, the trail generally follows the ridgelines that define 

the southern part of the Blood Brook watershed. The Dartmouth Outing Club maintains this segment of the trail.  

The Appalachian Trail Conference and Upper Valley Land Trust worked to acquire and hold conservation 

easements on abutting lands to create a buffer for the trail. In Norwich, 556 acres adjacent to the trail corridor 

have been conserved in addition to the lands owned by the National Park Service. Altogether, this protected 

greenway corridor represents four percent of Norwich’s land area. 

This major open space corridor serves as a backbone of protected recreational land and has been a driving force 

to develop an interconnected trail system throughout the town. Connections currently exist from the 

Appalachian Trail to the following town trails and roads: Cossingham Trail, Tucker Trail, Happy Hill Road, 

Burton Woods Road, Brown School House Road, Ballard Trail, Gile Mountain Ridge Trail, Heyl Trail, Elm 

Street, Bragg Hill Road, Hopson Road and the informal trail under the power transmission line. 

Ecologically, the Appalachian Trail corridor provides habitat for a diverse array of plant and animal species. It 

travels through a forested landscape with an understory of ferns and wildflowers to emerge briefly for expansive 

views on its path from Elm Street over Bragg Hill to the Jericho area and on into Hartford. The protected 

corridor is an excellent example of the Northern Hardwood Forest natural community and the related Hemlock 

Northern Hardwood Forest community. The area includes some important wetlands and an area of mesic forest, 

which is home to a number of rare plant species. 

 

Town Trails. Norwich’s trails and greenways provide a valued resource for citizens and visitors. A favorite 

bicycle and jogging route travels along the Connecticut River on the River Road and then extends north into 

Thetford. Another walking and jogging route for residents and visitors alike makes a loop on Route 5 south and 

Hopson Road, taking advantage of the open spaces of the Booth property and the Warner Meadow, both 

protected with conservation easements donated to the Upper Valley Land Trust. 
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The Milton Frye Nature Area adjacent to the Marion Cross School is readily accessible to school children and 

the general public close to the center of town. With interpretative stops, it helps to educate classes of school 

children and others, as well as to provide a peaceful respite. Trails owned by the town, leading to Gile Mountain 

(the highest peak in town) and to the Schmidt Preserve with its showy lady slippers (a rare plant species), 

provide access to other favorite spots in the fall and spring, respectively. Another resource, the Bill Ballard 

Trail, follows the Charles Brown Brook down the length of the Fire District watershed land. 

A trail created by the mutual efforts of the Montshire Museum and the conservation commissions of Norwich 

and Hartford leads from the museum to Wilder Village. It and other Montshire trails – one for finding 

wildflowers and one along the Connecticut River – are valued assets. 

Class 4 roads and numerous trails are used by hikers, bikers, horseback riders, cross-country skiers and 

snowmobilers. Many are not identified on maps. Some roads and trails could be interconnected to provide a 

continuous network, both in Norwich and adjoining towns. Ways may be found to provide safe hiking and 

biking passage to the Huntley Meadow from the center of town. 

Trails in Norwich with permanent easements or on public land are mapped and included in the Norwich GIS 

and are shown on Map 4. Opportunities to interconnect existing trails need to be explored. Other corridors of 

open space need to be identified and landowners encouraged to protect them, perhaps using the Appalachian 

Trail Corridor as a model and creating links to it. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 
Norwich’s wealth of historic and cultural resources is essential to its sense of place and character. They are key 

elements of the town’s traditional settlement pattern, energy sustainability, scenic resources and rural character, 

and economic sustainability.  

Norwich’s iconic town center results from centuries of town settlement, construction, and preservation of 

distinctive houses, public buildings, places of worship, and commercial buildings. This town center is the focal 

point for the broader town made special by its rural character and scenic resources.  

Long-time residents have protected these qualities while more recent residents choose to live in Norwich in part 

because of its sense of place and character. These qualities thus contribute to Norwich’s strong property values 

and the viability of its town center. 

Norwich’s historic resources range from undisturbed Native American sites to Civil War letters; from historic 

buildings to portraits of those who owned them, and from 18
th

-century account books to 20
th

-century 

photographs. The diversity of historical documents within the town and in nearby repositories is staggering, but 

myth often replaces fact. Our historical resources furnish the elements of truth often obscured in fanciful 

folklore. For instance, Blood Brook is often described as the site of an Indian massacre. The closest Native 

American conflict to Norwich was the raid on Royalton on October 16, 1780. Blood Brook more likely received 

its name because of the tanneries located on its banks. 

Norwich’s historical resources are recognized at the local, state and national levels. The Norwich Village 

Historic District is listed in the National Register of Historic Places and numerous historic structures are 

identified in the state’s historic register. Resources buried in the earth, built on the landscape and preserved in 

town archives are used on a daily basis. They are integral to, and help to define, the town’s unique sense of 

community through the years. 

Archaeological Resources 
Native American Resources. Although few of the town’s archaeological sites have been identified and fewer 

still studied, it is possible to predict, based on environmental characteristics, where certain kinds of prehistoric 

Native American sites would be more likely found. Results from archaeological investigations around Vermont 

in recent decades suggest that prehistoric sites are typically located within 300 to 500 feet of an existing or relict 

water source, on gently sloping land, or adequately drained soils with a southeast-south-southwest exposure. 

These lands provided essential resources that attracted human populations. People exploited these resources and 

left behind archaeological remains of their activities at these locations. 
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In Norwich, the confluences of the town’s rivers and brooks on the rich alluvial plains adjacent to the 

Connecticut River are known to harbor vestiges of civilizations that pre-date colonial settlement by thousands 

of years. The Ompompanoosuc River (the Native American name meaning ‘place of very white stones’) is 

associated with Native American heritage. From Gile Mountain and Griggs Mountain to Brown Brook and 

Blood Brook, and the Connecticut River, all have the potential for revealing evidence of Native American 

activity. In 1994, a Marion Cross Elementary School student located a projectile point during a casual walk on 

the Fire District land. 

It is important to recognize and respect the importance of these ancient dwelling, hunting and burial sites and 

not to disturb or pilfer them for curiosity’s sake. Casual ‘digs’ destroy the ability of professional archaeologists 

to accurately date and study buried artifacts. The Vermont Division for Historic Preservation should be 

contacted if a site is inadvertently unearthed. Not every site is worthy of preservation, but an expert should be 

called to assess the find. 

Colonial Resources. Archaeology also tells us a lot about the colonists who came to settle in what would 

become Norwich. As far as is known, none of the original houses built by the earliest colonists – Jacob Fenton, 

the Hutchinsons or the Messengers – survive. Throughout Vermont, examples of pre-Revolutionary War 

architecture are rare, as many buildings were destroyed during the war. Archaeological research, coupled with 

information from primary manuscripts, would likely locate the archaeological remains of the first town’s 

homesteads, mills and other structures. 

18th and 19th Century Resources. Excavations around the Marion Cross School during construction of the 1993 

addition unearthed cadet buttons, eating utensils, clay pipes and ceramic plates used at Norwich University. A 

gnarled piece of iron found at the site illustrates the heat of the fire that destroyed the south barracks in 1866, 

leading to the university’s move to Northfield. Granite posts along the road and ripples in the land tell of the 

rich manufacturing history of potash works, blacksmith shops, tanneries and orchards. Near many of Norwich’s 

18
th

- and 19
th

-century homes are ‘trash pits’ where domestic refuse was dumped. With time, these textured soils 

become a buried record of lifestyle. Ceramic bits found in these historic dumpsters document dishes imported 

from England, France and China. In fact, potsherds (broken archaeological samples) recently found near the 

Norwich Inn suggest that 19
th

-century dinners were served on fancy Chinese porcelain plates. 

Although largely gone from the landscape, Norwich’s industrial history can be understood through archaeology. 

For instance, the Pattersonville Chair Factory was located on the Ompompanoosuc. While the factory was 

originally composed of more than nine buildings including sawmills, warehouses and a company store, only 

two structures remain. Together with photographic documentation and business records, the archaeological 

potential of the site is rich. Lewiston village, once a thriving community with stores, homes, sawmill, icehouse 

and railroad depot, was razed when the interstate ramps were built in the 1960s. Three existing buildings, 

photographs, maps and concentrations of archaeological resources document the history of this site.  

Historic Resources 
Material Culture. Material culture is an academic phrase for what can be described as above-ground 

archaeology. The study of material culture focuses on structures and objects like buildings, bridges, roads, 

domestic furnishings, tools and machines to better understand history through the daily life of the time. It 

complements the traditional study of history by linking the written word to the three-dimensional world. 

Norwich’s history, in large part, can be understood by driving along Main Street, where impressive neoclassical 

houses speak of an affluent, highly style-conscious community. Large, hipped roof houses with connected barns 

and out-buildings along outlying roads tell of well-off farmers and a complicated network of trade and 

commerce.  

Historically, houses and outbuildings were built with convenience and practicality in mind. Until recently, the 

latter (barns, wood sheds, stables, sugar and milk houses, chicken coops, hog houses, etc.) were integral parts of 

domestic space in Norwich. Some of these structures have been renovated and adapted to current needs. Others 

have fallen into disrepair, eventually to become part of the archaeological record rather than visual landscape. In 

addition to recording a way of life and use of resources, farmhouses, barns, outbuildings are an essential 

component of the town’s rural character, as described elsewhere in this plan. 
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Primary Resources. The artifacts of Norwich’s history are diverse and plentiful. The Norwich Historical Society 

seeks to “preserve and interpret items from Norwich’s past” including textiles, ceramics, paintings and prints, 

maps, letters and photographs. Thus, there is a repository for the safe-keeping of items found in homes, 

businesses, antique shops and flea markets that directly relate to town history. 

Records at the Town Clerk’s Office and at the county seats in Woodstock and Middlesex are also invaluable 

resources for telling the complex story of Norwich’s settlement and development. The Vermont Historical 

Society, Shelburne Museum, Bennington Museum, Special Collections at Dartmouth College, and Norwich 

University archives are additional repositories for historical resources. Family archives are another important 

resource. Many Norwich homes house heirlooms in attics, cellars, closets and trunks. While the 18
th

 and 19
th

 

centuries intrigue us, Norwich’s 20th-century history is just as significant. It is perhaps the century that has 

witnessed the most change in the town’s daily routines. 

Architectural Resources. Norwich’s architectural heritage is one historic resource that is unmatched in the 

Upper Valley. Norwich village (Main Street and adjacent side streets) was placed on the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1991 because it retains its early scale and architectural integrity. The Beaver Meadow Union 

Chapel was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1995. The classification is honorific and does 

not place restrictions or covenants on the buildings. Numerous buildings throughout town are also listed on the 

state historic register. 

Older Buildings and Energy Sustainability. Although retrofitting older buildings to increase energy efficiency 

may be expensive, the actual cost in energy consumption of demolition, disposing of the used materials, 

manufacturing and transporting new materials, and construction will often make retrofitting of existing older 

buildings a more energy-efficient and sustainable option. These factors should be considered when making 

decisions regarding the fate of older and, more importantly, historic buildings that have become functionally 

obsolete. In addition to these more direct costs, the embodied energy - energy used to create the materials and 

construct the original building - will also be lost. Many of the newer techniques for evaluating energy efficiency 

and sustainability in construction take these factors into account. The retrofitting of older buildings may also 

qualify for many tax credits, grants, and low interest loans created to support both historic preservation and 

energy efficiency. 
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 

Goal I Maintain and improve the quality of our air, water, wildlife and land resources. 

Maintain the high quality of the town’s air resources by 

discouraging uses and practices that generate air 

pollution. 
       

 

Action I.1.a    Monitor local sources of air pollution. 

Action I.1.b Promote use of efficient, less polluting technologies to heat buildings, especially non-polluting wood-
burning practices. 

Action I.1.c Consider the impacts of new development on traffic congestion that would result in increased air pollution.  

Action I.1.d Support efforts to raise weight limits to allow heavy trucks access to Interstate 91 rather than being 
required to travel on Route 5 through the village. 

Action I.1.e Collaborate with neighboring communities and Advance Transit to provide mass transit services for Norwich 
residents as a means of reducing air pollutants from private vehicle emissions. 

Action I.1.f Promote compact development patterns consistent  with the size, scale and number of units in existing 
developments the largest of which is 24 as a way to reduce air pollution by decreasing automobile 
dependence and increasing the feasibility of mass transit. 

Action I.1.g      Use the town’s zoning regulations to control dust from activities such as construction sites, and resource extraction         

                                  and processing operations. 

Ensure the responsible use of gravel and sand resources to 

provide long-term benefit to the town.        

Action I.2.a     Identify sand and gravel deposits, and conserve these limited resources for future uses. 

Action I.2.b Use the town’s zoning regulations to require the use of appropriate techniques to minimize environmental 
impact of sand and gravel extraction and provide for reclamation of the land. 

Action I.2.c Require all applicants for resource extraction operations to prepare, submit and implement erosion control, 
storm water management and site restoration plans. 

Action I.2.d Require all applicants for resource extraction operations to operate in a manner that avoids or minimizes 
impacts to natural, scenic and historic resources, public infrastructure and quality of life for nearby 
residents to the greatest extent feasible. 

Action I.2.e Require adequate storm water management and erosion control measures for stockpiled sand, gravel, soil, 
salt or other similar materials. 

Action I.2.f      Prohibit the stockpiling of sand, gravel, soil, salt or similar materials in areas adjacent to public water supplies,   

                                 identified aquifers and surface waters. 
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Encourage the preservation of prime agricultural soils and 

viable tracts of productive farmland.        

 

Action I.3.a    Promote landowner participation in the state’s current use program. 

Action I.3.b Explore other methods to reduce the property tax burden of maintaining viable tracts of productive 
farmland. 

Action I.3.c Continue identification and evaluation of active and potential agricultural lands by methods such as the 
Land Evaluation and Site Assessment for Farmland (LESA) program. 

Action I.3.d Use Norwich’s zoning and subdivision regulations to promote the conservation of farmland by permitting 
homes to be clustered while maintaining viable tracts of productive farmland. 

Action I.3.e Encourage development to be located along the edges of fields or on the least productive land in order to 
preserve primary agricultural soils, allow for continued agricultural use and maintain the scenic character of 
Norwich’s rural landscape. 

Action I.3.f Designate development envelopes on lots being created or newly built upon to ensure that buildings are 
sited to minimize impacts on agricultural soils and productive farmland. 

Action I.3.g Encourageadjacent lots to share roads, drives and utility corridors whenever feasible to limit fragmentation 
of agricultural soils and productive farmland. 

Action I.3.h     Support the ability of current and future residents to grow food locally by promoting the conservation of  
                             agricultural soils, including pockets not large enough to support traditional farming operations. 

Maintain the town’s steep slopes in a manner that prevents 

erosion, changes to natural drainage patterns and 

loss of scenic character. 
       

 

Action I.4.a      Use the town’s zoning and subdivision regulations to control development in areas characterized by         
                              shallow soils and/or steep slopes to reduce erosion and pollution potential. 

Action I.4.b Review development on moderately steep slopes and prohibit development on severely steep slopes. 

Action I.4.c Require the preparation and implementation of storm water management and erosion control plans for 
development on steep slopes. 

Action I.4.d     Limit removal of woody vegetation on steep slopes. 

Protect the aquifers and groundwater that are the sources of 

Norwich’s present and future drinking water 

supply. 
       

 

Action I.5.a     Identify and protect potential drinking water resources. 
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Action I.5.b Identify and map all public water supplies and known aquifers in Norwich. 

Action I.5.c Re-evaluate the boundaries of the existing Aquifer Protection District. 

Action I.5.d Regulate development to prevent contamination of public water supplies and known aquifers due to the 
on-site production, storage or disposal of potential pollutants or hazardous materials. 

Action I.5.e Test groundwater in Norwich village to identify any pollution from septic systems. 

Action I.5.f Develop contingency plans for supplying Norwich village with potable water in case of a disaster that 
contaminates the current drinking water supply. 

        Action I.5.g     Develop plans to add a filtration plant to the existing water system owned and controlled by the Norwich  
                              Fire District that serves Norwich village should treatment become necessary due to pollution of the     
                              groundwater stored in the aquifer. 

Maintain and improve the water quality in the town’s brooks 

and rivers.        

 

Action I.6.a       Collaborate with neighboring Upper Valley communities in a regional effort to manage riverfront lands and   
                               improve the water quality of the Connecticut River. 

Action I.6.b Participate in state, regional, federal and other efforts to protect the Connecticut River. 

Action I.6.c Regulate development to prevent contamination of surface waters due to the on-site production, storage 
or disposal of potential pollutants or hazardous materials. 

Action I.6.d Prohibit all discharges into rivers and brooks from failed septic systems, construction site erosion, storm 
water run-off, agricultural run-off and other sources of pollution that would adversely affect water quality. 

Action I.6.e Review development plans to assure adequate setbacks of buildings and septic systems to prevent erosion 
and pollution and minimize alteration of stream courses. 

Action I.6.f Encourage the maintenance or establishment of vegetated riparian buffers along the town’s surface waters 
in order to filter storm water runoff, prevent soil erosion, protect wildlife and fish habitat and maintain 
water quality. 

Action I.6.g Promote the maintenance and planting of native woody plant species within riparian buffers by educating 
landowners about both appropriate native and inappropriate invasive trees and shrubs. 

Action I.6.h Limit the maintenance or creation of expanses of lawn within riparian buffers in order to prevent erosion 
and maintain the natural condition and function of waterfront lands. 

Action I.6.i      Educate the owners of waterfront properties about the potential impact of household chemicals, de-icers,  
                             animal waste, and lawn and garden products and practices on water quality. 

Protect public safety and private property from flood hazards 

by maintaining the natural functions of the town’s 

floodplains and stream corridors. 
       

 

Action I.7.a     Continue to participate in and meet the requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program so that      
                              owners within floodplains are eligible for flood insurance. 
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Action I.7.b Regulate development in order to prevent loss of life or property by prohibiting further significant 
development within identified floodways and floodplains. 

Action I.7.c Review any proposed development, alteration of the natural grade or loss of pervious ground cover within 
identified floodways and floodplains in order to prevent restrictions to the flow of floodwaters or 
reductions in the natural ability of the land to absorb floodwaters. 

Action I.7.d Complete geomorphic assessments on the town’s streams and implement measures to minimize loss of life 
or property due to fluvial erosion. 

Action I.7.e Explore adoption of river corridor regulations to limit development in areas prone to fluvial erosion hazards. 

Action I.7.f Do not locate any municipal or critical facilities, other than water-dependent structures, within mapped 
flood hazard or river corridor areas. 

Preserve the functions and prevent the loss of the town’s 

wetlands.        

 

Action I.8.a     Identify and assess the town’s wetlands. 

Action I.8.b Complete the identification and mapping of Norwich’s wetlands. 

Action I.8.c Petition the state to reclassify wetlands that the town considers of national importance to Class I status to 
ensure a higher level of protection. 

Action I.8.d Maintain provisions in Norwich’s zoning and subdivision regulations to minimize the loss of wetlands to 
development. 

Action I.8.e Educate landowners about the function and value of wetlands, including their role in storing water during 
storm events and reducing the severity of downstream flooding. 

Action I.8.f Require construction of compensatory flood storage if wetlands that provide flood storage will be lost or 
adversely affected by proposed development so as to achieve no net loss of the affected wetland’s flood 
storage function. 

Conserve significant wildlife habitats, especially the habitats of 

rare and endangered species, protect core blocks of 

forest and maintain forest connectivity between 

blocks. 

       

 

Action I.9.a Define, identify, map and document Norwich’s significant wildlife and plant habitats, including forest blocks 
and habitat connectors. 

Action I.9.b Map larger blocks of contiguous forest land and potential travel corridors between those blocks in Norwich 
and neighboring towns.  

Action I.9.c Review subdivision and site plans to assess their effects on forest blocks, habitat connectors and significant 
wildlife habitats in order to encourage their protection. 
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Action I.9.d Require new development to be located and configured in a manner that minimizes adverse impacts on 
forest blocks and critical wildlife habitat, including travel corridors, deer wintering areas and natural areas 
to the greatest extent feasible. 

Action I.9.e Require buffers between new development and significant wildlife habitats. 

Action I.9.f Use the town’s zoning and subdivision regulations to protect the habitats of rare and endangered species. 

Action I.9.g    Promote the protection of rare and endangered species, and their habitats, by the town’s landowners.  

Encourage the conservation of working forestlands and the use 

of management practices that enhance forest health 

and long-term productivity. 
   

 

   

 

Action I.10.a Promote landowner participation in the state’s current use program for forestlands. 

Action I.10.b     Manage town forests and other forested public land in accordance with best practices in order to    
    conserve and maintain them as a long-term resource. 

Action I.10.c Require forestry practices that minimize erosion and damage to watercourses.  

Goal J Identify, protect and preserve the important natural and historic features that create Norwich’s scenic 

landscapes and community character. 

Protect the scenic beauty and rural character of Norwich’s 

forests, open lands, shorelines and roads.        

 

Action J.1.a    Identify and prioritize scenic areas and roads in town. 

Action J.1.b Develop and implement plans to protect and encourage protection of identified scenic areas and roads of 
highest priority. 

Action J.1.c Require new development to be located and designed in a manner that minimizes its impacts on the town’s 
identified scenic resources. 

Action J.1.d Designate development envelopes on lots being created or newly built upon where deemed necessary to 
ensure that buildings are sited to minimize impacts on identified scenic resources. 

Action J.1.e Encourage the use of construction materials and colors for new construction in identified scenic areas that 
will result in structures blending into their surroundings. 

Action J.1.f Limit the scale and height of new structures to be built in identified scenic areas so that new development 
will better fit into its surroundings. 

Action J.1.g     Require landscaping as needed to screen new development from view or blend it into the surrounding  
                                       landscape. 
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Preserve Norwich’s ridgelines in their natural state without 

visible intrusions by development as an integral 

component of the town’s scenic character as viewed 

from public lands and roads. 

       

 

        Action J.2.a      Identify ridgelines and review proposed development on or adjacent to them in order to minimize  
                               impacts on the town’s scenic character. 

Action J.2.b Limit clearing of existing vegetation on development sites. 

Action J.2.c Limit the height and placement of new structures so that they remain below nearby ridgelines and the 
forest canopy. 

Action J.2.d  Require landscaping as needed to screen new development or blend it into the surrounding landscape. 

Action J.2.e     Require the use of construction materials and colors that will enable structures to blend into their  
                                      surroundings. 

Preserve existing open space as a vital component of 

Norwich’s rural character.        

 

       Action J.3.a     Encourage landowners to keep their fields open and educate them about mowing practices that will not  
                              harm nesting birds.  

Action J.3.b Identify and evaluate significant open space areas in Norwich that may warrant special protection. 

Action J.3.c Develop and implement a plan to protect and encourage protection of open space of high priority utilizing 
landowner cooperation and by purchase, using the town’s Conservation Trust Fund and other private and 
public resources. 

Action J.3.d Use Norwich’s zoning and subdivision regulations to promote cluster/open space development, so as to 
maintain a significant amount of open space. 

Action J.3.e    Require that subdivision and site plans respond to the existing landscape features and patterns that are  
                            components of rural character such as hedgerows, stone walls, open fields and the terrain. 

Protect Norwich’s residents from the intrusion of noise, light, 

traffic and similar impacts at levels not 

characteristic of a rural environment. 
       

 

Action J.4.a       Regulate sources of loud or persistent noise such as aircraft overflights, vehicles that have removed  
                         exhaust noise suppression devices for greater power, vehicles and equipment with back-up alarms, and  
                         similar sources. 

Action J.4.b Establish and enforce daytime and nighttime noise levels that preserve the quality of life enjoyed and 
expected by town residents. 
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Action J.4.c Regulate lighting, so that it may be reasonable for public safety, but ensure access to the day and night sky 
by minimizing intrusive light. 

Action J.4.d Revise zoning and subdivision regulations to protect the environment from unnecessary, offensive and 
wasteful lighting, while providing such lighting as is reasonably necessary for public safety, and to ensure 
reasonable access to natural light and darkness. 

Action J.4.e Revise zoning and subdivision regulations to require new development projects to show that lighting and 
construction will not impede access to natural light and darkness for neighboring units. 

Enhance public access to Norwich’s rivers, streams and natural 

areas via an interconnected greenway system.        

 

Action J.5.a Identify and map existing trails and greenways. 

Action J.5.b Identify existing trails and Class 4 roads, and interconnect as possible and maintain them for public use. 

Action J.5.c Identify and map “unidentified corridors” as defined in the state’s Ancient Roads statute, and re-classify those that   

                                                     can be delineated to town highways or trails as appropriate based on the long-term interests of town residents. 

Action J.5.d Identify potential trail corridors to link existing trails and greenways with each other and with trail systems in  

                                                     neighboring towns.  

Action J.5.e Create public trails to access natural and scenic resource areas where feasible and appropriate. 

Action J.5.f Schedule regular maintenance of town trails by Conservation Commission/Trails Committee. 

Protect Norwich’s archaeological, historic and cultural 

resources in order to preserve the community’s 

history, heritage, culture and character for future 

generations. 

       

 

Action J.6.a    Establish criteria for identifying sites with potential archaeological value in Norwich. 

Action J.6.b Require professional assessments of the potential of new development to impact archaeological resources 
when development is proposed on sites identified as archaeologically sensitive. 

Action J.6.c Designate development envelopes on lots being created or newly built upon, where deemed necessary, to 
ensure that buildings are sited to minimize their impacts on archaeological resources.  

Action J.6.d Support work conducted by the Norwich Historical Society. 

Action J.6.e Establish criteria for identifying significant historical structures or sites in Norwich. 

Action J.6.f Identify, designate, map and document Norwich’s significant historic sites or structures to encourage 
greater public recognition, enjoyment and protection of these resources. 

Action J.6.g Identify any historic structures outside the town’s designated historic district or not included in the state’s 
inventory of historic resources. 

Action J.6.h Seek designation on the National Register of Historic Places for other Norwich villages like Beaver Meadow 
and Union Village. 
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Action J.6.i Allow for the adaptive reuse, restoration or reconstruction of historic structures that may otherwise not 
conform to zoning standards such as setbacks and height limits. 

Action J.6.j Review development plans prior to construction or demolition to prevent or minimize any adverse effects 
on significant historical sites or structures. 

Action J.6.k Document details of structures slated for remodeling or demolition with photographs and reports. 

Action J.6.l Require that subdivision and site plans respond to and incorporate existing historic structures and 
landscape features that speak to the town’s heritage, culture and character, such as cellar holes, stone walls 
and historic buildings including barns and agricultural outbuildings. 

Action J.6.m Require that new development be designed to maintain the historic context of the site and its environs, and 
to minimize its impact on historic value, architectural integrity and views of identified historic structures 
nearby. 

Encourage and support the retrofitting of older buildings as a 

more energy efficient and sustainable practice than 

demolition and rebuilding. 
       

 

Action J.7.a Consider the total cost of energy use and sustainability when determining whether to retrofit an older  
                                building or demolish it and re-build. Energy costs may include demolition, disposing of the used materials,  
                               manufacturing and transporting new materials, and construction. The embodied energy costs- energy  
                               used to create the materials and construct the original building - may also be considered and include the  
                               energy used to create the materials and construct the original building. 

Action J.7.b Provide information to owners of older and historic buildings about the many tax credits, grants, and low 
interest loans created to support both historic preservation and energy efficiency. 
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Land Use 

More than two centuries have brought about many changes in Norwich’s landscape as it has been transformed 

from a wilderness by settlers in the 1770s, to a rural town of farms and villages, to a bedroom community for 

nearby employment centers. The topography may be the same, but forests were cleared and allowed to grow 

again, pastures were created and then disappeared, streams were dammed and undammed, farmsteads were built 

and abandoned, and villages emerged.  

This land use plan attempts to identify those features of the natural and working landscape that should be 

preserved and to direct future land development in a manner that respects the desire of the community to 

preserve its rural character and quality of life, while creating homes and employment opportunities for current 

residents and future generations. The plan responds to our mutual needs and interdependencies as a community 

while respecting the rights and concerns of individual citizens. 

It must be recognized that Norwich’s landscape has never been and cannot be static and that change can be both 

necessary and positive. This land use plan describes current land use patterns in Norwich, assesses recent land 

use trends and establishes policies to direct future land use changes.  
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Norwich’s Land Use History  
Chapter 2 of this plan follows the transition of Norwich from a largely uninhabited wilderness in the mid-1700s 

to the residential community it has become today. Most of the land in Norwich has been through many changes 

since the original settlers arrived - first cleared of trees, then grazed clean by sheep, then either allowed to revert 

to forest or converted to pasture or hay field for dairy farms. Norwich is now 76 percent forested, and farm 

fields and pastures account for only 14 percent of its land area. 

For the most part, major land use changes in Norwich have been in response to economic changes of a regional, 

national or global nature. Transportation has played a significant role in these changes with the 1848 opening of 

the railroad that connected Norwich to markets throughout the country and the building of Interstates 91 and 89 

in the early 1970s that put the entire Northeast within a day’s drive of Norwich. The effect of changes in 

transportation, markets, and regulations on a regional, national and global level, and resulting changes in our 

agricultural activity have had a dramatic impact on the working landscape.  

Current Land Use in Norwich 

Residential Land Uses 
Over the past 50 years, Norwich’s pattern of residential development has changed from the early compact 

settlements separated by open farmland to a linear spread of houses along many of town’s major roads. Several 

large subdivisions with relatively small lots were created in or near Norwich village before the enactment of 

state subdivision regulations in 1968. Through the 1970s, development continued to occur closer to Norwich 

village. In the 1980s, construction began spreading further out along Turnpike Road, Beaver Meadow Road and 

New Boston Road. 

Much of this later development has been in lots slightly larger than 10 acres due to the exemption from state 

septic regulations for such parcels. The 10-acre exemption, created in 1968, had less impact after 1997 when the 

town on-site wastewater disposal regulations were changed to match those of the state and was removed entirely 

by the state in 2002. This 10-acre pattern created lots “too small to plow, but too big to mow”; that is not large 

enough for economically viable agriculture or forestry, but larger than needed for a private residence.  

Active farms have been disappearing from Norwich since the mid-1900s and former pastures or hay fields are 

now house lots or are reverting to woodland. A strong economy in the Upper Valley, the excellent reputation of 

the school system, and the availability of land drove residential development in the 1980s. The rate of growth 

slowed in the 1990s and 2000s, but the amount of open space being converted to residential lots continues to be 

substantial as shown in Figure 12-2 and the average new house lot is approximately five acres. (See Chapters 4 

and 5 for a more detailed analysis of population and housing growth in Norwich.)  Before decisions are made to 

increase/decrease the housing stock it needs to be determined what voters want the rate of growth to look like in 

the future.  A useful tool in determining what people want is a town wide survey.  Any survey will need to have 

a significant response if it is to have validity.  The last major survey in 2005 had an enormous response from 

990 residents. It should be understood that this Town Plan promotes and accommodates growth with no ceiling 

on the amount of growth that can occur in any one year nor is there a cap on the size of an individual 

development.  This plan needs to account for the possibility that Norwich’s population may well decline in 

future years subject to factors which have led to a decrease in population over the last several years. 

 

Potentially, there is enough land for many times the number of houses now in Norwich under current zoning 

even with substantial reduction of potential new lots in the rural residential district due to density limitations 

adopted in the 2002 subdivision regulations. However, there are constraints on residential development other 

than zoning, such as limited septic disposal capacity, steep slopes, limited access, state and federal wetlands 

rules, conservation easements, and private deed restrictions. There are a number of factors that could increase 

the pace of residential development in Norwich, including:  

 A strong regional economy. 

 State-wide planning, regulation, and growth designations. 
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 Continued state adoption of new technology for on-site wastewater treatment or introduction of a municipal 

wastewater system. 

 High taxes on undeveloped land forcing or encouraging owners to subdivide and sell. 

 Continued excellence of local schools relative to others in the region. 

 Less restrictive land use regulations. 

 There are also factors which could and have decreased the rate of growth in the past including: 

 Growth in surrounding towns which offer less expensive housing and employment opportunities 

 A weak regional economy 

 A job market which continues to expand in places other than Norwich 

 The high cost of living in Norwich 

 The growing cost of the municipal and school budgets 

As Norwich considers options regarding future development, it should be mindful of the core philosophy 

underlying our existing zoning system: if Norwich is to allow for more houses without destroying the rural 

character and scenic beauty of the town, development should be directed into areas suitable for that growth. To 

this end, under the existing zoning regulations, specific areas of the town that are easily accessible to good 

roads, town services, schools and public transportation – such as the historical village center – have been 

designated for more compact development, while outlying areas of town without that accessibility have been 

designated for lower densities of development. In outlying areas, Norwich encourages new non-agricultural 

buildings to be grouped or “clustered” to preserve larger contiguous parcels for agriculture, forestry or the 

protection of rural character and scenic beauty. 

Demand for residential housing, high property taxes, and the poor economic return from farming and forestry 

apply constant pressure to develop open land in Norwich. The housing demand is mostly created by regional 

economic factors (see Chapter 5, Housing Plan) but, as long as the town maintains its attractive rural character, 

good schools and town services, this demand will most likely continue. 

Commercial Land Uses 
Commercial development in Norwich has remained primarily in the Village Business zoning district and along 

the east side of Route 5 South in the Commercial/Industrial zoning district. The limited commercial activity 

along River Road mostly consists of “grandfathered” businesses that pre-date zoning. Although, at times, there 

has been demand for more commercial space, availability has been limited by the lack of a municipal 

wastewater system and the town’s Zoning Regulations. The Village Business District is almost filled to 

capacity. The Commercial/Industrial District on Route 5 South has direct access to the state highway and 

Interstate 91, but the area has been only partially developed due to poor conditions for on-site wastewater 

disposal and the presence of Class II wetlands. Future development has been limited by the conversion of a 

portion of the 70-acre commercially-zoned parcel owned by the Dresden School District to athletic playing 

fields. 

Home businesses exist throughout the town, but the visibility of many is low because zoning regulations allow 

only one sign up to four square feet and no outside display of goods or equipment. Many of these businesses 

have no signs at all.  

Although at one time, additional commercial development in Norwich was considered by some to have a 

positive effect on the property tax burden by increasing the value of the Grand List without adding students to 

the school, Acts 60 and 68 changed Vermont’s school funding formula and implemented a statewide system to 

redistribute education tax revenue based on per pupil funding. Under the current education funding system, the 

argument can no longer be made that commercial development will necessarily result in tax benefits for 

residential property owners. The debate around school funding over the past two decades points out that towns 
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should not substitute tax policies for land use policies, as the tax structure may change and yesterday’s “fiscal 

winner” may not remain as such. 

Public and Privately Conserved Land 
Approximately 11 percent of land in Norwich is either permanently protected from development or controlled 

by the town/fire district, state or federal government. Additional land may be protected by private deed 

restrictions; however, since these restrictions may be removed in some cases by future owners or may not 

legally hold up over time, they do not have the same force as conservation easements held by qualified 

organizations. 

Working Lands and Open Space 
For more than 50 years, working farms had been disappearing from the Norwich landscape as the town 

transitioned from a primarily agricultural community to a primarily residential community. However, it now 

appears that farms will not vanish entirely from Norwich; over the past decade, there has been an increase in the 

number of farms operating in town. The 2007 Agricultural Census counted 30 farms in the Norwich zip code as 

compared to 21 in 1997. 

Only one dairy farm remains in operation, but agriculture in Norwich is becoming increasingly diversified. 

There are at least seven farms currently operating in Norwich, according to a survey done by Norwich Historic 

Preservation  Commission and Norwich Historical Society as part of the exhibit, “Norwich Farms: Cycles of 

Change”. New farmers are turning to value-added, specialty and local food products to make agriculture 

economically viable. The town’s farms raise sheep, beef cattle, hogs and poultry, and grow fruits and 

vegetables, which are sold at roadside stands and farmer’s markets to Upper Valley residents and businesses 

who want to eat and serve more locally grown food. Rural landowners continue to undertake other traditional 

activities like maple sugaring, harvesting timber from managed woodlots, and extracting sand or gravel for sale 

to supplement their income. Increasing numbers of Norwich residents keep horses on large and small lots.  

Several hundred acres of farmland have been conserved in Norwich, which ensures that these lands will not be 

developed and will remain available for agricultural use. The best way to protect Norwich’s working and open 

lands remains for agriculture and forestry to be economically viable. While there is little local control over the 

economics of farming and forestry, the town should support the alternatives to the traditional dairy farm that are 

emerging - diversified agriculture, farm-based businesses, and local food and energy production – as a way to 

protect working and open lands. Undeveloped land with productive soils for agriculture or forestry has been 

inventoried and future development should be planned so as not to destroy access to this irreplaceable resource.  

In 2007, 129 parcels totaling 12,165 acres were enrolled in the state’s current-use program, which is intended to 

reduce the property taxes paid by owners of working farms and managed forest land. The landowner pays tax 

based on the value of the land for farming or agriculture and the state reimburses the town the difference 

between what the landowner pays and the full tax based on fair market value.  

Despite the amount of residential development in Norwich over the past 50 years, there are still many large 

parcels. The 2007 Grand List shows that 54 percent of the town’s total acreage is in parcels of more than 50 

acres (143 parcels) and that 32 percent is in parcels of more than 100 acres (55 parcels). Further, there remains a 

significant amount of cleared land in Norwich that is under-utilized, as many former farms have been divided 

into large lots. Some owners of these residential lots grow hay for sale, primarily to keep the land open, or 

brush-hog the pastures to keep growing hedgerows, juniper and pasture pines at bay. Limiting further 

fragmentation of these larger landholdings would have a number of benefits for the town including retaining a 

base of farm and forest land for future generations and protecting the rural character valued by current residents.  

Agricultural, forest, and open space land provide lower property tax receipts for the town than developed land; 

however, they also require very little in town services as compared with developed land. Agricultural, forest, 

and open space land does not provide children for the school or put any cars on town roads. This financial 

benefit to the town is in addition to the aesthetic benefits of living in a “rural” town and the environmental 

benefits of land conservation. In most cases, when open space land is developed for residential use, the 

additional new taxes do not cover the additional costs to the town over time. (See Chapter 4 for a more detailed 
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analysis of the costs versus benefits of development.) Large developments in areas of town with limited access 

and facilities could be very costly for all taxpayers in the future. 
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Future Land Use 
If Norwich is to protect its natural resources, preserve agricultural land, and maintain its rural character and 

scenic beauty, development will need to become less haphazard and more planned than it has been in recent 

decades. New economic forces have replaced those that shaped the town before the 1960s. The value of land is 

no longer in agriculture and logging, but in residential development. If left unregulated, residential development 

could occur in every “nook and cranny” that modern technology can find access and sewage disposal capability 

for, just as in the 19th-century, when the town was clear cut without restrictions with timber and sheep as the 

economic engine. 

Land Use Planning Areas  This section needs to be rewritten so that it is consistent with Map 11.  
Map 11 needs to be changed so that current zoning districts are unchanged. 
For the purpose of describing the desired future land use patterns in Norwich, the town has been divided into 

land use planning areas as shown on Map 11. Their purpose is to describe the future land use pattern and 

character envisioned (or under consideration, as noted) in various parts of the town. The density, scale and mix 

of land uses appropriate for each land use planning area are identified and important land use issues are 

discussed below. 

These areas are not intended to be regulatory, like zoning districts, and their boundaries are generalized. A land 

use planning area may encompass several zoning districts or, conversely, a single zoning district may include 

more than one land use planning area. The descriptions that follow are a sketch plan of the town’s vision for its 

future. As with a conceptual architectural drawing, a set of blueprints will need to be drafted to construct the 

building. The town’s land use regulations and related implementation tools are the detailed instructions that will 

ensure that the vision described in this land use plan is achieved over time. 

 

Village and Adjacent Lands. These lands include the most densely developed parts of town and are accessible 

from state and interstate highways.  

 

At the nucleus of this area is Norwich village - the historic center of the town. The village is densely developed, 

compact, human-scaled, pedestrian-oriented and mixed-use. It has a network of interconnected streets with 

sidewalks, street trees and buildings set close to the frontages. The village business district accommodates 

mixed-use development, commercial uses and civic spaces. Extending out from the downtown core are historic 

and more recently constructed residential neighborhoods. 

It is the intent of this plan that Norwich village: 

 Remain in the heart of the community where civic buildings, commercial enterprises such as Dan & Whits, the post office, 

bank and restaurants and other uses are located. 

 Retain its architectural integrity through the preservation of historic buildings and the compatible design of new structures.  

 Be pedestrian, rather than automobile, oriented by providing sidewalks and trail connections, managing and calming traffic,   

              and offering parking in a manner that maintains the aesthetic character of this historic center. 

To support a compact settlement pattern, Norwich zoning regulations currently provide that Norwich village 

and adjacent lands can be developed at higher densities than lands more distant from this center. Residential 

neighborhoods near the village should provide sidewalks and trails that allow residents to walk to school, 

shopping, services, transit stops and employment. Open spaces and parks should be preserved to protect 

important resources and provide opportunities for outdoor recreation and a connection to nature. 

Due to limited building space, parking constraints and traffic congestion, the existing village business district is 

most appropriate for businesses serving the needs of the community rather than those primarily drawing 

customers from outside Norwich. Because of transportation constraints and the desire to preserve the rural 

character of the town, the most appropriate location for commercial development serving regional markets is 

east of Route 5 South, which is currently zoned commercial and includes such businesses as King Arthur Flour. 
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Designated Village Center. The Norwich Village Center (Village Center) includes the Village Business Zoning 

District and additional area along Main Street north to the Norwich Public Library on Hazen Street and south to 

the Norwich Historical Society and Marion Cross School. (See Map 12). The Village Center is part of the 

Norwich Village Historic District listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Approximately 23 of the 

principal structures in the Village Center are listed as “contributing buildings” to the Historic District. Uses 

include some residential properties, many Norwich businesses, the town hall, police and fire station, public 

library, elementary school, Historical Society, the Norwich Congregational Church and the Village Green. 

The Village Center was previously a Designated Village Center under the Vermont Downtown Program but the 

designation could not be renewed due to a lack of specific support in the 2011 Norwich Town Plan. The 

Norwich Village center meets both the statutory definition of a Village Center and other state guidelines. The 

Village Center designation will make various tax credits available to property owners for improvements related 

to historic restoration, code compliance, and accessibility, and provides the town with priority consideration for 

various state grant programs. The town intends to reapply for the designation following adoption of this Town 

Plan. There are currently no plans to expand the Village Center to include Neighborhood Development Areas. 

 

Route 5 South/River Road. The areas on the west side of Route 5 South and along River Road are served by 

state highways and easily accessible to Interstate 91, schools, municipal services, and public transportation.   

 

However, a significant restraint on development in these areas is the lack of wastewater disposal infrastructure 

via a municipal wastewater facility or other alternative to individual on-site septic systems as well as public 

support.  Due to poor soil conditions outside of the existing village, the capacity of on-site systems is limited. A 

municipal wastewater facility has been discussed and researched, but never built; this is possibly due to the cost, 

lack of an existing health hazard, fear of too much development, or a combination of these concerns. The 2005 

Norwich Sewer Committee Report found that there was no immediate public health emergency and that the 

future need for municipal or community wastewater systems should be part of a long-term public town planning 

process.  

 

Alternatives to a new municipal system include connections to wastewater treatment systems in Hanover or 

Hartford, or smaller, decentralized community systems utilizing new technologies. 

In 2014-2015, the town commissioned a report to review options for these areas and in 2016, the Planning 

Commission began investigating the possibility of developing a new zoning district to make compact 

development more feasible in these areas and to increase the incentives in these areas for the development of 

affordable housing. A number of important objections were raised in a public forum in 2017 about this concept, 

and the commission is presently considering how best to respond to and incorporate public input.  The 

commission wishes to give further consideration to public input as well as the nuances of this important topic. 

Because such a zoning district is not presently authorized under this town plan, its creation would require a 

future change to the town plan. 

 
Hamlets. The re-creation of "outlying villages" or hamlets, either in the historic locations of the original 

settlements or in new locations, would create a focus for denser residential development in specific locations. A 

hamlet is a small, compact cluster of homes, frequently organized around a crossroads, civic building or public 

space. It may contain less than a handful of residences or be large enough to support one or more small, 

neighborhood-serving businesses.  

The land use planning area map shows several potential hamlet locations in existing or historic centers. Most 

commonly identified as potential hamlets are Beaver Meadow, Union Village, Pompanoosuc, and New Boston, 

but all of these locations have some severe natural resource limitations and may not be suitable. Other locations 

not currently developed may be more suitable. Establishing a hamlet should be considered whenever plans are 

being made to develop a large tract of outlying, rural land. Not all outlying lands are suited to support this 
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development pattern, but compared to low-density, scattered development, it is a preferred alternative that can 

allow for growth while preserving rural character.  

The creation of common cultural and recreational areas within these hamlets could create a sense of a local 
community. The Town of Norwich has become large enough that some of the advantages of a small 
community are at risk. Existing and new outlying hamlets could be enhanced to generate smaller 
communities. Small parcels of common land could facilitate this. Higher density in these areas could bring 
down the cost of housing, save open land and provide common recreational facilities, create more active 
communities, and save on town services.  
 
Valley. Roads and streams radiate out from Norwich village to the west, north, and parallel to the Connecticut 

River to the east. These valleys contain level land suitable for development, but also scarce farmland, wetlands, 

and scenic vistas of the working landscape with hills in the background. Over the past several decades, the farm 

economy and development pressure has made it difficult for landowners to keep agricultural lands in productive 

use given the demand for and value of their property for residential development. Norwich, however, desires to 

maintain the rural character of its valley lands created through more than two centuries of productive use and 

retain a base of working farm and forest land for future generations. 

  

The town has recognized that it needs to be creative and consider innovative techniques to achieve these goals. 

In order to preserve rural character while accommodating reasonable amounts of development, Norwich should 

consider use of cluster development on these valley lands. Clustering is a development technique that groups 

allowed development together on smaller lots with a significant amount of the original parcel set aside as open 

space or productive land. 

 

Even well-planned development on rural lands often requires trade-offs. Is it better to protect scenic views by 

placing new development within a wooded area or are homes on open fields preferable to protect forested 

wildlife habitat? Are designs that place homes located near existing roads to minimize the need for costly 

infrastructure superior to those that place homes at the end of long access drives out of view of travelers on the 

public roads? The complexity of rural planning is that there is no right or wrong answer that can be applied 

town-wide. Each piece of land needs to be considered and assessed individually. The town’s land use 

regulations should provide the flexibility to develop a rural parcel in the manner best suited to that particular 

piece of land and location. 

 

Commercial development in the rural areas should be limited to businesses that will have a very low impact on 

town services or infrastructure and will not adversely affect the rural character and current residential or 

agricultural uses. The level and type of commercial activity should be compatible with existing residential uses 

and sensitive to natural resources in the area such as the Connecticut River.  

 

Upland. Forested uplands dominate the western side of Norwich. Beyond the narrow stream valleys that extend 

up into the hills from the lowlands along the Connecticut River Valley, the terrain is steep and soils are shallow. 

Few roads bisect these areas with the result being large, unbroken tracts of forestland as shown on Map 10. 

Their physical character, value as wildlife habitat, fragile ecology and inaccessibility make these lands generally 

ill-suited for development other than low-impact recreation and sustainable forest uses. The ecological benefits 

of maintaining large blocks of unfragmented forest and wildlife habitat are discussed in the Natural and Historic 

Resources chapter of this Plan on pages 11-13 through 11-15  

 

Low-impact development that has been carefully sited and designed may be appropriate within the town’s 

upland areas, but the overall density of development should remain very low. Impacts to be minimized include 

tree clearing, disturbance of steep slopes, fragmentation of important wildlife habitat, and increased stormwater 

runoff and/or decreased water quality in upland streams. Recreational and forestry uses should be supported to 
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the extent that they are undertaken in a sustainable manner that protects environmental quality. Scenic 

resources, such as views of prominent ridgelines and hillsides from public roads, may be protected by directing 

development to less visible sites or maintaining an appropriate level of vegetative screening.  
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Goals, Objectives and Actions 
 
All of the goals, objectives and actions regarding commercial, residential and affordable housing development 
should be required to reflect what voters desire as determined by public meetings, surveys, listserv comments, 
by vote and other means rather than the personal opinions of those forming policy. 
 

Goal K Maintain and enhance Norwich’s historic settlement pattern of compact village and rural countryside while 

accommodating growth or shrinking growth and limiting growth if residents desire it so that any development  is 

consistent with the size, scale and number of units in existing developments the largest of which is 24 units.  

There should be no more than 12 new residences built in any one year with an exception for affordable 

housing/elderly housing to allow up to 24 units in any one development.. 

Preserve and protect the town’s natural resources, scenic 

beauty and rural character while managing growth 

in outlying areas. 

 

      

 

Action K.1.a     To the extent development is proposed on larger parcels outside of the current village center, encourage  
                        clustered and compact development balanced by conservation of open space. 

Action K.1.b Promote, through incentives in land use regulations, the clustering of residential housing with the goal of 
preserving larger contiguous parcels for farming, forestry and the preservation of open space. 

Action K.1.c Consider creating incentives for clustering of residential housing and commercial developments in order to 
preserve natural resources and open lands. 

Action K.1.d Support the use of conservation easements to preserve open space. 

Action K.1.e    Limit the allowed density for properties in outlying areas where there is limited access to services. 

Direct new development to those locations best suited to 

accommodate it, particularly areas that are easily 

accessible to good roads, town services, schools 

and public transportation. 

       

 

Action K.2.a Develop guidelines and criteria to identify land that is physically capable of supporting development.  

Action K.2.b Make inventories and maps of all protected natural resource areas readily available to all residents, 
landowners or their agents. 

Action K.2.c Review the current zoning setbacks and protection zones for natural resource areas including wetlands, 
shorelines, and aquifers, and, if needed, establish new zones and setbacks. 

Action K.2.d Maintain other protection areas such as steep slopes and ridgeline areas which may need additional 
evaluation on a site-specific basis prior to development. These areas should be clearly delineated on maps, 
and specific criteria and conditions for development should be established. 
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Action .2.e   Consider, as part of a public town planning process, how to best utilize advanced onsite or offsite community sewage 
disposal systems and technically advanced systems for lands without adequate on-site, soil-based wastewater 
treatment capacity that are otherwise suitable for compact development .   All alternatives are subject, of course, to 
considerations of feasibility and cost-effectiveness and must meet state requirements.   Utilizing municipal sewage 
disposal and hookups with neighboring towns’ sewage systems have been studied and restudied and $20,000,000 is 
financially irresponsible as are hookups to nearby adjacent towns’ systems.  It is most important to consider both initial 
costs and the long-term costs of system operation, cost of improvements, and maintenance for all alternatives, as well 
as appropriate protections to ensure a level of growth that is consistent with the size, scale and number of units in 
existing developments the largest of which is 24 units 

 

 

Limit commercial development through performance standards 

to a type, scale and design that is compatible with 

the character of the town and the neighborhood. 
       

 

Action K.3.a Use performance standards to allow the type of commercial development appropriate for each of three 
categories: (a) Outlying neighborhood services; (b) Village businesses; (c) Regional commercial development. 

Action K.3.b Re-evaluate performance standards on an ongoing basis to determine their effectiveness and make changes 
as needed. 

Action K.3.c Support the ability of Norwich residents to work from home or operate businesses on their residential 
property to the extent that the activity is compatible with surrounding land uses and does not adversely 
impact neighbors’ quality of life. 

Action K.3.d Allow for appropriate business/services needed in the community. 

Action K.3.e Create criteria and performance standards for commercial uses in the rural residential areas to allow low-
impact uses that will not adversely affect residential and agricultural uses. 

Action K.3..f     Ensure that commercial development provides public spaces such as seating for public use, picnic tables,  
                              flower beds or a small park. 

Preserve and protect the character of Norwich village. 

       

 

Action K.4.a Encourage village businesses that are primarily intended to serve the needs of and enhance the vitality of  
the local community. 

Action K.4.b Apply for state designation as a village center to recognize the town’s efforts to maintain the vitality and 
livability of its historic village and to provide priority consideration for state grants and other resources.  
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Encourage and strengthen agricultural and forest industries. 

       

 

Action K.5.a    Promote use of sound forest and agricultural management practices. 

Action K.5.b Evaluate, define, map and protect prime agricultural soils. 

Action K.5.c Implement strategies to enhance the long-term viability of agricultural and forestlands.  

Action K.5.d Support the viability of working farms through: (a) non-restrictive zoning for agriculture; (b) allowing 
commercial uses that help support the agricultural uses and/or preservation of land for agriculture; and (c) 
property tax relief at the town level. 

Action K.5.e Allow for the manufacture and marketing of value-added agricultural and forest products. 

Action K.5.f Promote the sale and consumption of locally grown food products. 
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